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FI"),FACE
The elements of contrast within the character
of an individual and the heights of attainrient in a
lifetime of activities appear sometimes unexpectedly
and serve to distinguish that person from the rest of
mankind.

Indeed, if personality, intelligence,

physical attractiveness, and the love for political
life were the only attributes of Kentucky Congressman
Glover Cary, although they are unquestionably magnetic
qualities, his life and worl:s might deserve their
T-erose from the critical observations of the histor
ian.
He, however, de:lonstrated an unusual concern for his
constituents and a certain devotion to humanity, rare
qualities if one applies the general connotative meanin,; to the word rolitician.

This political biography

is, therefore, concerned with the development of one
man gifted for and enthralled with public life.
No attempt has been made to delve deeply into
the personal lire of the subject or to emphasize hts
highly successful private law pr4,tctice.

The author

has, instead, attempted to stress Cary's role 175.thi
n
the Democratic party, his contribu'eions as a
congressand the ways in which he react:d to and ancept
od
lii

the challenges of the times.

Utilizing all available

sources of information, the author regrets that research
was hindered and that some facts will probably forever
remain a mystery because most correspondence and personal
papers of the Representative had been destroyed before
the research was begun.
The author wishes to express her gratitude
to the editors and staffs of many newspaper offices,
especially those of the Owensboro I:essenrer and
Inquirer, who willingly made available files of newspapers coLtaining information inaccessible elsewhere,
and to the librarians of the Kentucky Library, Western
Kentucky University; the Owensboro Public Library;
the Kentucky Wesleyan College Library; the Kentucky
State Archives, Yrankfort; and the Margaret I. :ing
Library, University of Kentucky.

A special note of

appreciation is extended to Lawrence Hager, Sr.,
Mrs. A. D. Kirk, and Mr's. Oswald H. Snyder, who not
only submitted to interviews but also allowed the
author to use their materials about Cary.

Others who

were most helpful in the preparation of this paper
include Mrs. Janes Epley, Sam Montgomery, Mr. and
Mrs. C. V. Watson, ;Ire. J. S. Owens, Mrs. C. H. Smith,
Carl Ross, Roscoe Downs, Mrs.

illie Muster, Mrs. Luc7.an

Haynes, Beverly I:. Vincent, Arthur CiLser, John Rogers,
Wilber Miller, Ray Sanders, Glover Cary, Jr., and Mmer

v

T3rown.

71na11y, the author 7:ishes to thank Dr. J. Crawford

Crowe and Dr. Lowell R. Harrison for tl-eir constructive
critjcisms and sumestions for revisions which have considerably improved the quality of the finished product.
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CHAPTildi I

THE YOUNG OFFICEHOLDER
Glover Cary was a public servant and political
leader in Kentucky for a relatively brief period of
about thirty years, a time during which he held various
local and state offices and ultimately represented his
district in Congress.1

Clearly, Cary was influenced in

his work not only by the times in which he lived but
also by the heritage bestowed upon him and the climate
in which he was reared.

Serving in the House of

Representatives during an era characterized by an
economic depression and the expansion of military
defenses, Cary directed his attention primarily to
relief programs and world affairs; how'3,Ter, his constant
concern remained his constituents! needs and the preservation of the rural way of life which had produced him.2
when John E. Cary, the Congressman's grandfather,
migrated in the early 18001 s from Clark County, Kentucky,
with his two brothers, James and :.1fred, he settled in
1Fouse Doc., 85 Cong., 2 Sess., No.
12108), 669.
---

442 (serial

27or a detailed account of Cary's work in
Congress see pp. 60-136.
1

2

McLean County, Kentucky, and devoted his life to the
customary occupation of the ree:ion, agriculture.

By

co-abining farming and politics the Representative's
father, Remus Griffith Cary, became Prominent in public
life in McLean County and remained so for forty years.3
Born in 1647 on a farm near Calhoun, in McLean County,
Remus Cary abandoned his few renaining domestic obligations at the age of fourteen--a heavy frost in August
had destroyed the crops which he normally tended—and
participated for eighteen months as a Union volunteer
in the Civil War.

After he returned from that conflict,

Remus Cary extended his interests beyond those of farming.

He attended the Dr. Wayland Alexander Academy, a

school at Oakland, in Daviess County, Kentucky; and a
few years after his marriage, Remus Cary and his wife,
the former Hiss Henrietta Allen, moved to Calhoun where
he entered :,he general r:ercantile business ulth a partner,
3Wil1iam Elsey Connelley and E. M. Coulter,
Histou of Kentucky, Charles Kerr, ed. (5 vols., Chicano,
1922), IV, 222. Although available records have failed
to reveal the exact date of John E. Cary's arrival in
western Kentucky, varied records indicate he was living
in the portion of Daviess County that later became
McLean County as early as 1(340 and that he was married
in, Daviess County in 1539. "Federal Population Census,"
5th census (1830), feth census (1840), county census
records on file in the Owensboro Public Library;
Marriage Record of John E. Cary and 1:ary H. flriffith,
Sept. 9, 1839, Book A, Daviess County Court (Clerk's
Office).

3
Henry Wall.

Aside from that early
business venture
which lasted only th
ree years, Remus Caryts
interests
were almost entirely
politically oriented,
and, In
many respects, his
services to McLean Coun
ty were
paralleled by the fi
rst political endeavor
s of his
son, Gloyer.4
The elder Cary served
three terms as
circuit court clerk,
two years as county cl
erk, four
years as master commis
sioner, and five year
s as a
member of the State Bo
ard of Equalization;
and, like
his son, Remus Cary wa
s never defeated for
an office
he sousht.5
Glover Cary, who was
born May 1, 1385, prob
ably
acquired his politica
l talents from his fa
ther, but
he, undoubtedly, inhe
rited his speaking ab
ility from
his mother, who poss
essed an impressive
vocabulary
and spoke with ease
and brilliance in he
r daily conversations. Besides hi
s oratorical competen
ce, young Cary
was a good student
and seemed to learn
rapidly without
concentrat- ed 1 4-17;
otherwise, the youth
appeared
to have been of aver
age ability, and hi
s childhood
4Connelley an
IV, 222; Owensboro :-:d Coulter, History of Kentlickyt
essenr,
- er, NoT.-- 26, 1775; in
with Sam VOntgonory
terview
, Jan. 3, 1971. Fo
r a comparison
of the careers of Re
mus and Glover Cary se
e pp. 6-7.
5Galhoun EcLean Com_ll
a News, Nov. 28,
Franklin Favorite,
1935;
Nov. 2, 1935.

attributes yielded little indication of his
future
prominence.6
The small community of Calhoun also helped to
mold Cary's interests and development.

There he spent

his early life; there he was exposed to the
stimulus of
visible progress.

Around 1900 the youthful Cary certainly

observed the packet boats wh'-h made four
trips per week
to the town to load locally-produced goods.

The tobacco

factories, railroad tie mills, and nearby
farms supplied
the bulk of those exportations.

Equally important as a

symbol of the advancement of the area
and as a probable
influence on the future Congressman was
a secondary
school called Calhoun College,7 which empl
oyed a nine-

6Hcuse Doc
., 85 Cong., 2 Seas
32108), 677T—TriteTview with Mrs. Jane ., No. 442 (Serie'
s Epley, Oct. 111,
1970. The middle initial "H.," which is
often seen in
references

to the name, Glover Cary, may have also
been
a legacy from the Allen side or the
family. "2:embers of
that family related that the fact the Cong
ressman actually
had no middle name was considerably dist
ressing to his
wife because of the need for one in
formal usage. Cary,
therefore, simply adopted an extraleg
al initial, and he
quite possibly chose the "H." because of
a family tradition. Accordinr; to tl'e legend, the
famous Henry Clay,
who was traveling with the same wago
n train as the Aliens,
gave a baby born at Cumberland Gap
to that family a
twenty-dollar gold piece. The family purc
hased a cradle
with the money, and since that infant
was named after the
statesman, every generation of the
Aliens has had either
a "Henry" or a "Henr5etta." Perl
laps, to Clover Cary the
initial "H." meant Henry. Interview
with Nrs. J. S.
Owens, Oct. 14, 1970; interview
with Mrs. Oswald H.
Snyder, Jan. 1!, 1971.
7The spelling of this word varies
as is noted in
Calhoon College, "Annual Announcement
"
(not
ice of tuition
and curriculum, 1898-99): Mrs.
C. H. Smith prival,e
collection (Calhoun, Ky.).

S
member faculty and was headed by Dr. Wayland Alexander,
Remus Car's former teacher.

Glover Cary attended that

school where he acquired the nickname "Skip" because of
his small size and where he was a member of the Adelphian
Society, an academic club.8

The Congressnanls training

in Calhoun, along with his earlier attendance of a
school in Cwensboo and his two years of study at Centre
College from 1902 through 1904, represented his total
formal educabiellls7
Glover Cary attempted several careers before he
finally decided to become a lawyer and to enter politics
seriously.

For a while he was the first cashier at the

Farmers and Merchants Bank in Livemore, Kentucky, but
in the year 1906 he became the co-editor of the McLean
Count.c'. Kews with C. E. Carpenter, the owner of a print
shop in Calhoun.

Together they performed job printing

and oublished the DeMocratie newspaper which competed
wit

two n ,;hers in the county, the Calhoun Star and the

Republican Livermore News.

In 1907, however, Carpenter

returned to Owensboro to form a printing company there,

8Ca1houn

McLean CountLy News, Jan. 9, 1947; interview with :10. ley, Oct. 14, 1970; Caihoon College, "Annual
Annonncement"; Centre Colle7,e, Attendance Records, 1902(4.
9Calhoun McLean County News, Aug. 12, 1921;
Geor;:e Leo
Sr., Kentuck7 Democracy: A Kintory
of te Part--; and Its Representative klembers-Past and
Presont-T3 vols., Louisville, l935,-717-300.

6
and Cary's journalistic venture
failed because of his
inability to find someone to operate
the print shon.1°
As his father before him had dcne,
the youthful
Cary then worked briefly as an edu
cator.11

For one

school year, 1907-1903, he not
only taught the upper
levels in Calhoun School which end
ed with the eighth
grade, but also assumed the role
of principal.

Cary

adopted a pragmatic approach to
discipline; he taught
energetically but had little order.

With an attitude

of permissiveness and good hun
or the pedagogue even
'tolerated such unconventional
classroom behavior as
the playing of pranks and practical
12
jokes.Mile attempting other careers, Glo
ver Cary was,
in the meantime, receiving val
uable training in local
political offices. He began his
first public work in
1904 as a deputy county clerk in
his father's office.
1 0Cal
houn McLean County 1Tews, Aug. 12,
1921;
Hartford Ohio Co,inty News, Dec. 11,
1935; interview
with Roscoe Dolms, Aug. 10, 197
0; interview with
Carl Ross, Oct. 1, 1970.
•

11
Remus Cary taught for seven yea
rs. Connelley
and Coulter, History of Kentucky
., IV, 222.
12
Ib1d.; G. H. Cary, Record 3ook kep
t while
teaching at Calhoun School, 190
7-03, Mrs. A. D. Kirk
private file (1729 McCreary Ave
., Owensboro, Ky.),
interview with Mrs. Willie Mus
ter, Oct. 11, 1970;
interview with Mrs. Lucian Hay
nes, Dec. 23, 1970.
Cary often demonstrated AiS
sense of humor in his
approach to serious situations
throug:.oat life. This
was especially true duri-Ig his
years as Cornonwealth's
Attorney (pp. 17-13) and as a
state political figure
(PP. 34-35. '
1 0-0-, 55)

7
After havin;-; been arnointed in 1910 by Judge T. F.
Birkhead, the young official thcn became master commissioner, a position he held for six years while he
was, in addition, serving as McLean County treasurer.13

ft

Glover Cary finally found his means to a profitable career and political success by becoming an attorney.
He studied law in his father's office and was admitted to
the Kentucky State Bar on June 22, 1909,14 after having
been encouraged to take the examination by narvel Mills
Logan, who later became a United States senator.

While

visiting Calhoun for a speaking engagement, Logan had
net Cary and believed him to have been "too intelligent
to remain a teacher. -5

Cary, who had strengthened his

ties with his hometown by his marriage on April
to Eiss Bessie Whayne
P.

4, 1906,

Ii1ler, the daughter of Dr. William

of Calhoun, rerewed those bonds when he began

13
,
Calnoun
:icLean County irews, Aug. 12, 1921j
Henderson Sunda y Gleaner arc Journal, Oct. 12, 1930;
Interview with 2-.rthur Critser, Jul, 1970. Cary/2
actual entry into politics was his appointment as master
commissioner, the first public position bestowed upon
him by someone other than a member of his family.
,Connelley and Coulter, History of Kentucky,
TV, 222. Ironically, Remus Cary was a member of the
bar for fifty-two years, a longer period of time than
his son's life span. Owensboro 1:essenrer, :Tov. 26, 1935.
15Interview with Beverly I. Irincent, Jan. 9,
1971. According to ifolrionson Circuit Court .- ocords,
Juno 22, 19C'), Glover Cary took his bar exanination at
Brownsville, Ky., and M. M. Logan acted as one of the
e::aminers.

8
the practice of law in Calhoun.16

There the unfledged

attorney worked independently for several years until
the recent law graduate, Carl Ross, entered the profession by joining Cary's office in 1922.17
In his capacity as an attorney, Glover Cary
performed his most outstanding service to his home
community by providing his assistance in promoting the
building of a toll bridge over the areen River between
Calhoun and Rumsey.

The firm of Stranahan, Harris, and

Otis of Toledo, Ohio, sold bonds to private individuals,
and the Nashville Bridge Conpany completed construction
in 1923.

Because of his significant contribution to the

building effort, some members of the community wished to
dedicate the bridge to Glover Cary.

Insisting that he

had been adequately pal(' for his services, Cary declined
the honor but did agree to officiate at the ceremonies
held for the opening of the bridge. -

Cary's concern

for the financial success of the project did not end
as it might have with the co-ipletion of construction;
throughout even his busy years in Conc_7ress, the
16Calhou
n I:cLean Counti News, Aug. 12, 1921;
Connelley and Coulter, Histo_EI of Kentacla„ IV, 223;
3owlins Green Park _City_ Dal3ly News, Oct. 30,
19574.
7

-'nemoral Services for Glover H. Cary, Proceedins_ of the Owensboro Bar Association, Jan. 4,
1937, 7.
18Interv
iew with Rose;, Oct. 1, 1970; interview
with Critser, July 1, 1970; interview with John Ror,er
s,
Sept. 21, 1971.

9
Representative maintained a professional intel-cst in the
profitable operation of the bridce.19
The first Political office which removed Glover
Cary fron the realm of local politics and granted him
his first experience as a lawmaker was that of Democratic
representative of YicLean County in the Kentucky General
Assembly.

After havinr, ridden horseback many miles to

ca-Ipaign in 1913, the Calhoun lawyer was elected for
the first time before attaining the ace of thirty.20
Cary did not quite double the combined votes or his
Democratic opponents, Fountain Lochery and G. N. Broadley,
in the primary election, but in the general election he
received more than fourteen times as many votes as thn
Republican candidate, C. K. Watkins.

Certainly, Cary's

decisive victory in 1913, corrolemented by his lack of
oPposition for reelection in 1915, indicated the officeholder's overwhelming popularity as well as his political
potentia1.21
19This
is specifically indicated by Cary'
correspondence with his law partner, A. P. Kirk.
Glover Cary to A. D. Kirk, Dec. 30, 19311, Jan: it,
1935, Kirk private file.
20Intervi
ew wit-,1 ::ont,7onery, Jan. 3, 1971;
editorial, "The Fallen Leader," Owensoro 11.,,ssellaor
and Ineuirer, Dec. 6, 1936.
21:21oction reurns, Proceedinr;s of the cLean
County roard of Election Commissioners, Aug. 2,
Nov. 4.

1713",

10

TABLE I
GLOVER CARY'S POPULARITY IN ELECTION
TO ILNTUCKY =FERAL ASSEI,DLY
Glover Cary

Opnosition
Fountain
Lochery

1913 (Dem. Primary)

792

G. U.
Broadley

173

264

C. K. Watkins
1913 (Nov. Gen. Election)

1168

1915 (rov. Gen. Election)

1203

Source:

81
unopposed

Election returns, Proceedings of the McLean
County Board of Election Cornissioners, 2-Lug. 2,
liov. 4, 1913, Nov.
Glover Cary thus served in the 1914, 1916, and

special 1917 sessions of the legislature in which be
introducc1 several bills, nost of which had little
success.22

During his first term he supported the

victorious Claude B. Terrill for Speaker of the House
of Jepresentatives and was named to membership on the
following standing committees:

Court of Appeals,

Kentucky Statutes, Mines and Mininf;, State Prisons and
Houses of Reform, Revenue and Taxation, RedistrictingLegislative, and Rules.23

Despite connittee aasignnents•

however, the McLean County Representative's primary
22
Journa1 of the Kentuclg House of Renresentatives,
1914, I, 6; ibid., l')1L,
'1, -76; ibid., 1917,
23
1b1d., 1911;_, I, r3-9, 127-23, 131, 133-35.

,

11
interests in that session appeared to have been election
procedures.
During the course of the 19114 legislature, Glover
Cary introduced three bills to modify election laws, but
onl

one of then actually became a law.

One impressive

bill he presented to the lawmaking body had as its
purposes the regulation of elections, the providing for
publication of campaign contributions, the control of
contributions, and the control of expenditure of those
funds.-24

He also proposed a bill to reduce the number

on the county election boards,25 but it was his
House
73111 Number 76, which was to amend the existing state
primary law, that passed the House on 'larch 16, 1914,
and was approved seven days later.
reworded the prevailing election

That bill, in effect,
changed the ballots

somewhat, and provided more clearly for the registration
of women for the purpose of votin7, on school questions.26
Cary's only other successful bill durin4 that
session repealed an existing law on weights and measur
es.27
The House did pass his proposed legislation which was
24Ibid., 452-83.
25Ibid., 515; ibid., 11, index 71.
261bi
d.,I, 152; ibid., II, 2185-86, index 52;
Kentuck7 Acts of the Gene-:'al Assembly, 19124., ChaD.
77)7 -71.23:
27
•Kentucl— House Journal, 1911 L, I, 199; Hentticky
Acts, 1914, Chap. ;Mil, 129.

12
designed to regulate insurance companies not authorized
to function within Kentucky, but the Senate gave the bill
little consideration.28

Other legislation Cary sponsored

in the 1914 session concerned the prison system, the
regulation of the duties of Fire Marshall, and the col'.v

lection of school taxes.29
In the 1916 Genera Assembly Glover Cary again
supported a winning candidate for Speaker, H. C. Duffy,
and served on many important committees:

Public Ditches

and Fences, Revenue and Taxation, Redistricting-Judicial,
Rules, and Appropriations.

He was, in addition, chairman

of the Committee on Banks and Banking.3°

But if his pres-

tige had increased since his first term as representative,
Caryis ability to obtain passage of bills he sponsored,
apparently, had riot.

The unsuccessful bills he introduced

included one to regulate the terms of court in the Sixth
Judicial District and another to place prisons and hospitals under one comnTssion.31
28
Kentucky House Journal, 1914, 1, 640-W•
2g
'Ibid., 199-200, 482, 993; ibid., II, index
70, 79.

•,;

3°Ibid., 1916, I,
10-11, 80-81, 85-87. In v1ew
of the fact that Glover Car-„, contributed substantially
to the work of the Appropriations Committee while in
Congress (pp. 109-16), It is interesting to note his
appearance on the corresponding state committee.
31Kentuc1cHouse Journal, 1916, 1, 111, 129-30;
ibid., II, index-ri.77-07

13
Cary's membership on the Revenue and Taxation
Committee governed the remaining legislat
ion he initiated
in 1916.

Although the McLean County Representati
ve

presented four such committee-related bill
s, including
one which required tIne payment of taxe
s before voting,
only one was enacted into law.

House Bill 382, which

was offered by Cary on February 1, was
approved as a
law on March 15, and had as its obje
ctive the amending
of the existing statute on tax penaltie
s.

The measure

added other types of taxes for the reve
nue agent to
collect and decreased the amount of
the penalty he
might keep.32
Since there had not been tine to cons
ider
necessary tax revision during the
1916 legislature,
Governor A. 0. Stanley called a spec
ial session for
that purpose the following yea
r.33 Glover Cary
actively participated in the 1917 sess
ion, but his
work was, olwiously, nonessential
to the total efforts
and outcome. The McLean County Repr
esentative offered
amendments to House Bill 1, which call
ed for the
creation of a State Tax Commission,
but the legislature
32Ibid., I, 348, 577, 990, 1041; ibid
., Ifs
index 59; Kentucky Acts of the Gene
ral Assembly, 1916,
Chap. LXXV, 604-05. See also for
comparison, ibid.,
19C6, Chap. XXII, Sec. 10.
1917,

33Kontucky House Journal, 1916, I, 25;
ibid.,
Kcntucla Democracy, I, 442.

4-5; 'Allis,

rejected his proposals; nevertheless, Cary did approve
of the bill in its entirety.34
Glover Cary's votes during that special session
reflected two observable paradoxes.

Although he was

representing an agricultural area, he voted for the
higher tax rates offered for livestock and farm
implements.35

Also, Cary demonstrated during that

early stage of his career his disapproval of unnecessary governmental expenditure although he

as

known for h_Ls personal enjoyment in spending money.
The Calhoun lawyer advocated frugality by his support
of lowered salaries for the Tax Commissioner and a
more limited expense budget for the Tax Commission.36
The years immediately following Cary's servic‘..
in .;he General Assembly were among the most colorful
in his life because they encompassed that period during
which he gained recognition and prestige as a lawyer.
Cary, who was succeeded by 0. V. Brown as Dcmocratic
state representative,37 became County Attorney of
McLean County in 1917, a position he held until he
311-Kentucky House Journal, 1917, 93, 169, 174, 210.
35Ibid., 301-02.
36Ibid., 95, 146-47, 150-51, 153; interview with
Ross, Oct. 1, 1970; interview with Critser, July 1, 1970.
37Kent,'ckv House Journal, 1918, I, 5; Calhoun
Sta, June 6, 1919.

41,

15
rose to Commonwealth's Attorney on January 1, 1922.38
During his service in the Sixth Judicial District,
which was composed of Daviess, Hancock, Ohio, and
T:cLean counties, Cary traveled about the area and
stayed at the county seats while court was in session,
often rooming with the circuit judge, George S. Wilson.
Although he became so busy he did not always find time
even to keep his bills properly paid, the state's
attorney never neglected his opportunities for fellowship with the people of his district.

After his work

day ended Cary often strolled back to town at night
and conducted discussions with some members of the
community.39
Glover Cary's legal philosophy and his deport-lent as an attorney gained him the admiration of the
general public and the respect of other nen_bers of the
legal profession.

Opposing lawyers considered him to

have been courteous to them and just in his manner of
thinking, but, certainly, a fornidable opponent.

After

hearing a brief review of the principal facts of a case,
Cary was able to conduct a masterful prosecution.

He

38Cary was elected county attorney by a mmaller
majority than he had received in previous races. The
vote was 1,383 or Cary and 1,147 for his opponent.
W. G. Newton, Jlection returns, ncLean County, Nov. 6

1917.
"Calhoun cLean Counts Net, Aug. 12, 1921;
interview with ROSS, Oct. 1, 1970; I,:emorial Servicps,
Proccedines Owensboro Bar Association, 8-9.
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was deemed one of the best speakers within his political
party by the tine of his election as Commonwealth's
Attorney, and he could often convince the jurors of a
defendant's guilt by simply talking to tham.4°
Glover Cary admired the comparatively harsh
British judicial system and believed that crime could
be most effectively combated by stricter enforcement of
laws and more certain justice given to criminals.

He

thought the guilty were too often acquitted, but, in
his opinion, the problems of crime prevention and law
enforcement were not hopeless.

Cary did not accept the

theory that the twentieth century had brought a great
crime increase, and he blamed society for developing
criminals.41

"1 an convinced," he said, "that some are

born criminals, byt I an more fully convinced that the
environment and surroundings and conditions in life have
more to do with making criminals than any other thing.
112
In addition to his usual serious nature, Cary
often displayed an extraordinary sense of humor in the
courtroom.

In one trial he represented cattle owners

°Hartford Herald, Nov. 16, 1921; Memorial
Services, Proceedinr's Owensboro Bar Association, 5,

16.

10,

Glover Cary, "Crime and Its Punishment" (original paper read at the Owensboro Investigator's Clubs
Feb. 17, 1926), 1-8, Investigator's Club file (Owensboro
Public Libra -); interview with Montgomery, Jan.
3, 1.714.
42Car7,-, "Crime and Its Punishent,"

3.
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whose livestock was not accepted by the buyers upon
delivery.

Although a contract had been drawn between

the two parties, the market price for cattle had gone
down since the agreement had been made, and acceptance
of the cattle would have involved a considerable
financial loss to the buyers.

The opposing lawyer,

therefore, became extremely emotional in his defense
of the buyers.

Responding to those pleadings, Cary

noted disparagingly in his summation to the jury that
he had seen lawyers actually weep when arguing cases
for widows and orphans, but that was the first time he
had ever seer a lawyer "cry over a bull calf.tt43

The

attorney's sense of humor emerged again in another trial
in which he was prosecuting a man accused of murder.
In reference to the gun that was used to cc=it the
deed, the defendant claimed he used the weapon only for
duck hunting.

The prosecuting attorney suggested in

rebuttal that if such a Gun were used on a duck, nothIng
would be left but the hole.44
As Commonwealth's Attorney Glover Cary prosecuted interesting cases such as that of a man accused of
making false entries on records of the Bank of Hartford
(Kentucky), but the most famous criminal cases with
43interview with irs. A. D. Kirk, July 12,
1970; interview with Ray ganders, July 21, 1970.
Interview with Kirk, July 12, 1970.
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which he was connected were those of Carl and Grace
1,K
Browder.".
The Browders robbed the Farmers Bank of
West Louisville of all the available cash, and a bystander was shot by a machine gun during the holdup.I16
The ensuing escape and capture of those criminals was
a fascinating episode in itself.

After their Studebaker

sedan became stuck in the mud at the community of Elba,
the couple walked about twelve miles through mud and
rain to Calhoun, traveled by car from there to Central
City, and eventually reached Atlanta, Georgia, where the
authorities apprehended then.117
From his tactics used in those cases, Glover
Cary may have earned his reputation as a ruthless
prosecutor.

Referring to (=race Browder as "the woman

with a face of marble" because of her absence of facial
expres3ien,48 the Commonwealth's Attorney requested
and
received for her a sentence of twenty years.49

Carl

45Hartford

Ohio County News, Earch 11, 18, 1927;
Owensboro Inauirer, Feb. 4, 1929; interview with
MontgomeryTVir.
--7, 1971; interview with Glover Cary, Jr.,
June 11, 1970.
60wensboro Inquirer, Jan. 9, 1929.
47Ibid., Jan. 111, 1929. A telephone tip received
by the pollee included the words "Peach Tree Street" and
aided in the capture of the fugitives. Interview with
'111-.er Miller and Lawrence Hager, Sr., July 3, 1970.
480wenst-.oro Inaufror, Feb.
k9
' Ibid.

1929.
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Browder was given a 117,hter eighteen-year term in prison
although Cary had asked for the maximum penalty.Cary's timely transition from legislator to
County Attorney and Commonwealth's Attorney, whether
carefully devised or completely unplanned, proved wise
because those governmental positions seemed to remove
him directly from politics during a period not necessarily favorable to the Democratic party.

Neither

political party was in complete control of Kentucky
immediately following World War I, and in 1919, just
two years after Cary had became County Attorney, the
state elective offices were filled by Republicans.51
The following year the Democrats carried Kentucky by
only a narrow margin of votes in the presidential
e3ectionl and in 1924 Republicans were again victorious
in the state.52

Between those presidential contests

Cary won election in 1921 to the office of Commonwealth's
Attorney, but actually lost to his Republican opponent,
C. E. Smith, in two of the four counties of the Sixth
Judicial District.53

In 1927, when Kentucky elected a

5°-Ibid., Feb. 27, 1929.
51— • •

Kentucla Democracy, I, 471, 456.

52Lowe11 Harrison, "Ken-";ucky and the Presidential
Elections, 1912-19480" Filson Club 7iistora Quarterly,
XXVI (Oct. 1952), 322.
Hartford Herald, l'!'ov. 16, 1921.

Republican governor, Glover
Cary won reelection as
Commonwealthls Attorney wit
h a plurality which indicated
that his personal popularit
y was more important than his
political alignment. He car
ried three of the four
counties in his district and
ran a very close race in
the fourth.54 While the Rep
ublicans received 59.3 per
cent of the Kentucky votes
in the 1928 presidential
election in a rejection of
the wet, Catholic mmineo,
Cary remained secure in his
office until he resigned
on February 28, 1931, to ent
er Congress.55
The possibility that Glover
Cary influenced the
choice of his successor as Com
monwealth's Attorney is
quite remote although Elmer
Brown, who followed him in
that office, had known the
newly-elected Congressman as
a lawyer and as a member
of the 1914 General Assembly.
56
5L Orval
W. Baylor, J. Dan Talbott: Cha
mpion of
Good Government: A Sai:a
of Kentucky Politics from 190
0
to 1972 (Lou:sville, 1)4
2T, 17;77iartford Ohio
6ut1
News, Nov. 11, 1927; electi
on returns, ncre-ITE County,
Nov. 81 1927; election ret
urns, Proceed-1E7-7f the
Daviess County Board of Ele
cticn Conmisrioners, Nov. 8,
1777; election returns,
Proceedinr,s of the Hancock
County Board of Election Com
missioners, Nov. 8, 1927.
The returns were as follow
s: Ohio Co., Cary-3,134;
Martin-3,248; McLean Co.,
Cory-1,600; Martin-1,340;
Daviess Co., Cary-6,841;
Martin-3,970; Hancock Co.
,
Cary-872; Martin-830.

55},arrison, "!•.entuc

ky and the Presidential
Elections," 323; Ilalcolm E.
Jewell and Everett W.
Cunningham, Kentucky Politi
co (LeIincton, 1968), 7;
Hose Doc., 7,77Onr_;., 2
Scnr., No. 442 (Serial 12108)
,

rut).

)Hartford Ohio County Tre
ws, liar. 61 1931; interview rith Elmer FirewriT-Au
i7. 27, 1970.
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A. D. Kirk, one of Caryts law partners, had suggested
another attorney to fill that office, and, besides, the
Governor of Kentucky who made the appointment was not
of the same political party as Cary.57

Elmer Brown,

however, served only until the election of 1932 when
he was succeeded by his Democratic opponent, Herman A.
fir1thead.58
Excepting his love for hunting and fishing,
Glover Caryts activities in his personal and busines
life seemed to promote his political interests.59

In

1926 he moved to Owensboro, Kentucky, to establish a
law partnership there.

Since circuit court convened

for longer periods of time in that city, the move was,
also, partially a matter of convenience.60

In the larger

community Cary became a—sociated an a law 7,-)
- r.rtner with
the attorney, Wilber Miller, on January 1, 1930, and
57P.. D. Kirk to J. D. Craddock, Sept. 26, 19304
Kirk private file; Baylor, J. Dan Talbott, ft3.
58Interview with Brown, Aug. 27, 1970; Hartford
Ohio County News, Nov. 6, 1931.
Interview with Ross, Oct. 1, 1970; Glover H.
Cary to A. O. Stanley, July 2, 1930, A. O. Stanley
Papers (Marr:aret I. King Library, University of
Kentucky). According to a membership card in the
possession of Hrs. Oswald H. Snyder, Owensboro, Ky.,
Glover Cary belonged to the Daviess County (arle aria
:ish Association.

6CITTotu:c Doc., 85 Cong;., 2
14.14.2
(Serial 1210b), ET5t); Bowling Green Park City Daily
:7ews., Oct. 30, 1934; interview with 10:13, Oct.
197.0.
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later with A. D. Kirk.

In 1935 Glover Caryls son,

Z;l]iam Ree Cary, was inviLed to join the f1ru, and
he did so shortly before his father's death.Through his work with certain banks, Cary,
undoubtedly, established numerous political contacts.
He became a director of the Central Trust Bank of
Owensboro, the Citizens Deposit Bank of Calhoun, and
the Farmers and Merchants Bank of Livermore, and for a
while he was president of the Hartord Deposit Bank.62
As a lawyer Cary assisted in the reorganization of the
Central Trust Company, and, when the Hartford Bark
failed, both he and valber Miller were instrumental in
its reopening in 1934.

Although he gave his law partner

most of the credit for that success, Cary displayed
great concern over the difficulty in attracting
depositors and worked diligently on the project for
a considerable length of time.63
61Inte-view with Miller and Hager, July 3, 1970;
Hartford Ohio County News, nay 3, 1929; A. D. Kirk to
Glover Cary, March -4, 1935, Kirk private file; Owensboro
Messenp.er, Oct. 31, 1936.

62Albert ITelson Marquis, ed., Who's Who ift
Anerica: A Biographical Dictionary of Notable Livin4
Men and Women of -Ehe United States, 1937=37 COhicago,
T7677-575:
"Interview with Tither and Hager, July 3, 1970;
A. D. Kirk to Clover Cary, May 8, 1934, Kirk private
file; 131over Cary to A. D. Kirk, March 16, May 12,
1934, Kirk private file.
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Glover Cary was active in community affairs in
Owensboro.

He belonged to a small :lethodist church

where he taught the non's bible class.

He was also

Exalted Ruler of the Owensboro Lodge of Elks and a
member of the Odd Pellows Club, the klasonic Lodge, and
the Owensboro Shrine Club.6!l
On Iarch 19, 1926, Cary gained membership in
Owensboro's Investigator's Club, a literary organization
which was formed in 1894 and had adopted as its purpose
the investigation of universal 1'nouledge.65

Although

he remained a member until his resignation on January 20,

1933, the Congressman's attendance record indicates that
there were higher priorities for him than that club.
He was absent all of 1932 and attended on an irregular
basis other years.66

DurYig his membership the

Renresentative presented only two book reviews, ono
on Tod
.
ly and Toorrow by Henry Ford and the other on
- israeli by Andr6 naurois.67

He was absent from

64Henderson Sunday Gleaner and Journal, Oct. 12,
1930; Hartford Ohio County News, Dec. 11, 1936..
65Minutes of 1:oetinG of Owensboro's Tnvestirrator's Club, nareh 19, 1926, investigator's Club file;
WA History
of the Investigator's Club," InvestizAtorti
Club file.

.
66,,I.Lnutes
of 1oeting of Owensboro's Investir4ator'3 Club, Jan. 20, 1933, Investigator's Club file;
Roster, Investigator's Club file.

67:iinutes of Meeting of (),To.lsborols Investigator's Club, Jan. 11:, 1927, Jan. 1 -, 1929, Investigator's Club file.
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meetings on the dates established for his presentation
of assii7ned scientific topics, and he, thus, limited
his research to two studies on criminology, "Crime and
Its Punishment," and "Can the Law Be Enfol-ced?"63
The whole of Cary's life up to the year 1931
seemed to have been only a prelude to his last five
years.

His activIties and interests reaclied him for

the tremendous work which awaited him in Congress,
his personal friendships supplied him with much of
the support he needed to succeed in that office, and
his practice in politics provided him with the skills
necessary for success and survival within his own
political party.

'Ibid., Sept. 17, 1926, .)c.
7
16, 1927, Dec. 20,
1929, Aug. 15, 1930, June 17,1932.

CHAPTER II

THE ASPIRING POLITICIAN
The year 1930 marks the entrance of Glover Cary
into prominence in governmental affairs and in pclitics.
17rom that time until death ended hls career

years

later, Cary narticipated actively in every major
election within the state.

Having been strongly

suggested as a possible candidate in the 1927 gubernatorial election, Cary pursued instead a different
political course with his nomination on October 6,
1930, for representative fro;. the Second Congressional
District to the United States Congress.1

His stature

as a congressman permitted him to express openly his
views on candidates and issues and to influence certain
decisions of the electorate.
Glover Cary succeeded John L. Dorsey of Henderson
as representative.

In the 1930 November election Dorsey

was the unopposed Democratic nominee for the short term
I
Interview with Sanders, July 21, 1970; Hartford
Ohio County lows, Oct. 10, 1930; Louisville CourierJcurral, Oct. 7, 1930. The movement to propose Carj as
a 17,ossib1e candidate for governor received more interest
esneclally after 1934. Interview with 14il1er and Hager,
July 3, 1970.
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of Congress, and Glover Cary was the candidate for the
res.ular term.2

Caryts predecessor, therefore, was not

really Dorsey, who had served only three months, but
David Kincheloe, who had resigned as congressman to
become an associate justice of the United States Customs
Court in New York City.3

Kincheloe had been extremely

popular as a representative.

Starting with the Sixty-

fourth Congress in 1904, he had been elected to each
succeeding Congress and had had no opposition within
his own Democratic party since first elected.

Kincheloe,

who was a self-made man with a rural background, had
served on the Committee on Agriculture and had advocated
support of the Lea,ue of Nations.4

Despite Kincheloe's

high qualifications, Cary undertook enthusiastically
the difficult task of replacing him.
When the probability of David Kincheloe
appointment as judge became known, friends began
suggestinc Glover Cary as his successor, and as early
as September 26, 1930, the choice of the Commonwealth's
2
Hartford Ohio County News, Dec. 11, 1936;
Henderson Horning Gleaner, Nov. 6,1930. Dorsey was
elected to serve only from December to narch, and Cary
was chosen to serve from narch, 1931, until the next
term began. U. S. Constitution, Art. I, sec. 4.
31!enderson Morninrr Gleaner, Oct. 7, 1930.

I'D. H. Kincheloe to Tho-s il. Underwood, Dec. 15,
1726, Thomas Runt Underwood Papers (Largaret I. King
Library, University of Kentucky); interview with Epley,
Oct. 111-, 1970; Calhoun Star, April 250 1919.
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Attorney for the national office was all but a rea1tty.5
He received the support of such locally influential people
as Lawrence Hager, editor of the Owensboro Messenger and
Inouirer, and Harry Holder, chairman of the McLean County
Democrats; however, his law partner, Wilber Miller, who
agreed that Cary might accept the office, did not favor
his seeing election at that time.6

Potential assistance

in the acquisition of the office lay also in the fact
that the Second Congressional District, which was then
composed of Union, Henderson, Daviess, Hancock, McLean,
Webster, Hopkins, and Christian counties, included part
of the Sixth Judicial District where Cary commanded
enviable popularity.7
The other official candidate seeking the nomination was Major G. Talbott Berry of Morganfield,
Commonwealth's Attorney of Henderson, Union, and
Webster counties.

However, when the first six counties

to cast their votes at the Democratic district committee
meeting supported Cary, the Union County chairman moved
that Cary's selection be made unanimous.

A third

Hartford Ohio Couly News, Sept. 26, 1930; A. D.
Kirk to J. D. Cr,d7=,-7751) . 26, 1930, Kirk private file.
6
Interview with Glover Cary, Jr., June 110 .1_70;
interview with =or and liar7er, July 3, 1970; interview
with Critser, July 1, 1970.
7John Henry Hatcher, "Fred Vinson: Congressman
from Kentucky" (doctoral dissertation, University of
Cincinnati, 1961), 300; A. D. Kirk to J. D. Craddock,
Sept. 26, 1930, Kirk private file.
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candidate, Gates F. Young, who was committee chairman
and a friend of Cary's, had also seriously sought the
nomination.

In an attempt to gain votes, Young had

approved for Henderson County chairman a man unacceptable to the district committee.

Young's name was,

8
therefore, not placed in nomination.
Although unopposed and his own election assured,
Cary began his renowned state-wide campaigning for the
Democratic party Immediately after his nomination in
1930.9

The candidate directed his efforts more toward

discrediting the Republican party than toward establishing a firm basis for the election of candidates of his
own party, and his two main points of attack were the
tariff and the economic conditions associated with the
Hoover adrlinistration.1°

Glover Cary blamed the depression

on the tariff which he recognized as the reason for

a,ilenderson

Morning Gleaner, Oct. 7, 1930;
Louisville Courier-Journal, Oct. 7, 1930; interview
with Critser, July 1, 197C.

9Hartford Ohio County News, Oct. 10, 1930;
Henderson Sunday Gleaner and Journal, Oct. 12, 1930.
10The tariff had not been a mapr issue in the
presidential election of 1928, but a hill was introduced
in 1929 to place even higher duties on the farmer and
increase some other goods. The higher import tax,
along with the general economic conditions, prompted
attacks on the tariff in 1930. F. i. Taussi,-4, The
Tariff History of the United States VIth ed., 1:ew York,

ij51-T; 1-1-70;747.9-4.

31
economic retaliation by other rations.11

He believed

the high tariff had forced Anerican shops to close and
had created farm problems.

He also criticized the Farm

Ford and its chairman who was asscciated with big
business.

The ardent nominee thought the tariff was

a means by which Republican campaign contributors
could be repaid.12
Cary also claimed the Republican party was
partial to the wealthy, and he favored lower income
taxes for those of moderate incomes and higher ones for
corporations with their larmier incomes.13

Disar,reeing

with the national administration's refunding of income
taxes and pointing out that the largest beneficiaries
of the refunds were people who had contributed to the
Republican campair,n, the congressional candidate claimed
there was a plot to compel the United States treasury
to pay the 1928 Republican campaign expenscs.14

11In response to the enactrent of the high
tariffs by the United States, the small nations, which
were inclined to have high tariffs, added even higher
protection. The result was a near stoppage of international trade. 3roadus Nitchell, Denression Decade:
From New Era Through New real, 19297
York,
:137717
12
Louisville Courier-Journal, Oct. 19, 1930;
Henderson norninr; Gleaner, Oct. 29, 1930.
13Louisvilio Courier-Journal, Oct. 15, 1930.
1/1 TTenderson Morning Gleaner, Oct. 29, 1930.

32

Glover Cary also joined others in discussing
personalities involved in the election.

In a partisan

argument he censured the linking of John J. Raskob's
chairmanship of the Democratic National Committee with
the senatorial campaigns of Marvel Mills Logan and Ben
Williamson.

John M. Robsion, the Republican nominee

for the Senate, had probably made Raskob an issue
because of the latter's religion and his stand on
prohibition.15
According to a private agreement Cary permitted
John L. Dorsey to serve during the unexpired portion of
Kincheloe's term which was to terminate the following
::arch.16

Dorsey took his seat on December 1, 1936, and

Glover Cary resigned his post as Commonwealth's Attorney
on February 23, 1931, and began his tenure in Congress
four days later.17

Afterward, Cary considered his not

assuming office in December of 1930 a mistake because
of the rule of seniority appliecl in the House of
Representatives.lb
15Louisville Courier-Journal, Oct. 15, Nov. 1,
1930; ::04 York Times, April 9, 1930.
16Interview with Miller and Hager, July
1()70; interview with Downs, Aug. 10, 1970.

3,

171alliam A. 3tevons to author, J.A4 30, 1970;
Hartford Ohio County Nel:s„ Dec. 11, 1936; House Dec.,
85 Cong., 2 Sess., No. W (Serial 12108), 669.
18
Interview with Miller and Hager, July
1970.

3,

J3
During the r.;ubernatorial race of 1911, Glover
Cary campaigned even more fervently.

He addressed

sizeable gatherings in almost every one of the elev4n
congressional districts in Kentucky in the interest of
his party.19

Considered "an able and pleasing sneaker,"2°

Cary was heard by the largest crowd to assemble in Lyon
County during the entire campaign.21
Cary promoted the election of Judge Ruby Laffoon,
a candidate he considered capable and independent Of
political controls.

The Congressman encouraged voters

to denonstrate their disapproval of the Republican state
administration.

They should attempt to understand elQre

fully the workings of the Sampson administration and
ignore the accusations connected with Ben Johnson's
membership on the bipartisan highway comluission.

By

associating Johnson's T.K..'e with Laffoon's and by point-Inc out some of the former's actions, the Republicans
hoped to defeat the Democratic gubernatorial hopeful.
19Hartford Ohio Count_y News, Oct. 30, 1931.
20Ibid., Oct. 16,
1931.
217ddyville Lyon
County Herald, Oct. 12, 1932.
Llthough he received much acclaim as a speaker, Cary
did not usually speak from a written text. He attempted
to write addresses, but ne was never satisfied with
Lhen. GeorLe Wilstee, a rhember of the Owensboro Ear
Association, believed Cary probably did not think much
about the speeches he had written when he delivered
then. Interview with Glover Cary, Jr., June 11, 1970;
.:eeorial Services, ?roceedinrs Owensboro Bar Association,

I.

Cary defended Johnson by saying that the Republicans
were using the highway commissioner to conceal their
own mistakes and that Johnson had actually helped
provide western Kentucky with good roads and had saved
the state money.22

Johnson, according to Cary, had

attempted to resign from the commission, but Sampson
had refused to permit such a move.23
While campaigning, Cary again stressed the
ecbnomic conditions and the high tariff.

He 1-lamed

nuch of the unemployment on the moving of factories
from the United States to foreign countries, a situation
which he believed to be directly attributable to the
tariff.

The Representative mentioned that Ford and

General Motors had established factories in foreign
countries in an attempt to evade the high tariffs
enacted as retaliatory measures by those nations.24
In reference to the economic situation caused in part
by the Emergency Tariff of 1921, the Yordney-ncCumber
Tariff of 1922, and the Fawley-Smoot Tariff of 1930,
'
22 Cary
all of which raised the tax on imports,
22Glover
Cary apparently chanced his alignment*
within his political party. Although he defended
Johnson in 1931, he later orposed Chandler who had the
backinp7 of Johnson. F,ee pp. 52-57.
23Leitch_fie1d Ga7.ette, Oct. 30, 1Ti1.
-,Ibid.
5Mitehell, Dcnress:on Decade, 181.
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35
colorfully called the twenties and early thirties "the
era of Faith, Hope, and Charity.1,26

The people had had

faith under Harding, hope under Coolidge, and were then
living on charity under Hoover.27
Cary believed that the support of Laffoon's
cpponent, William Harrison, would indicate that Kentucky
approved of the depression.

He blared the so-called

"Barons of the East,1t28 who had demanded a high tariff,
rather than President Hoover for the nation's plight;
but he quickly demonstrated how one Democratic president,
Woodrow Wilson, had lowered the tariff and had improved
conditons.

In addition to the tariff, Cary assailed

again the refundiri, of taxes under the Republican presidents.

The refunds, which he claimed went to people who

had made fortunes during the war, had, as ho argued,
caused a huge deficit which had to be restored by thoe
rassec.29
The year 1932 brought two major events in whiela
Congressman Cary participated:

he attended the Democratic

National Convention, and he stood for reelection to the
House of Representatives.

Chosen from the Second

26LeiT;chfield Cazette, Oct. TO, 1031.
27 bid.
28Thirl.
29Tb 4.d

Congressional District of Kentuc
ky, he was one of
the sixty-six delegates from the
state.3° While
some of them had one vote, Cary
and the other three
party representatives from the
Second District had
only one-half vote each, a fac
t which really made
very little difference because
Kentucky had an instructed delegation.31 Pol
itical allies of Cary's,
Governor Ruby Laffoon and Sen
ator M. n. Logan, had
led support for Roosevelt at the
state convention,
and Kentucky's twenty-six vot
es were to go to
Roosevelt.32
The main problems which the Ken
tucky delegation
faced at the national conventio
n were decisions on
the fight led by the Roosev
elt forces against the
to-thirds rule for the select
ion of a canciidate,
the choice of a permanent cha
irman, and the prohibition question. Roosevelt
's decision to abandon
his strugle against the two-th
irds rule l'reed
301lemorial Services, Proceedings
Owensboro
Bar Association, 1; House Doc
., 35 Cong., 2 Sess.,
No. 442 (Serial 1210b1, 66;
MadisonvilleMessenger,
June 20, 1932.
-
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4

31I:adisonville 1:essenger, April
12, 13, Juno 20,
192; Paper Listing Kentucky Del
egates and Alternates
to the Democratic Conventio
n, Barkley Papers (nargaret I.
King Library, University
of Yentuf-ky).
32 adisonville ::esserrer, Apr
il 9, :1], 1932.
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Kentuckians frem taking any position concerning that
di1=ma.33

The second problem—whether to vote for

Senator Thomas Walsh, whose name was linked with
Roosevelt's, or Jouett Shouse, who had been accused
of endeavoring to defeat Roosevelt--was solved when
the majority, includins Cary, approved of Wa1sh.34
On the prohibition issue former drys presented a
minority report which stated that the Democratic
party should propose an amendment to repeal the
Eighteenth Amendment but chould not specify how the
states should vote on the amerdment.

That matter

in question was resolved by the Kentucky delegation's
earlier decision to approve the majority ccmmittee
reports, a move which bound the Kentucky group to a
firm stand against prohibition.35
Even with the problens confronting the Kentucky
delegation, the Democratic National Convention was
33Louisville Courier-Journal, June 22, 1932.
The significance of the two-thirds rule lay in Smith's
possibility of forcing a compromise candidate if
Roosevelt could not muster the specified number a
votes. William 73. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt
and the New Deal, 1932-1940 (Hew Yorli,-1967), 5-6.
:lessenrer, June 29, 1)32;
Democratic I:ational Coranittee Speeches, 1932, Jouett
:Mouse Papees (a -TAret I. King Library, Ilniveesity
of Kentucky).
35Turner Catlede, "The National Conveations
of 1932," Current Yistory, 36 (Aug. 1932), 526;
PAdisonvilie-7.,:-Thsc;:lr:OY.;-.]'uly 1, 1932.
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unusually exciting.

The Kentuckians listened to
an

outstanding favorite son,
Alben Barkley, deliver the
keynote address, and they
saw their own choice for
president nominated.36
Glover Cary said of the whole
affair, "It was a great
convention, which adopted a
great platform; a platform
uneauivocal, clear-cut,
constructive and pro7re
ss5ve."37
The actual election in whi
ch he was himself
a candidate and in which
he sought votes for Roosevelt
was the second important
political episode for Cary
in
1932. Believing that the
perpetuity of the United
States depended on its
outcome, he termed that electi
on
"the most important eve
r waged on American
The Congressman would hav
e probably devoted more tim
e
to the presidential campai
gn had he not been confro
nted
with numerous problems
in his bid for reelectio
n.
One incident which ent
ailed some embarrassment
was the publication bef
ore the election of facts
concernin7 the employment
of relatives by congressm
en,
a custom that was not at
all unusual. The compiled
evidence listed Glover
Cary as having his son Wil
liam
on a "patrenaee" payroll
in the House majority roo
m
36E. Prances Brown, "Congress
Plays Its Part,"
Current Histou, 36 (Ju
ly 1932), 471.

37Henderson
1932.
38Lexinroi

Sunday Gleaner and Journa
l, July 10,
oa1d, Oct. 16, 1932.
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at '205.00 per month.

Other Kentuckians listed with

relatives on the government payroll were
Congressmen
C. R. Carden, A. J. Nay, Voris Gregory,
Ralph Gilbert,
and Senators Alben Tarkley and M. E.
Logan.39

Strangely

enough, Cary was said to have attacked
Barkley for what
he was accused of doing himself--keepin
g members of his
family on the government payroll.V

Later, however,

Cary must have changed his opinion of Bark
ley because
he worked closely with the Senator and
called him
one of the great leaders of the Unit
ed States."41
Cary had hoped to hove no opposition in
the
primary election, but he experienced
difficulties
because of confusion concerning his
stand on the
E54-iteenth Amendment.11-2

Since several constituents

were disnatsfied with Caryls failure
to support a
repeal Lroeosal presented to Congress,
a meeting was
held in Owensboro to raise support for
Frank Goad of
Scottsville for congress;:an from the
Second Congressional
District. The meeting brou7ht forth
another candidate
39Louisville Courier-Journal, nay 20,
1932.
4°Francis Douglas to Thomas A. Comb
s, Aug. 3,
1932, enclosed in a letter from Thomas
A. Combs to
Senator Alben Barkley, Au7. 10, 1932
, Barkley Papers.
t--Owensboro Inouirer, Oct. 10,
1935.
1!2
-1--Glover Cary to A. D. Kiri:, Maf'ch
23, 1932,
Kirk private file.
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when W. 0. Smith, County Att
orney of Muhlenberg County,
unexpectedly announced at
the assemblage that he also
intended to seek the party nom
inaion.43
Both Smith and Goad favored
the repeal or the
Eighteenth Amendment. The
latter, in addition, emphasized more governmental dir
ection from the masses
and advocated veterans! leg
islation. - Despite the
opposition by both candidate
s on the repeal issue,
Cary had previously announ
ced that he stood for everything in the Democratic pla
tform including repeal of
the Eighteenth Amendment and
submission of the matter
to the people. 5
-4
The Representative said tha
t the
charges made against him wer
e untrue and that his
43Madisonvi1le lesseletger, Jun
e 22, 1932. In
March of 1932 Cary, along wit
b
six
oth
er Kentucky
members of the House of Rep
resentatives, was absent
the day of the vote on the Beck-L
inthicum Amendment
which would have cleared the
way for submission of
the repeal question to the
people, but Cary said that
he was opposed to the mea
sure. Ulric Bell, *Drys
Score Victory in House Cra
sh," Louisville CourierJournal, March 15, 1932.
1932.

hkadisonville Messenger,
June 22, Slily 1141.,

45Spald1ng Trafton, "Cary
Tells His Stand on
Bonus and Prohibition," Hen
der
son
:a)
rning Gleaner,
Aug. 5, 1932; Henderson
MandE,
g Gleaner and-TFurnal,
July 10, 1932. The Democr
atic party platform ofTrciall
y
called for the repeal of
the Eighteenth. Amendment an4
demanded that Congress ile
rlediately propose a constitutional amendment to rep
resentative conventions in
the
states In order to bring
abou'L; repeal. "Text of the
Party }=latforms," Curren
t History, 36 (Aug. 1932),
640.

advLrsarles in Owensboro wer
e "alleged Republicans" who
had "no more politics than
a snake has hips."46
Some voters were not convin
ced that the Congressman sincerely supported the
repeal of prohibition. One
individual who had heard him
speak even described Cary
as being "as dry as stale
toast."47 In reply to a
letter written to the Louisv
ille Courier-Journal which
had stated that Cary upheld
repeal, emphasis was given
to the fact that Cary had
not only not favored the BeckLinthicum Resolution, which
was, in essence, a dry
stand, but that he had als
o announced he favored only
resubmission of the questi
on to the people. Ho was thu
s
accused of adhering to the
same position on prohibition
as the Republicans and
of having the backinn: of Ure
y
.::oodson, who had oppose
d the ratjority report at the
Democratic National Conven
tion, and the Owc-isbore
nessen or and Inquirer, whi
ch was charging that opposition to Cary was being
financed by "evil" liquor
interests.48
During his campaigning Glo
ver Cary attempted
to avoid the prohibition
issue as much as possib/e
46Trafton,
"Cary Tells Stand," Henderson
Morning
Gleaner Aug. 5, 1932.
Onouglas to Combs, Aug. 1,
1932, nri.rley l'apors.
48Lo,Jj.sville Courier-JournL1, Auf
.. 3, 1932; letter
to the editor fro'll Bruce
Haldeman, Louisville CourierJournal, July 31, 193
2.
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while identifying himsel
f with Roosevelt and the
De-locratic program. He
considered the economic
troubles the most import
ant issue in the electi
on."
The Congressman agreed
with the Democratic plan
for
an extensive reduction
of governmental expenditu
res,
and he stressed the Rep
ublican responsibility
for the
economic situation.5°
Cary said the Republica
n
slogan was "Work for Ho
over—yeu haven't anythi
ng
else to do."
On the tariff issue the
Congressman was in
agreement with the Roosev
elt program. Roosevelt
had
said that the Hawley-Sm
oot Tariff was one of the
most
important causes of the
world-wide depression,
and the
Democratic party platfo
rm had condemned that
act by
stating that it had pro
mpted retaliatory measur
es by
more than forty cou
ntries.52 Cary advoca
ted the
reciprocal trade law pro
posed by the party platfo
rm.53
Thus, his three year war
against the tariff rec
eived
legitimacy by his party'
s stand.
"Madisonville Messenger,
July 14, 1932.
5°"Text of the Party Pla
tforms," 639; Louisvill
Courier-Journal, Oct.
e
2, 1932.
:r

-

Louisville Corier-Journala
Oct. 2, 1932.

ee
.)- itchell, Depressio
n Decade,
Party Platforms," 64
0.
July

5,

71.

"Text of the

53Henderson Mornint: Gle
aner, Aug. 5, 19
32,
193!1; "Text of the Part
y Platforms," 639.
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Another measure emphas
ized by Con7ressman Cary
rh
was the veterans'
bonus.'"- In his words, tho mon
ey
given to the ex-soldiers
"would have done more good
if
spent by the soldiers all
over the country than if
given to tottering railro
ads and banks to pay their
debts to Wall Street and
the international banker
s."55
Such a stand was certai
n to win votes.
Glover Cary's competition
for Congress changed
drastically even before the
primary election took pla
ce.
W. 0. Smith withdrew fro
m the race and urged his fri
ends
in the Second Congressiona
l District to give their vot
es
to Cary because he and the
Congressman agreed on maj
or
issues.57 Smith's withdr
awal left only Goad to opp
ose
Cary in the primary; how
ever, as events evolved,
the
se2ection of corr:ressnen
was made from the state-at
-large
5h
.Douglas to Combs, Aug.

3, 1932, fark1ey PaperS.

55ira
, fton, "Cary
Tells Stand," 'enderson 1or
ninz
Gleaner, Aug. 5,
1932.
56

Car also received the sup
port of various labor
organizations. L. E. Whitle
r
to
off
icers and members
of all hentucky lodges
of the Brotherhood of Loc
onotIve
Firemen and Enginemen,
Oct. 31, 1932, Barkley Pap
ers;
J. A. Franklin to office
rs and members of subord
ina
te
lodges of the Internati
onal Lrotherhood of Boiler
Y.akcrs,
Iron Ship Builders, Wel
ders, and Helpers, Oct.
7,
Barkley Papers; Roy Hor
n to local unions of the
International Brotherhood of
F1Pc1csniths, Drop Forgers,
and
Helpers, Sept. 30, 193
2, Barkley Paper.

193e,

57nadisonvi1)e 1:essencer, July 15, 1.32;
Cwe:)sboro Incuirer, Jul
y 15, 1932.

rather than from congressional distrjcts.-

The

results of the 1930 census had eliminated two Kentucky
seats in the House of Representatives, and the state
legislature had passed a redistricting law establishing
a new Second District composed of fifteen counties,
Daviess, McLean, Henderson, Uebster, Union, Hopkins,
Ohio, Butler, Ednonson, Warren, Logan, Simpson, Todd,
Allen, and Muhlenberg.59

Because of a court decision

the redistricting law was declared invalid, statewide races were designated, and all candidates Who
filed within the proper period of time were eligible
to run.6°
There was speculation about what effect the
election by the state-at-large would have.

There was

the possibility that three of the districts could
choose the nine Democratic nominees.

If all the

Democrats in the fifth, sixth, and eighth districts
concentrated on nine candidates and the Democrat6 In
the other districts scattered their votes among all
the
candidates, such a sjtuation could result.

Members of

the Democratic party of the proposed Second Distr
ict
58Louisville Courier-Journal, Kov. 2, 1932.
11 2
59 atche,
-, Fred
Vi
non,
vinson
,"
()9; Madisonville
Eessenger, July 1/1., 1932.
Mcszenger, July 26, 1932.
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were, therefore, encouraged to insure themselves of
representation by concentrating their votes on Cary.Although the turnout at the polls was light
with only about 50 per cent of the Democratic vote
being cast, Cary, who was well-supported in his home
county despite his oppositIon with its paid workers
at the polls, received overwhelming endorsement from
te entire proposed Second District.62

He surpassed

his closest opponent in Daviess County by over 2,000
votes there, and he obtained a larger vote in Webster
County than any of the other candidates for Congress
by polling more votes than even the senatorial candidate, Alben Barkley.63

Cary more than doubled the

votes received by his nearest opponent in McLean
County, and he led all other Democratic carrIldates
in Logan and Todd counties.64
Intense interest was reflected in voter
participation in the ::ovember general election.

The

61
Editorial, "Vote for Cary," nadisonville
NessenFer, Aug. 2, 1932.
62
Evansei1le Courier, Aug. 9, 1912; Owensboro
Eessenger and Inci71. 777AITE: 7, 1932.
Dixon Journal, Aug. 12, 1912; election returns,
1'7)32•
Daviens Ceentv Aug.
64Eleetion retvrns, i-IcIlean County, Au, 6, 1932;
election returns, Proceedirliz of the Loan Counta Board
of Election Coe.nissioners, Aug. 67-1932; el-571:Thu
reeurns,TProceed:In:es 761`—t-be Todd Count7 Board of
:7,1ection Connissienern, Aug. 9, 1932.
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largest number of Kentucky voters in history,
983,063
of then, cast their ballots and gave Roosevel
t 59.1
per cent of the total popular votes cast in
the state,
or more votes than any other presidential cand
idate
had received.65

The campaign T:ithin the state had

been a stirring one.

At the official opening of the

Democratic campaign held at Cynthiana in
October,
10,000 persons were present.66

All the congressional

nominees, including Cary, were active near
election
day, and some of the principal speakers
were Maurice H.
Thatcher, former Senator J. M. Robsion,
former Governor
Flan D. Sampson, and former Governor
Edwin P. Morrow
for the Republicans, and Alben Barkley,
J. C. W.
Reckhan, and Governor Ruby Laffoon for
the Democrats.67
The state-at-lare election did deny
the
Republicans any of the congressional
seats from
Kentucky.

The Democratic congressional candidates,

who received far more votes than thei Repu
r
blican
cpponents, were endorsed almost as emph
atically as
Roosevelt.68 In the proposed
Second District only
65Bi11
Weave', "The Campaign of 1932 and ths
New Deal Relief Program in Kentucky
" (master's thesis*
Western Kentucky College, 1964), 17;
Har..:-ison, "Kentucky
and the Presidential Election
s," 324.
66
Louisville Courier-Journal, Oct. 2, 1932
.
67
IbJd., Irov. 1, 1932.
f.8
Ibid., Nov. 10, 1932.
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Ohio, ;--3ut1er, Edmcnson, and Allen counties gave the
Republicans a najority.69

On a state-wide basis Glover

Cary was sixth in rank among the chosen representatives
according to the number of votes received, although
there was not a great deal of difference between any
of the Democratic candidates.
TABLE II
VOTES RECEIVED BY SUCCESSML
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES IN
1932 GENERAL ELECTION
Candidates
Fred Vinson
John Young Brown
A. J. May
Brent Spence
Virgil Chapman
Glover Cary
W. V. Gregory
Cap Carden
Finley Hamilton
;

Sources:

Votes Polled

575,191
574,270
5711,189
574,079
573,750
573,505
573,269
573,257
573,024

Malcoln E. Jewell, Kentucky
Votes 3 vols., LexTrigtoa,
177, III, 30; Louisville
Courier-Journal, Nov. 29, 193a.

The election of 1932 began a period of twenty
years of Democratic presidential successes.70

Because

of his premature death, Cary did not politically benefit

from the long period of Democratic supremacy, but, at
69

Jasper B. Shannon and Ruth McQuown, Presidential
Politics in Kentucky, 124-1948: A Compilation of
Election Statlf:tiTs and an Knal7sis of PolfFic.al F,ehavior
cLexinp:ton, 19'30), 17)7
70Ib4 d., 6; Harrison, "Kentucky and the Presidential IacetTOTTE," 324.

The

least, he genuinely appreciated the 1932 victory.

Democrats' gain of ninety-three seats in the House of
Representatives and the Republicans' loss of ninetyseven created vacancies on important committees and
ousted high ranking Republican members.71

The outcome

of the election enhanced Glover Cary's status as
representative and gave him an opportunity to assume
more responsibilities of the office.72
••••)
sl•

Cary's reelection in 1934 was quiet and uneventful when compared to the election of 1932.

He

was the only Democrat in the state to receive the
unopposed nomination of his party, and he had only
nominal opposition when he ran in the general election
in the newly-drawn Second Congressional District.73

The

Republican candidate for conbressman, Walter G. Newton
of Livermore, withdrew several weeks before the election,
and that left only the Socialist and Prohibition party
candidates to oppose Cary.74
71
Louisville Courier-Journal, Nov. 19, 1932.
72See pp. 62-64.
73Hartford Ohio County News, June 29, 1934;
Owensboro Inquirer, June-76, 1934. The Second
Congressional • .strict was then composed of Union,
Henderson, Daviess, cLoan, Ohio, Webster, Hopkins,
Muhlenberg, Butler, Warren, Edmonson, Allen, Simpson,
Logan, and Todd counties. hatcher, "Fred Vinson,"
301.
,
747
iranklin

Favorite, June 26, 1934; Owensboro
Yiessenger, and Inouirer, Oct. 28. 1934.
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The Congressman found extensive campaigning
unnecessars under the circumstances.

He, however,

stressed that one of his achievements in Congress
had been his work on a subcomnittee to eliminate unnecessary permanent appropriations.75

He also pointed

out that he was in agreement with the New Deal programs.
Believing that the one issue in the election was the
7 61
continuance of President Rooseveltts recovery measures,'
Cary viewed as vital the election of pro-Roosevelt
candidates rather than "the old crowd who wrecked our
economic structure."77

He praised the New Deal and

gave especial commendation to Roosevelt when he said:
From the day your president and
mine entered the White House he has realised
that partisan politics is not a Inatter of
concern to a hungry nan, and as a great
American, a great humanitarian and a devout
believer in the efficacy of the Golden Rule,
has devoted his entire time to the work of
relieving his unfortunate countrymen,
seught men of character and ability and
drafted then to aid him in solving the
greatest and most perplexing problem that
ever confronted a ruler on either side of
the Atlantic.7°
75-Hartfcrd Ohio
Courty News, June 29, 1934.
76Franklin Favorite, Oct. 25, 1934; editorteir
"Clear Track for Cai;77-Tadisonv 4110 Messenger, June 2.6•
1934; sketch of Glover Cary, Democratic Candidate for
Congress in Second District, 1934, Thomas Rust Underwood
Papers.
77Frank1in Favorite, Oct. 25, 1934.
78Editorial, "A Favored People," Franklin
Favorite, Aug. 23, 1914.
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Cary carried every county in the Second
District.
While the race with his Prohibition and Soci
alist
opponents was close in Allen, Butler, and
Ohio counties
where a large Republican vote went to J.
II. Likens, the
Prohibition candidate, Cary did exceedingly
well in
other counties.79

In :;ebster he tripled his opponents'

votes, and in Lof;an, Todd, and Daviess coun
ties his
margin of victory was even more subs
tantial.80

Through-

out the district Cary received 18,411 votes
to 5,159
for Likens and 912 for Sandefur.81

Although Cary experi-

enced an easy win, the Democratic triumph
in Kentucky
was not as impressive as in 1932.82

rationally, the

Democrats increased their representation
in the House
79Nadisonville 1.essen7er, Nov. 3, 1934.
In
Allen County the vote was Cary-604, Sand
efur-I3, and
Likens-590. In Ohio County Cary received
1,175 votes
to 213 for Sandefur and 93o for Likens.
Inection
returns, Proceedinp:s of the Allen Coun
ty Board of
Election Commissioners, 7.7 11.; Hart
ford Ohri;
7-oun4a Rews, Nev. 9, 1
934-.
8° Dixon Journal, Nov. 9, 19314 election
returns,
Loran County, Nov. 6, 1914, election retu
rns, Todd Cot_.Iatiy,
Nov. 7, 1934; election returns, 7.aviess
County, Nev. 6, -1934.
81,1.adisonville Mes_s_aaLer, Nov. 80
193.
82
LexinFton Herald, Nov. 7s 1934. One expl
anation
for the loss of strength in Kentucky
by the party I:as tho
conution of the state government unde
r the Laffoom
administration. Effects of the depronsi
on and the
Governor's plan for reorganiation of
the sate Governnent, a sche,-le to vpia]:on his opposition
but one soon by
sone an a fora of controlled politics
, had helped to
caw;e a lack of confidence in the Democrat
ic
Thmas D. Clark, A History. of Kentuelcx (Lex party.
in7ton, U;60),
433.
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from 313 to 332--a rare occurrence in a non-presidential
election year.c33
The year 1935 was an exciting one for Kentucky
partly because a political contest for governor lasted
from January to November.4 As Republicanism declined in
the state, factionalism developed within the Democratic
party, a phenomenon which coincided with A. B. "Happy"
Chandler's acquisition of political influence.

While

he was lieutenant governor, Chandler had challewd the
administration headed by Governor Ruby Laffoon, who wan
closely aligned with Thomas Rhea.65

In 1935, therefore,

Rhea became the candidate endorsed by Laffoon, and
Chandler, who had been "ripped" of all power under
Laffoon, was backed by Dan Talbott.'
Chandler had halted the administration's plan to
forego the primary election and nominate Rhea by convention, and later, during Governor Laffoon's absence,
Chandler called a special session of the legislature at
which a compulsory primary law was enacted. 7

Glover

83DextPr Perkins, The New Ape of Franklin
Roosevelt, 1932-L5 (Chicago, 177), 25.
8
4Daylor, J. Dan Talbott, 307.
35Jewol1 and Cunningibam, Kentucky Politics, 1!1_,
Clark, Hiotou of Kenlxcicy
.
,
86
Baylor, J. Dan Talbott, xxix, 275, 307.
67
Jewell and Cunningham, Kentucky Politics, 14.
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Cary was one of the four conp.ress
men who refused to
declare himself in favor of a prim
ary instead of the
earlier proposed convention.88

His support of Tom Rhea

was not surprising since he had
strived for the election
of Laffoon as governor in 193
1.89 It was suggested that
if Rhea were elected, Governor
Laffoon, Rhea, and Cary
would head the Kentucky delegation
to the 1936 Democratic
National Convention--sometIling that
would not happen if
Chandler won."
Glover Cary gave numerous reasons why
he was
supporting Rhea.

He considered Rhea, first of all, the

candidate best equipped by experien
ce and ability and a
faithful member of his party.91
He a-)proved of Rhea's
platform which proposed the exem
ption of homesteads
'anr :70 500 from state taxes
and called for the
perfectinr and correcting of the exis
ting sales tax.92
88
Henderson Mornina Gleaner, Jan.
17, 19350
`--61
89
See pp. 33-35.
90
Letter to the editor by Lawrence
P. Tanner,
Louisville Courier-Journal, July
18, 1935.
9lu
,
lover Cary, radio address given over
WHAS,
July, 1935, Mrs. Oswald H. Snyder
private collection
(1915 ::
, cCreary Ave., Owensboro, Ky.
).
92
Hartford Ohio County News, Aug.
9, 1935;
Elkton Todd County Standard, Aug
. 1, 1935; Cary, radio
address, Snyder private collectio
n; Greenville Leader,
June 14, 1935.
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Chandler, who had fought Laffoon on the enac
tment of the
sales ta::, found a major issue by demanding
its repea1.93
Another significant reason for Gary's support of
Rhea was the latter's adherence to Presiden
t Roosevelt's
programs.%

Cary thought there would be good federal-

state cooperation if Rhea wore elected.
95

He certainly

recalled that Chandler had worked against
the nomination
of Roosevelt in 1912 and that Chandler and
his backers
had brought a Roosevelt adversary into
the state to
make a speech to the legisla-,ure.96
Glover Cary also opposed Chandler because
he
believed Chandler would be controlled
by others.

In

the event of Chandler's election, the
Congressman
thought that Ben Johnson, the former high
way chairman,
would be the real governor.

Cary also criticized former

Governor J. C. W. Beckham's backing of Chan
dler because
Ben Johnson had betrayed Beckham in 1927
in favor of the
Republican candidate, Flem Sampson.97

Cary evaluatad

the situation as a strange one since Rhea
had been
93Jewell and Cunningham, Kentucky Politics
,

13k.

Cary, radio address, Snyder private collecti
on.
95
nreenville Leader, June lk, 1935.
96
Lexineton Herald, July 6, 1935; Ca1.7v, radio
adOress, Snyder Private collecti
on.
97CcrT,
radio address, Snyd
Elkton Todd County Standard, Aug. er priva±c collection;
1, 1935.
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Feckhan's lifelong friend.

As he described the alirn-

ment, "The Denccrats of Kentucizy are very much amused
to see Governor Beckham tr-,:ing to crawl in the same bed
with Col. Ben Johnson."96

In addition, he admonished

people of the state to beware of the bipartisan machine
which was upholding Chandler.99
Glover Cary was correct in his early speculation
that, although several men were running for the office
of governor, the race was really between Rhea and
Chandler.100
was second.

Rhea led in the first primary and Chandler
The other candidates followed far behind

with none receiving more than 50,000 votes.
301

Gary's

influence may have assisted Rhea because that candid
ate
received considerable support from some of the
counties
of the Zecond Congressional District.

He obtained tha

largest vote ever given a candidate in a primary
election
in Muhlenberg County, and he carried twenty-eight of
the
thirty precincts in :Iebs7.er County.102
Ironically, the Laffoon-Rhea forces had insisted
upon the necessity of having two primaries, and,
althouE;11
98Ca*--

radio address, Snyder private collection.

"Ibid.
100
Ibid.
nayior, j. Dan Tall)ott, 330.
1 02
- Jewell, Kentuck7 Votes, II, 11,-15; Greenville
ficader, Aug. 9, 1915;
TA=n Journal, Au7. 2, 1935.

he led in the first primary, Rhea was defeated by
Chandler in the run-off election.3°3

After the first

primary all the eliminated candidates but one announced
"- favor of Chandler. -°-

Rheas opponent received the

nomination with a sebstantial margin of votes, but the
loser managed to carry his hone congressional district
by a majority of 16,25h votes.

Eihea was given majorities

in nine of the fifteen counties in the district with
Daviess, Simpson, Union, and ncLean shifting to Chandler
in the second primary.105

Glcver Cary's actions an

behalf of Rhea must receive some credit for the latterfs
regional triumph.106
The primary left much bitterness within the
factionally-split Democratic party.

Governor Laffoon

and some members belted and worked actively to secure
the election of the Republican gubernatorial nominee,
King Swope.

Laffoon and Rhea allegedly refused to meet

with President Roosevelt when he parsed through Cincinnati
103Clark, H1stor7 of Kentuckv, 439; Jewell and
Cunningham, Kentucky Politics, 15.
10h

Baylor, J. Dan Talbott, 332.

105,

News, Sept. 12, 1935; Greenville
Leader, Sept. IT, 1955:
106
•
At one rallv, the official opening of the
Ehea caaign held on
ne 0, 1(:,3, at eowling Green,
there was an estimated crowd of 20,000 to 40,000 people
to whom Cary seeke. Greenville Leader, June 14, 1935;
Flkton Todd County Standard, dune 13, 1935.

.411,

r'7

because they believed he would request that they
support Chandler in the November contest.107
did not share their spirit for revenge.

Cary

He had

stated before the first primary was held that when
the party contest was over, "all forces of Democracy
should be behind the winner in that primary . . .

u108

Cary congratulated Chandler cn his victory, and he
cateEr,orized primary elections as nere "family disturbances."109

To him the primary was only a

"practice game" to prepare for the Republicans.110
Admittedly, Glover Cary was disappointed with
the outcome of the second primary.

He had not wanted

Rhea to lose because of their close friendship, but he
desired party unity and he considered Chandler's
nomination a party mandate to support the triumphant
campaigner.111

Cary himself traveled to thirty-four

counties during a speaking tour on behalf of Chandlnr,
and he, in a sense, broke with 1Thea by verbally
attacking anyone who bolted his party.
107
Baylor

J. Dan Talbott,

He continued,

338-39.

1°8Car
y radio address, Snyder private collection.
109
• Owensboro Ineuirer, Sept. 13, 1935.
110
Owensboro :-:essenger and Inquirer, Oct. 27.
11 libid.; ibid., - ov. 3, 1935; Greenville Leader,
Oct. 25, 1235; Louisville ;
- ourier-Journal, Oct. 17,
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however, to maintain that the double primary should be
eliminated.112
The most important reason for Caryts willingness
to switch loyalty to Chandler was the need for state
agreement with national Denocratic policies.

The choice

of a Democrat for governor meant to Cary the approval of
the Roosevelt administration.

The Congressman declared

that the Roosevelt prog2am with its deficit spending was
beneficial to Kentucky,113 and he thought the election
of a Republican governor would be "a slap in the face
to the National Administration"
New Dea1.115

and a setback to the

He foresaw also that a Republican Governor

and a Democratic legislature would operate inefficiently
together)16
Chandler received the endorsement of the national
administration, and there was extensive federal spending
11P
-Ovenstoro Messenger and Inquirer, Nov. 3,
1935; Henderson iorning Gleaner, Nov. 2, 1935.
113
Henderson (Drninr Gleaner, Nov. 2, 1935;
Louisville Courier-7ournal,'Oct. IT, 1935; Scottsville
Allen County ire-i;s,- Oct. 16, 1935; Hartford Ohio County
News, Nov.
1-935.
114Scottsville Allen County News, Oct. 16, 1935.
115
Editorial, "Tine for Action," -1- ranklin
.-)avorite, Sept. 26, 1935.
116
0ensboro Messenger and Ineuirer, Oct. 27,
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on :Iew Deal projects in the state during his canpaign.117
King Swope avoided the federal economic schemes as an
issue, and Chandler won an easy victory.

He carried

all but six counties in the Second Congressional
District.118
During the 19301 3 while his personal popularity
soared, Congressman Cary was undeniably a poll
influence throughout the state.

He was never personally

defeated, but the outcome of the 1935 gubernatorial
election must have instilled some semblance of failure
in him.

At the height of his prestige in Congress,

Cary had becone entangled in party factionalism and
had supported the losing side, a stand which would
effect his last bid for reelection in 1936.

117Raynond G. Carroll, "The Spenders," The
.]venint, Post, 209 (Aug. 22, 1936), 65.
5aturday :
118Scottsville Allen County News, lov. 13,
1935; editorial, "The New Deal in the Kentucl4
1;17!ction," Pranklin Favorite, Nov. 28, 1935.

CHAPTER III
THE NEW DEALER
When he entered Congre
ss, Glover Cary's immediate
objective became that
of improving the economic
circumstances of his constitue
nts. Many of them had bec
ome
victirs of the Great Dep
ression; and that depres
sion,
together with legislati
ve control by the Democr
atic
party, the imposing lea
dership of Franklin Roosev
elt,
and the numerous rel
ief proposals presented to
Congress
decidedly influenced the
Representative' work dur
ing
the earlier por:;ion of hi
s service in the nation's
lawmaking body. Althou
gh he endorsed the entire
New
Deal program, Cary was
primarily concerned with
alleviating the plight of the
farmer, improving bankin
g
conditions, and instit
uting public work projec
ts.
The depression, which
reached its nadir in
1932, brought severe
conditions which Cary rea
dily
blamed on the Republ
ican administration.1
He thouE;ht
the nation's adherence
for twelve years to wha
t he
termed "the Hamiltoni
an principles" of that
party "got
1Leitchfield Gazette, Oct
. 30, 1931.
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us in a deplorable fix."2

Cary repeatedly assailed the

tariffs enacted under the Republicans, and
he criticized
the F,overrinentis permitting the sale of wort
hless
securities to the American people by thos
e when he
labeled as "vandals of finance."3

Even in the more

severe stae7es of the depression, however,
the Congressman's outlook was optimistic because he was
generally
pleased with the progress of Roosevelt's reli
ef and
recovery programs.

He predicted forthcoming normal

economic conditions, and he retained an abid
ing faith
in the democratic form of government.-*
The depression ushered in an almost inevitab
le
change of political control in favor of
the Democratic
party.

The 1930 mid-tern elections left the Republic
ans

with a s1i;7ht margin in House representati
on, but the
Democrats were able to fill the vacancie
s which had
elapsed between that November election
and the openin3
of the Seventy-second Co.leTess.

dith only 1 Farmer-

Laborite and 214 Republican representati
ves, the 219
2
Owensboro Messenger and Inquirer, April
14, 1935.
3Henderson Norninrr Gleaner, July 5,
1934. The
speculative rise in the stock market
had been caused in
part by the easy-money policy of the
Federal aeserve
System which was intended to turn back
the flow of rold
from urepo to the Unted Sates.
iitche11, Dereseion
Deca
de, 10. For aa account of Gary's opinions
.
concerning the tariff, see pp. 30-31, 34-3
5.
Record,

rHenderson horning Gleaner, July 5, 193!
'; Conc,
.
73 Cong., 1 Sess., 639 (arch 20, 1933).

JP
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Democratic members were able
to or;-anize the House
when it convened in 1931.5
dlover Cary, therefore,
never served in a Republican-c
ontrolled House, a state
of affairs which facilitated
his rapid political
advancements as well as his abi
lity to influence and
secure desired legislati
on.6
The Seventy-second Congress,
the first full one
in which Cary served, was dom
inated by politics.

The

Democrats were able to ele
ct all the House officers
from members of their party,
but they could not achieve
a working majority. The pri
ncinal measures proposed by
the Republican administration
were enacted, and there
were few serious attempts to
pass bills contrary to
President Hoover's wishes
.7
Cary's most active governmental par
ticipation
took place during the sessio
ns of the Seventy-third and
5Hatcher, "Fred c:inson,' 2F1
; E. Pendleton
Herring, "First Session of
the Seventy-second Congress,
December 7, 1931, to July
16, 1932," The American
Political Science Review
, XXVI (Oct. 1932), 646. Until
changed by amendment,
a Congress that was elected in
November of one year did
not assemble until December
of the next year. U. S. Con
stitution, Art. I, Sec. 4.
6The Seventy-first Congress to whi
ch Cary was
elected was not in sessio
n when his tern bean in Narch,
1931.
7"The Month in Comsress:
Political Dew;lopments,"
The Con-:ressional Dtirst
, 12 (Jan. 1933), 25; N. T. N.
-iio6rnsfil,
-"-Ste—ps -Taken -liTo Organi
ze the 72nd Conress,"
ibid., 11 (Jan. 193
2), 5; Brown, "Congress Plays Its
Part,"
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Seventy-fourth Congresses which were controlled by the
Democrats.

While open hostility existed between members

of the opposing parties, the Seventy-third Congress gave
impressive support to President Roosevelt's program.8
Having heeded most of the wishes of the administration
during its 405 days in session, the Seventy-fourth
Congress was loftily praised by some and attaC:ed by
others.9

The chief criticisms were its extravagance

and its so-called "rubber-stamp" congressmen, many of
whom were serving their first or second terms and did
not desire to be known as opponents of the President.1°
Such was the political atmosphere in which Cary spent
his years in Congress.

Not only was there a Democratic

House to evaluate his proposals, but also there were
several prominent Democratic members of Congress from
Kentucky to assist him in the passage of measures.

They

included Senators Alben Barkley and M. M. Logan and
Congressmen Fred Vinson, Voris Gregory, Brent Spence,

8Ray Tucker, "The Men Who Make
Our Laws," The
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science, 169 (Sept. l33T, 18•
9"The Seventy-fourth Congress Breaks Records,"
National Republic, XXIV (July 1936), 11, N. T. N.
Rainson, Con:Tress Finally Adjourns: Major Results
of Session," The Con:7ressienal Dip-,ost, 14 (Fept. 1935),
123.
10t,
The :few Conrress Gets Under
y: Politics
to the pore," The Congressional Digest, 14 (Feb. 1935),
60; Mark %11ivan, "A -TolatiRTZI !.nrClysis of the New
Congress," ibid. (Jan. 1935), 31.

Virgil Chapman, Cap Carden,
A. J. nay, John Young Brown,
Finley Hamilton, and Emmett
OINeal.11
President Roosevelt's course
of close government
participation in banking, cur
rency management, industry,
and agriculture, and a portio
n of his recovery phase of
the New Deal encompassed the
years of Cary's service in
Conp.ress.12 The Repres
entative was greatly impressed
by Roosevelt's leadership,
and he agreed completely with
the Chief Executive's relief
program.13 Believing tha
t
Roosevelt had restored con
fidence in the American people
,
Cary praised the Presid
ent when he said in 1933:
. . . this man of the hour,
the
deliverer of the American peo
ple, assumed
his herculian rsicl task wit
h a coolness,
deliberation, and determinatio
n that
immediately made him the mas
ter of the
situation which instilled con
fidence in
the Congress and the Americ
an people of
his ability as a,leader in
an hour of
national peri1.14
Cary was only one among
the many members of
Cor4Jress who supported the
President and his New Deal
measures. Following the
administration's recommendations, the Seventy-third
Congress appropriated
llEditorial, "The Kentucky
Delegation,"
Yadisonville Messenger, May
23, 1933; Owensboro
Messenger and Inquirer,
Jan. 6, 1935.

1

1933).

Dworession Decade, '05.

13Co-1-. Record, 73
Conz., 1 3ess., 187 (April 12,

111 bict., 639 ( :areh 20,
1933).
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,i15,220,000,000, and the Seventy-fourth appr
opriated
20,033,079,000, a triumph which occurred
in the latter
because 350 of the 561 members owed thei
r seats to their
pledge to back the New Deal.

Although the Seventy-

fourth Congress did act somewhat independ
ently of the
President's wishes, at least 90 per cent
of the administration's "must" bills were passed.
15
Among important New Deal neasures which
Cary
voted to enact were the Glass-Steaga
ll Bill to provide
for the sound operation of the banking
system, legislation to establish the Tennessee Vall
ey Authority, and
the Soil Conservation Bill.16

He also supported the Public

Utility Holding Company Bill, whic
h called for the regulation of all public utilities and whic
h he believed
had allayed fears of the dominati
on of utilities,17 and
the Revenue Bill of 1935, better know
n as the "soak the
c
--)
"The Seventy-fourth Congress Breaks Reco
rds,"
11; Charles A. Beard, "The Labors of
Congress," Current
History, 43 (Oct. 1935), 644 E. Pend
leton Herring,
l'F'irst Session of the Seventy-four
th Congress, January 3,
1935, to August 26, 1935," The American Poli
tical
Science Review, XXIX (Dec. 7775),
95.
16cong.
Record, 7h Cong., 1 Sess., 7270 (May 9,
1935); ibid., 1f5) -5-(..7uly 11, 1935
); ibid., 2 Sess.,
2578-79 (Peb. 21, 1936). A discussi
on ofsignificnt
measures passed by the Seventy-four
th Congress is
included in "The Seventy-fourth Cong
ress Breaks Records,"
11; Robinson, "Congress Finally
Adjourns," 195; and
N. T. N. Robinson, "Congress Pres
ses Tolard Adjournnent:
A Sunning Up of lajor Action,"
The Conrressional Dip-est,
14 (June-July 1935), 161-62.
17
Co/
Record, 714. Cong., 1 Sess., 10639 (July
2,
1935); Owensboro 'essenr-er and
Inquirer, Sept. 1, 1935.
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rich tax bill."18

In addition, Cary voted for the

Snyder-Cuffey Coal Bill, a measure that guaranteed
collective bargaining and created a national commission
to fix prices and control the production of coal.19

He

believed that bill would stabilize the mining industry
and benefit both operators and laborers.2°
Otl-er proposals in which the Congressman demonstrated a particular interest included the Stock Exchange
Bill, which he believed would protect American investments
in the future, and the Social Security Bill, which he
explained to his constituents.21

Cary, likewise, informed

the people of his area about the Wagner Bill, a plan to
give government sanction to collective bargaining by
labor unions and to require employers to allow the unionizaLloe of their plants, and about the workings of the
National Industrial Recovery Act.22

His definition of

the NRA was "Nobly recovering Ame-ica."23

1935);

18Conr. Record,
74 Cong., 1 Sess., 12499 (Aug.
Robinsonlress Finally Adjourns," 194.

5,

19Cong. Record, 74 Cong., 1 Sess., 13666 (Aug. 19,
Leuchtenburg, Roosevelt and the New Deal, 161.
1935);
20
Owensboro Messenger and Inquirer, Sept. 1, 1935.
Henderson Morninr, Gleaner, July

5,

1934.

22
0wensboro Eesrenger and Inciuiror, July 2, 1
(
)33,
Sept. 1, 1935; Leuchtenburg, Roosevelt and the New Deal,
151.
23Elkton Todd Count

Standard, Nov. 2, 1933.
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The three aspects of the depression which
concerned the Congressman the most were the mounting
agricultural difficulties, the defaulting banks, and
the wide-spread unemployment.

Because the farmers had

been in economic trouble throughout the 1920's and
had experienced critical problems after 1929, the
amelioration of their predicament was Cary's first
undertaking as a member of Congress.

The farmers'

output in 1929 was 27 per cent larger than twenty
years previously, but farm problems increased because
many changes, such as the falling birth rate, restricted immigration, and the reduced intake of cereals,
prevented the consumption of farm staples.

From 1929

to 1933, the proportion of the total national gross
income from agricultural products dropped from 14.7
per cent to 9.6 per cent because of decreased foreign
demand, and Hooverls'attempts to alleviate the farmers'
plight had failed.

-

Under the circumstances, it was

not surprising that Cary believed the farmers had
suffered more than any other group during the depression..25

--Temorial Services, Proceedings Owensboro Bar
Association, 14; Arthur neier Schlesinrer, The New Peal
-in 7e ion, 1933-1938 (i.ew York, 1939).
1?; 7Trci3E
713,
15WpFETE1on Decade7 -V82-63, 165-S6.
25Glover Cary, reprint of speech given in
Congress, April 11, 1933, favoring E. R. 4795, Snyder
private collection.
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One of the moot distressing agricultural
problems was the high percentage of farms under
mortgage.

When Roosevelt became president, two-

fifths of the nation's farms were mortgaged, and the
situation was especially grave in Kentucky.26

A

severe drought had destroyed the crops there in 1932,
and Congressman Ralph Gilbert, who had been assigned
to study the farm mortgage matter, estimated that the
owners of one-half of the state's mortgaged farms
could not meet their mortgage and tax bills.27
The Democratic party platform of 1932 included
plans for better financing of farci mortgages at low
rates of interest on an amortization plan.

Preference

was to be given to those whose homes and farms were
sold under foreclosure.28

Cary worked actively toward

his party's goal for agriculture even before Roosevelt
was elected.

Esteeming the farmer highly and believing

that the economic foundation of the United States was
a7riculture, the Congressman asserted there could be no
New Deal in Action, 19. Cary
26Schlesinger,
estimated that 75 per cent of the nation's fanas were
mortgaged. Leitchfield Gazette, Oct. 30, 1931.
27Jewell and Cunnin:1-lam, Kentucky Politics, 7;
Louisville Courier-Journal, T7ov. co, L937•
28u Text of Party Platforms," 639, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, radio speech given July 30, 1932, Barlrloy
Papers.
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permanent prosperity until farming was stabi1ized.29
He criticized the interest rate, which he believed had
contributed to the a=icultural problems, ana he
charged that the government had given assistance to
all kinds of industry except farming.3°
In 1932 a farm bloc headed by Representative
Hatton Sumners of Texas was organized in Congress.
Glover Cary, in conjunction with ConrT,ressmen Ralph
Gilbert of Kentucky and John Sandlin of Louisiana,
was named to draft a bill to provide for the refinancing of farm mortgages at an interest rate of
cent or less.31
'ernard

3 per

Representative Gilbert consulted with

-3aruch and Representative Henry Steagall,

who agreed that provision had to be made for the famer
to pay his debts, and nover Cary set up a series of
conferences with Reconstruction Finance CorPoration
representatives in an attempt to gain assistance for
the rural areas.

The congressional group agreed there

2
9Cary, speech on H. R. 4795, Snyder private
collection. In Cary's own words, "Are not the ax and
the plow as necessary to human happiness and progress
as the sword and pen?" Glover Cary, undated speech
given at Woodman of the World meeting, Bonnie Sosh
private collection (539 Ewing Ct., Owensboro, Ky.).
30Cary, speech on H. R.
collection.

4795, Snyder private

. 31LoulsvIllo
Courier-Journal, June 23, 1932.
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should be no attempt to proceed further than to furnish
relief to those who still had substantial equity in
their fanis.32
Although most menbers of Congress wished to
wait to pass farm measures until Narch it., 19-A3, when
F.00sevelt took office and connlete Democratic control
of both houses was a fact, parity plans were underway
by January of 1933, and three farm mortgage bills,
including one introduced by Glover Cary, had been
presented to Con7ress by January 5.33

One of those

proposals, which was introduced by Representative
James YeClintic of Oklahoma, sought to authorize the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make loans at

4

per cent for 20 years to landowners who were unable

o retire their mortgages.

,rhile it had basically the

same provisions, another bill sponsored by Representative
E. E. Cox and Senator Walter George, both of Georgia,
offered a plan whereby the oviginal indebtedness of a
farmer might be reduced by 50 per cent.34
Glover Cary's bill, which was introduced on
January IL, 1933, was similar in intent to the Cox
bill.
mega

32151d.,
1932.

Nov. 26, 1932; Dixon Journal, Jan. 29,

33"The :Ionth in Conr.ress: ?olitical Developments,"
The Con7ressional Digest, 12 (Feb.
1933), 57; New York
717FeT;-Zian. 5, 193-37.7--

341:ow York Times, Jan. 5, 1933; Con-. Record,
72 Cong., 2 Secs., 1326 (Jan. 4, 1933).
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Its stated purposes were the liquidating and refinancing
of agricultural indebtedness and the encouragement and
promotion of agriculture, industry, and commerce.35

ihile

Cary and other backers of the measure said the bill would
not only aid the farmers but also would promote bank
liquidity, enhance the trading value of land, and have
a general stabilizing effect on the economy, the Congressman said its actual aim was the establishment of a means
whereby the farmer could retain his property until
conditions improved.36
The Cary bill called for a credit system to
carry out the liquidating and refunding of mortgages
through the Federal Farm Loan System and the Federal
Reserve Bank.
on

SO

Loans secured by first mortgages based

per cent of the averaGe valuation of land over

the last five Tears were to be made to farmers

and the

interest

the loanS was to be set at only 3 per cent

durii;th

irs'L

added to

5

year:- with 1 per cent of the principal

interest payment each year after that.

Money with which to finance the plan was to be acquired
through the sale of farm loan bonds, and any family

1

-3-)Cong. Record, 72 Cong., 2 Sess., 1326
(Jan. 4, 1933); ::ew York Times, Jan. 5,
1933; Hartford
Ohio County
•• News -103•
• .
36-

.

Mossenrer, Jan. 10, 1933;
Hartford Oio County News, Feb. 3 1933.
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which had lost a farm through indebted
ness or foreclosure after 1928 would be eligible
for the loans.37
As with other relief measures Cary's farm
loan
bill was not seriously considered unde
r the defeated
Republican administration.

However, on Dirch 16, 1933,

President Roosevelt sent a message to Cong
ress asking
for imnediate consideration of a bill to
aid agriculture.
That same day Representative H. P. Fulm
er of South
Carolina introduced a bill designed
to balance production and consumption in order to re-estab
lish the
farmers' pre-war purchasing power, and
Congressman Cary
reintroduced his farm loan measure.
38

This opportunity

to assist the farmer had not arrived
quickly enough
for Cary.

In 1933 he stated that:

Any attempt made by the followers
of the principle that agriculture shou
ld
receive aid from the Government has
been
not with opposition by those interest
ed
in big business who put forth the
propaganda that legislation attenpti
ng
to refinance the farmer and place his
heavy burden of debt where it could,*p
e
carried would be class legislation.
"

•

37New York Times, Jan. 5, 1933.
•

38"Progress Made by Major Legislation:
Fromm
February 21st to March 24th, 1933,"
The Congressional
Di7est, 12 (April 1933), 122; Con-7.
Record, 73 Cont!.,
1 ess., 581 (iarch 16, 1?33).
39Cary, speech on H. R. 4795, Snyd
er private
collection.
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Roosevelt did not specifically request legislation for the refinancing of rural debts and mortgages
until April 3, 1933.

He then recognized that the

government must allow the farmer time to regain his
land, that the farmer's interest rates must be low, and
that there should be a readjustment of the principal of
the debt.

In response the House took up consideration

of Representative Marvin Jones' farm mortgage bill on
April 11, 1933.4°

Similar in intent and function to

the Cary bill, the Jones measure differed in that tt
was more detailed, allotted a specific amount of money
to be loaned by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
(RFC), and permitted a higher rate of interest on both
the bonds sold and the loans granted.LL1
With the exception of the maximum interest rata
on loans which he thought should be 3 per cent instead
of the specified 1: per cent, Cary agreed with Jones'
H. R. 4795.42

Indeed, his advocacy of the passage of

40"Progress Made by Major Legislation: From
March 24 to April 22, 1933," The Congressional Difrost,
.12 (May 1933), 156.
41A comparison of the Cary plan and the Jones
bill may be found by a study of a reprint of the Cary
bill in Hartford Ohio County News, Feb. 3, 19334 and
the Jones bill in—
"
-Ro{:ress Ilade by Major Legislaion,
March-April," 156-57, and in Con:. Record, 73 Cong.,
1
1502-(A (April 11, 19331.
?Cary, speech on H. R. )4795, Snyder private
collection.

that bill probably increased
his popularity in his hone
district.43 During a speech
Given in Congress in favor
of the bill, the Representative sta
ted he believed its
particular form of emergency rel
ief made it "the most
important measure that has come
or will come before
this Congress
.”44 Cary
defended the costs of
implementing the farm loan pla
n. He believed the
benefits would outweight the exp
enses. According to
the Congressman, the money inv
ested in the program
would eventually be returned,
and the Governnent
would ultimately lose nothing.
Also favoring the
refinancing of the small homeow
ners, Glover Cary
urged the swift passage of tha
t relief leGislation.45
The Jones bill passed the House
with only
twelve opposing votes, but it
was indefinitely postponed on May 12, 1933, becaus
e its text was included
in H. R. 3635, the Farm Relief
Bill.46 Anproved on
May 12, 1933, the Farm Relief
Bill did not prevent
the foreclosures, which came
more rapidly than public
4-3A. D. hirk to Glover Cary,
April 6, 1933,
Kirk private file.
414-Car:!, speech on H. R. 479
5, Snyder privats
collection.

451tia.
4

-t

46Cong. Record, 73 Con., 1
160)0
(April 13, 19'i3); ibid., 329
7 (.ay 12, 1933).

'money for assistance, but the final result of
the farm
program was, 'suite like37, in accord with
Cary's hopes."
In 1934 Conrress passed the Frazier-Lemke Farm
Yortgare Bill which recuired all holders
of unpaid
nortmges to forego forced sales for five
years if
the farmers involved paid them a rent that
was ruled
fair by the district judge.

That law was declared

unconstitutional but was replaced by another,
and by
the sumner of 1936, the Farm Credit Administ
ration
had made available about 33,700,000,000 to
farners.48
Cary renamed optimistic that laws coul
d be passed to
circumvent the Supreme Court decision
s, and he continued
to believe in the President's determinatio
n to continue
agricultural recovery.

In 1936, during the last months

of his life, the Congressman recognized
the recw-ery
of the farmers when he noted the differen
ces between
the farminp, conditions during the last
days of the
Hoover adninistra' ion and those under
the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration."
1.7
41 Ibid.,

3499 (May 16, 1933); nitchell,
Depression Decade, 209; Mencrial Serv
ices, Proceedings
Owens'ooro Bar Isociation, 111
At.
4

/-Neard„ "The Labors of Congress,"
65;
Schlesinger, New Deal in Action, 20;
Mitchell,
Depression Decade, 709.
1936.

490wonsboro liOssenrer and ineuirer
, Jai. 1,
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Glover Cary was also interested in acquiring
governmental assistance in the recovery of banks in
Kentucky and throughout the nation.

According to the

Emergency Banking Act, which was approved on March

9,

1933, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was
permitted to supply capital to banks by buying their
preferrea. stock.5°

Cary thought that the banking act

needed to be amended in order to allow all closed banks
that could be opened to be opened quickly and to aid
others having difficulty in complying with provisions
of the Emergency Banking Act.51
On March 17, 1933, Representative Henry Steazall
introduced a bill to provide for direct loans by the
Federal Reserve banks to state banks and trust compan:es.
A state bank, with written approval of the state banking
department or commission from which it received its
charter, was to apply to the Federal Reserv3 bark of
its district.

In lieu of subscribing to stock in the

Federal Reserve bank, it was to maintain a reserve
balance as required by the Federal Reserve Act until
it was out of debt.-

Record, 73 Cong., 1 Sess., 630 (iarch 20,
1933); Mitale11,- Durjssion Decade, 154.
51un ongressnan Carey
sic Sees Some Changes,"
Danville Advocate, n. d.) , clipping inc llided in scrap1;oOk, Sni= private collection.
52Con7.
Record,
(arch 17,-1773).

73 Cong., 1 SCS3

•1

607, 630-31
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S 4 nce Kentucky had nany state banks, Cary
approved the Steagall banking measure.

He vigorously

defended the bill in Congress by explaining that it
extended the benefits provided under the Emergency
Banking Act to state banks and trust companies which
were not mmbers of the Federal Reserve System.

Cary

thought the bill was fair because the state banks and
trust companies would be required to maintain a
specified reserve balance and because the state banks
deserved the same consideration as the larger state
nember banks and the national banks which were already
being aided by the Emergency Banking Act.53

While

Representative Steagall also defended the bill,
Congressmen Bertrand Snell, who raised the question
of unfair treatment to Federal Reserve members, and
Carroll Beedy, who thought the bill was unclear and
suggested its originator was actually Huey Long of
Louisiana, led annosition to the banking proposa1.54
The bill passed the House on larch 20,

1933, and was

approved by the President four days later,55

banks.

Cary stressed that Kentucky had 362 state
Ibid., 638-39 (March 20, 1933).

5
-- Conp. Record, 73 Cong., 1 Sess., 631-32,
636 (March 20, 1933); Louisville Courier-Journal,
March 21, 1933.
5r
Along. Record, 71 Cong., 1 Sess.,
(!arch 20, 1933); ibid., 1743 (April 14, 1933).

-
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The provisions of the Emergency Banking Act
were, therefore, extended to about 9,000 state banks
and trust conpanies, but Cary knew that temporary help
alone was not sufficient.

In 1933 the Congressman was

convinced that the only way to eliminate conpletely the
hoarding of money and to restore confidence in the
banks was to establish strictly-supervised feder
al
guarantees of bank deposits.56

In May of 1935, he

voted in favor of the Glass-Steagall Bill which
provided for the sound operation of the banking
system, and leter he praised the L-overnment's close
r
control over the Federal Reserve System and the
federal
guarantee of bank deposits which he had advocated
two
years prior to the enactment of such a measure.
)
?
Another phase of the New Deal Program with which
Cary worked was that of public works.

The Civilian

Conservation Corps (CCC), which had amonc! its
purposes
the relief an

removal of a portion of workers from the

labor market, was established in March of 1933.

In seven

years it enrolled more than 2,250,000 young
men in 1,500
Kg
camps throughout the nation.-'
Several of those camps
56
Ibid., 639 (March 20, 1933); Louisville Couri
er-

Journal, March 21, 1933.

57CorlE. Record, 74 Cong., 1 a)ss., 7270 (ray 9,
1935); Owensboro lessentl:er and Inouirer, Sept. 1, 1935.
58ftitchell,
Depression Decade, 328-29.
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were located in the Second Congressional District in
Kentucky.

One was located at Nannoth Cave National

Park, and others, set up for the purpose of drainage
and reclamation of old ditches, were located at Owensboro
and Sebree.

Cary cooperated with W. H. Tyler, the United

States agricultural engineering bureau representative
in charge of drainage work in the area, in formulating
plans to reclaim more than U,000,000 worth of dredge
ditches in Daviess and nearby counties, including Ohio
and Henderson.

Cary also announced plans to promote

flood control in McLean County by the building of a
dike.59

After an executive order had called for the

closing of the CCC camp at Hartford, the Representati
ve
aided in retaining it by signing a petition to keep it
and by voting for a measure to sustaln all camps
with
an enlistment of 163 or more workers.60

In addition,

he attempted to gain congressional sanction for a Rough
River flood control proposal, but his suggestion
was
rejected.61

59Louisvi1le Courier-Journal, April 5, 1
934;
Owensboro Messenger and Inquirer, Dec. 8, 1935; Hartfo
rd
Ohio County News, Jan. 3, 1936; Henderson Sunday
Gleaner
and Journal, Dec. 22, 1935.
60
Hnrtford Ohio County News, March 20, 27,
April 3, 10, 1936; Conri,. Record7-77
2 Sess.,
3962-63 (;:arch

61,
Record, 74 Cong., 1 Sess., 14190-91
(Aug. 221 1935).
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in 1935 the President extended his public works
program through the Relief Appropriat;ion Act.

Glover

Cary viewed that bill, which provided ,14.,880,000,000
for various forms of relief, as one of the most important
pieces of legislation passed in that term of Congress.62
Cary was himself mainly credited with having secured
projects financed by the federal government which
provided improvements amounting to :14,2921!4_17 in
counties of the Second District.

The projects fi-

nanced in that fashion included municipal waterplants,
a county courthouse, a city hall, a hospital, sewer
systems, and several post office buildings, including
one at Greenville.63

The Congressman likewise helped

to secure funds with which to build Beech Grove and
Sacramento Schools in McLean County, and he was
instrumental in obtaining ;;106,000 for the Blue and
Gray State Park at Fhirview.64

He further improved

his district by helping to acquire funds through the
62:;litchell, Depression Decade, 315, 319;
Leuchtenburg, Roosevelt and the New Deal, 125; Owensboro
Messenger and TFICTuri-er, 75Tt. 1,-17357-

63Hartford

Ohio County News, July 31, 1936;
Owensboro Yessener and Inquirer, July 26, 1936;
Greenville-reacre-r,Thay 8, 7195. (37-Scotti 1 1e Allen
County News, Tfffi 29, 1936.
6h
--interview with Critser, July 1, 1970;
Oweneboro lessener an inquire, July
1936.
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Rural Electrification Administration for the building
of electrical power lines in Henderson County.'
Glover Cary's role in the New Deal program was
basically a quiet one.

Though impressed by the President

and his unorthodox solutions to the depression, the
Representative delved into the problems which most
directly affected his district and state.

They were,

however, in many instances the same problems as those
disturbing the entire nation.

He persisted in a

somewhat limited approach to his duties by his
attentiveness to local political obligations, but
his service on the i:aval Appropriations Subco=ittee
finally transformed him into a Congressnan whose
first priority was national affairs.

655“
,enderson I.orning ulGaner, hay 6, 7, 1936.
I

CHAPTER IV
ihE EXPEDIENT REPRESENTATIVE
Throughout his service in Congress, Glover Cary
was regarded as a representative of all the peop
le of
his district.

To his credit he was industrious, know-

ledgeable in history and current affairs, able
to
converse intelligently on almost any topic,
and,
above all, loyal to his constituents; but as
a public
servant the Congressman was constantly plagued
with
obligations and demands.'

Althourth he earnestly

desired to improve his district, Cary did not
fail
to reap the political benefits which accomr,anied
his
efforts on behalf of his district and the peop
le he
represented.

In several instances political expediency

also Foverned his stand on controversial
issues and
stimulated his desire to rain recognition
and prestige
in Congress.
Cary handled individual problems and
requests
with care.

During his service in Congress, he introduc
ed

a total of sixty-one pension bills and
seventeen other
1Edit
c-ial, ih_he Fallen Leader," OwensLoro
Nes3en7er and incuirer, Dec. 6, 1936; 1:emo
rial Services,
i'roceciTTT1rs Owensboro 7ar Association,
9.
82

C3
measures to provide for privat
e assistance.2

He also

made numerous appointments whi
ch were influenced by
political exigencies: those for
employment, such as
positions as postmasters and
public workers, and those
for education, ones to the Ann
apolis Naval Academy and
the United States Military Aca
demy at West Point. Cary,
doubtless, enjoyed his pow
er of aopointment because he
complained of disliking the
civil service system for
which the Roosevelt administr
ation was a "stichler."
He privately acknowledged the
large number of qualified
applicants who prevented the
appointment of men he
favored for the positions
as being the greatest problem
of civil service.3 A.
D. Kirk, Cary's law partner and
perhaps the most important
single influence upon his
decisions concerning affair
s of the Second Congressional
2
Conn.. Record, 72 Cong., 1 Ses
s., 10378 Clay 16,
1932); ibid., 17607 II•lay 13,
1932); ibid., 5226 (March 3,
1932); TFTH., 6896 (March
26,
1779 (Jan. 13, 1913); ibid., 1932);-1717d., 2 Sess.,
2790 (Jan. 2, 1933); ibid.,
3581 (eh. 7, 1933);
ibid., 73 Cong., 1 Sess., 702
(March 21, 1933); ibid.,
3502 (May 17, 1933); ibid
.
.,
2 Sess., 5204 (mar=72,
1934); ibid., 6690 (April 16,
1934); ibid., 74 Cong., 1
Sess.,77(Jan. 3, 1935);
ibid., 212 (Jan. 8, 193
5); ibid., 535 (Jan. 16, 193
5);
ibid., 740 (Jan. 21, 193
5); ibid., 731
(Jan. 22, 1935);
!
ITIJ., 1292 (Jan. 30, 193
5); ibid., 2693 (Feb. 2
7,
775-5); ibid., 2807 (March
1, 1935); ibid., 2 Sess.,
153 (Jan. 7, 1936).
3Interview with !liner and Hag
er, July 3, 1970;
Franklin Fav'Jril;e, June 6,
1")35; Bowling ,:reen Park
City
Heirs, I.:ay 5, 1936; A. D. Kir
k t) Glover Cary,
Feb.37-19327-1!ay 25, 1031 1., Kir
private file; Glover
k
Cary to A. D. Kirk, May 12,
1931:., Kirk privaLe file;
Wilber Miller to Mary Han
cock, July 12, 1935, Kirk
private file.

CL
District, suggested individuals for the Representative
to consider for appointments and to contact for
information; ho even evaluated pending legislation
for Cary)-

Although he valued his partnerls judgment

highly and appreciated the assistance, Cary was, at
times, unable to follow Kirk's advice because of his
own personal and political friends in need of jobs.5
After they had been appointed, Cary attempted
to aid public employees who were in danger of losing
their jobs, r_ -Id he managed to retain his sense of
humor despite the numerous entreaties for public
positions.

Because of the many applicants for

postmaster at Philpot, Wilber Miller, another of
Gary's law partners, jokingly telephoned Cary,
disguised his voice, and said he wanted the job.
In response, the Congressman offered the applicant
the post because, as he humorously explained, he
4Glover Cary to A. D. Kirk, March 30, 1935,
Kirk private file; A. D. Kirk to Glover Cary, Dec. 6,
1932, March L, April 17, 19, June 19, July 7, 12,
1933, Nay 8, 14, 25, 1934, March 4, 1935, Kirk private
file. Cary wrote Kirk, "You do not know how much I
appreciate the thoughtful things you write me. They
mean a great deal and I always try to follow them
out." Glover Cary to A. D. Kirk, April 19, 1
933,
Kirk private fill.
5G1ovel. Cary to A. 1). Kirk, Nay 19, 1934,
Kirk private fib.
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had arranged for the location of four new postoffices
there.
6
Upon entering Congress, Cary adopted a policy
of supporting Hoover's proposals unless they were
contrary to Democratic party wishes.

For example, he

voted to establish the Reconstruction Finance Corporat
ion,
which provided emergency financing facilities
for
financial institutions, railroads, and business
es,
because he thought the measure would aid in the reop
ening and the stabilizing of banks.7

He also supported

the administration-approved Glass-Steagall Bill
of

1932 to improve the Federal Reserve System.8

But as

his opposition to the tariff exemplified, Cary
, without
hesitation, endorsed Democratic party causes
to which
the Hepublican members of Con:7ress were bitterly
opposed.
Because of repeated criticisms of the high tari
ff, one
of the first chores confronting the new Demo
cratic House
in 1931 was that of tariff reform.

The members wrote a

6,
nterview with Miller and Hager, July 3, 1970;
Glover Cary to A. D. Kirk, April 19, 1932
, June 12,
1933, May 12, 1934, Kirk private file; Arch
Coleman to
Glover Cary, April 14, 1934, Kirk private
file; A. D.
,Urk to Glover Cary, May 8,
1934, Kirk private file.
7Mitchell, Depression Decade, 77; Con. Reco
rd,
72 Cong., 1 Ss., 2030-81 (Jan. 15, 1932
); Dixon Journal,
Jan. 29, 1932; Leuclicenburg, Roosevelt
and the I;ew Dea.
71.

8Conc.

. Record, 72 Cong., 1 Sess., 4003 (Feb. 15,
1932); Louisville Courier-Journal, Feb.
16, 1932.

8;bill which revised the administrative func
tions of
the Tariff Commission.

It removed from the President

the power to put rate changes into effect and
called
for congressional approval of any recommen
dations
for changes from the Commission.

Cary, along with

all other Democratic members, supporte
d the measure.9
Indeed, Cary's only open break with his
party on
Hoover policies occurred in a vote on Dece
mber 18,

1931, on a moratori'm to authorize the post
ponement
of foreign debts which were payable to
the United
States. The Con7ressran voted agai
nst the proposal
even though it passed the Democratic
House by a vote of
318 to 100.10 Cary's problem, at
tines, was not whether
to support his party but how to alig
n himself within
the party. In 1933, for e7ample, when
the election
of a speaker was pending, Cary favo
red either John
neDuffie or Joseph Zyrns although
Henry T. Rainey was
ultimately chosen)1
9"Tariff, 2olitics and the 72d Cong
ress," 21125_
Congressional Digest, 11 (narch 1932
), 65; Louisville
Courier-Journal, Jan. 10, 1932.
1 Loui
sville Courier-Journal, Dec. 19,
1931;
Con. Record, 72 Cong., 1 Sess.,
866-67 (Dee. 18, 1931).
17Er a list of measures proposed by Hoover
and enacted
by Congress, see Brown, "Congress Play
s Its Part," 465.
'I-Glover Cary to A. D. hirk, Jan.
20, 1933,
Kirk private fUe; E. Pendleton
Herring, "First Session
of the Seventy-third Congress, narc
h
1933," The American Political Science9, 1933, to June 16,
Review, XXVIII
1957), 66; Cong. Record, 73 Cong
., 1 Sess., 70
(Parch 9, 1933). -

The most difficult issue for Cary to handle was
that of prohibition; his position remained somewhat
unclear although his earlier syilipathies seemed to be
with those who resisted the repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment.

In January of 1932 the Congressman went on

record as onposing the Beck-Linthicum Amendment, and
the following month he presented to the House of
Representatives a petition drawn up by various
11adisonville churches to protest the repeal of
prohibition.

However, just three days after the

submission of that petition, Cary voted in favor of
a House Joint Resolution for the repeal of the
Eighteenth Amendment.12

Although ratification of the

Twentieth Amendment was not completed until January L.',
1933, by the time Roosevelt was elected it was certain
national prohibition would end, and it was after that
time that Cary definitely favored repea1.13

On

December 2, 1932, the Ropcosentative stated he would
support a bill to levy a tax on beer and that he would
favor whatever percentage of alcohol was agreed upon by
the Democratic party leaders.

Later that month he voted

for the Collier Beer Bill, wi.01:1 provided for a tax on
12Conrr.
Record, 72 Cong., 1 Sass., 2095 (Jan. 15,
1932); ibid., 4199 (eb. 172 1932); ibid., 4516 (Feb. 202
1.932).
eatcner, "'red Vinson," 289; Perkins, New
Ar7e of Franklin Roosevelt, 15.

beer and was in accord with the Democratic party platfor1-1,
and he again cast his vote in favor of a resolution for
repea1.14

Cary's advocacy of the repeal of prohibition,

therefore, coincided, for the most part, with his
party's wet stand.
In contrast to his support of Hoover's programs
and his own party's stand on repeal, Cary defied the
Roosevelt program on at least two issues to protect the
interests of his constituents.

One such instance was

his stand on a reciprocal trade agreement which involved
the importation of whiskey.

In 1934 Congress had

granted to Roosevelt the authority to raise or lower
tariff duties as much as 50 per cent in order to gain
trade concessions from other nations.

Secretary of

State Cordell Hull was thus able to negotiate reciprocal
agreements which were effective for three years.

One

such imminent agreemnt, which was proposed to lower
the tariff barriers with Canada, wan, probabl:i prompted
by the high price of domestic whiskey.15
Kentucky members in the House of Representatives,
who net in a caucus the middle of March, 1935, to decide
Louisville Courier-Journal, Dec. 3, 1932; The
Collier Beer 3i11 Passes the House," The Congressional
Dirvest. 12 (Jan. 1933), 9; Co4..
1G. Record; 72 Con,;., 2-7css., 12-13 (Dec. 5, 193?); Ibid., 761 (Dec. 21, 1932).
15Sch1esinger, New Deal in Action, 65; Allan
Nevins, The New Deal and World Affairs: A Chronicle of
In
Affairs, 1933-1
9V-Tiew Haven, Conn.,
1950), bl.; Owensboro Lnquiror, :.arch 15, 1935.
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on action against the suggested agreement, formulated
a program of opposition to the growing liquor trust, the
probable cause of the high price of whiskey distilled
in the United States.

Cary said the trust was barring

competition from independent distillers; liquor was
being distilled under less than one-third of the more
than eighty licenses which had been issued in Kentucky.
In brief, the Representative believed the liquor industry
was "getting into the hands of the worst trust the
country has ever r en."16
The nine Kentucky representatives decided to
attend the trade agreement hearing where they planned
to file an opposing statement calling attention to the
alleged monopolies in the American liquor industry.
The caucus appointed Cary to write a letter to the
chairman of the Federal Alcohol Control Administration
(FACA), requesting detailed information for use in the
Kentucky representatives' arguments.

The; also enlisted

the support of some Midwestern congressmen who had
complained of the small number of permits issued in
their states.

Cary was chosen to be the spokesman at

the hearing for the group opposing the tariff reduction.
The protests against the supposed liquor trust and the
pressure exerted by to states ';erf-: effective against
Lhe agreement, and on April 9, 1935, the FACA announced
16
Owensboro Inquirer, March 15, 1935.
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that it had decided to permit more distilling.17

Cary's

role had run counter to his public statements concerning
the tariff and to the desires of the administration,
but his stand was, doubtless, sanctioned by most -riesidents
of his congressional district.
16.

On the issue of the enactment of legislation
to aid veterans, Cary again placed political expediency
above loyalty to President Roosevelt.

During his

canpaign for reelection in 1932, Cary maintained that
he had attended to the interests of the World War
veterans, but soon afterward, on March 12, 1933, he
voted for the Economy Bill, which

WPS

an administration

reouest to eliminate %00,000,000 from payments to
veterans.18

After that time, however, Congressman

Cary's support of legislation favoring the ex-soldiers
was steadfaete
By election time in 1934., Cary was attempting
to defend Roosevelt's stand and justify the Economy
Bill.

Cary conceded that the bill had been too extreme

but that he had voted to amend it and that the President
had made new regulations by executive order to aid thil
veterans.19

That same year Cary voted, as did six other

17
Ib1d.; ibid., April 10, 1933, March 18, 1935.
18
'Elkton Todd Count Standard, Aug. 4, 1932;
Leuchtenhurg, Roosevelt and the Eew Desl, 45; Louisville
Courier-Journal, March 327-1757.

19HenCerson Morning Crleanel., July 5, 1934.

.•••

Kentucky congressmen, for immediate consideratio
n of
full payraent of the .2,200,000,000 soldiers'
bonus.
When Roosevelt vetoed the bill for reasons
of economy,
Cary was one of the 290 Democrats in the Hous
e who
voted to override that veto.

Without similar Senate

action, however, the measure was not adopted.
2°
The soldiers' bonus issue arose again in the
first session of the Seventy-fourth Congress
and
became the outstanding difference between
the President
and the lawmakers.

The Patman Bill to provide for the

immediate cash payment of the veteransf adju
sted silver
certificates had the approval of the Veterans
of
Foreign Wars, but the disapproval of Roosevel
t; and
although the Chief Executive appeared befo
re both
houses and read a message vetoing the meas
ure, Cary
voted with a two-thirds majority of the
House membership
to override his veto.

The Senate, ho;:ever, did not

supply the necessary two-thirds vote to enac
t the bill.21
When Congress reconsidered the bonus ques
tion in 1936,
20Madisonville Messenger, March 12,
1934;
Louisville Courier-Journal, March 28,
1934.
21
Hopkinsville Daily Kentucky New Ira, Jan.
14,
1935; herring, "First Session of the Seventy-four
th
Congress," 993-94; Robinson, "Congress Presses
Toward
Adjounorient," 162; N. T. N. Robinson, "Con
gress Pauses
To Take Stock of Spring Program:
Action to Date," The
Congressional 1i!7est, 14 (i\pril 1935), 99; Con
. Record,
77-nng.;
-1-7ess.,-7996-97 (:-:ay 22, 1935); ros
viTIF-Courjer-Journal, ::.ay 23, 1930; Mitchell
, Depression
17=6; 7762-01IT
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Cary aFain supported the passage of adjusted silver
certificates against the President's wishes.

That time

the bonus bill became law when both the House and the
Senate refused to sustain Roosevelt's veto.22
Very early during his service in Congress, Cary
endeavored to secure public parks within his district,
a move certain to increase his popularity among his
constituents.

On February 16, 1932, he introduced a

bill to provide for the erection of a memorial at
Henderson honoring John James Audubon, a painter who
produced excellent work when he lived at Henderson
between 1810 and 1819.

Although his bill was not

even reported out of committee, Audubon Park was
established as a state facility in 1934 under the
administration of Governor Chandler.

The state and

the WPA shared the cost, and the CCC was responsible
for much of the outdoor developing.23

On January

3,

1935, Cary presented a bill to provide for the commemoration of the death of Granville Allen, the first
22u

The Seventy-fourth Congress Breaks Records,"
11; Conf7. Record, 74 Con;., 2 Sess., 292 (Jan. 10, 1936);
ibid., 976 (Jan. 24, 1936); ibid., 1015 (Jan. 27, 1936).
23
Conf;. Record, 72 Cong., 1 Secs., 4104 (Feb. 16,
1932); Joe CreasT)i-7,--9-6-ne of Kentucky's Best Parks,"
Leuisville Courier-Journal, July 20, 1947; Department of
Conservation, Tivisri =Parks, "Audubon State Park
and 1.1useum" (Frankfort, Ky., 1. d.j ); Audubon lienorial
State Park (pamphlet located in Kentucky Libra
ry,
UTETTrn Kentucky University), 5.
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soldier to lose his life in Kentucky during the
Civil
War, but that bill also died in committe
e.24

Four days

later Cary introduced a measure to transfer
447;: acres
of land between Hopkins and Christian coun
ties from the
national government to Kentucky for state park
purposes.
The land area in question had original
ly been part of
5,000 acres ceded by the state to the fede
ral government
for a veterans' hospital.

With the approval of the

Veterans' Administration and with thre
e technical
committee amendments, the bill passed
the House on
May 6, but proceeded no farther.25
Although the efforts of others were more
si3nificant, Cary aided the Mammoth Cave
park movenent
during his entire term in office.

While public sentiluent

was against private ownership of the cave
as early as
1870,

n.

Logan demonstrated an interest in it as a

site for a national t)ark about 1905
, and Representative
71. -Y. Thomas introduced a series of unsu
ccessful bills
for that purpose between 1911 and
1919.

In 1923 the

movement gained momentum when the dire
ctor of the

1935).

2kCong'. Record, 74 Cong., 1 Sess., 49
(Jan.

3,

215
- Ibid., 173 (Jan. 7, 1935); ibid., 7011 (ay
6,

1935); Kouse Report, 74 Cong., 1 Sess.,
!To. 457 (Serial
9336), 1,
-4. —.Cary introduced another bill to
trnsfer
a portion of land in Muhlenberg
County in order to
build a highway there, but it, like
wse, was never
reported out of the Senate con:litt
ee. Com-. Record,
74 Cong., 2 Sesn., 62)0 (May 28,
1936).
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National Park Service recognized the need for parks
east of the Mississippi River.

Logan beca-le president

of the Ylammoth Cave Park Association established 11 1924
for the purpose of malcing a park of the area, and two
years later on May 28, 1926, Senator Richard P. Ernst,
with the support of Senator Alben Barkley, introduced
a successful bill to establish Mammoth Cave National
Park.

A companion bill was also presented to the

House by Congressman Maurice F. Thatcher.26
In compliance with the federal law, Kentuck-y
passed the Jurisdiction Bill in 1930, which allowed
the transfer of the park area to the United States
government, hut it finally became obvious that the

minimum 45,310 acres, as provided by Ernst's bill,
would never be obtained by condemnation suits in local
courts in Kentucky and that the federal government
should initiate condemnation proceedings and protect
the area.27

In response to that need, Cary introduced

his bill concerning the development of Mammoth Cave
National Park on April 12, 1933.28
26
Bowlin7,
1934; Margaret M.
National Park: A
177T;-407-72-46;

Accompanied by a

Green Park City Daily News, Oct. 30,
Bridwell, The Story of Mammoth Cave
Brief History (nammoTE Cave,
Con-,-. Record, 69 Cong., 1 Sees.,

9007 (May 3A 1926); loid., 9452 (May 14, 1926); ibid.,
8961 (May 20, 1926).
27
Bridwell, Story of Mammoth Cavo, 46-!!.9;
Record, 69 Con., 1 SCS3., 9362 Way 13, 1926).
28Con. "1ecor1, 73 ConiT., 1

(April

12,-1713):-

css., 1615

Cons.
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similar one presented to the Senate by Logan, the Cary
bill provided for the amending of the measure which
had established the cave area as a national park.

Its

primary purposes were to grant to the federal government
the administration of the area before all the contemplated
land for the park was acquired and, thereby, to replace
that function of the Kentucky Park Carrmission.

Through

Cary's bill the National Park Service would administer
and protect a minimum area of 20,000 acres--less than
one-half the original anount required for control by
the federal government.29
During the hearings on Cary's H. R.

4935, the

Congressman defended the bill by pointing out the
potential of the area as well as its natural beauty.
He submitted a statement showing that the people of
that section and of all the state were willing fel, the

•i

area to be tal.cen over! as a park; however, the existence
1
of some local opposition and adverse co:Idittons near
the park were exposed when Arno Cammerer, the Director
of the National Parks, disclosed

that

some

setting the woods on fire for spite.3°

people were

Most of the

.81b

21-Bowling Gi-een Park City Daily Hews, Oct. 30,
1934; "Creation and Revislon of 7ationa1 Park Boundarieso n
House, Committee on Public Lands, Hearincs, on H. R.
4935, 73 Con., 2 Sass. (1934), 181 01:orlioro Inqpirer,
Narch 13, 1934; Hartford Ohio County News, J1In17-1,
--1934;
Madisonville Messenger, ATT73: IT, 1934730"Creation and :3ev13i n
Boundaries," 1P.-20, 29.

or National Park
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opposition fron the Committee on Pub
lic Lands, which
reviewed the measure, arose becaus
e of an amendment
suggested by the Park Commissio
n of Kentucky which
called for condemnation proceedings.

Although he

admitted the impossibility of acq
uiring all the land
necessary for the park without suc
h suits and he noted
the "outrageous" prices juries
in the local courts
were demanding, Cary told the
committee that he did
not agree with the general princi
ple involved in
condemnation.

Representative Dennis Chavez of New

::exico was in sympathy with the
bill, but did not
like the provision for condemnat
ion, which he considered "very unusual." Repres
entative Robert Rich
of Pennsylvania expressed the
view that the people of
Kentucky might resent t)-lat form
of interference from
the federal government. Otherw
ise, Rich was concerned
about the cost of operating the
park, but Cary insisted
the enactment of the bill would
not entail any additIonal
governmental expense.31
Also instrumental in influencing
the Committee's
decision on the bill were a let
ter from the Secretary
of the Interior, Harold L. Ick
es, to the chairman,
Rene L. DeRouen, and an execut
ive order of December 23,
1933, authorizing the purchase
of land for emergency

March

31Tb'd.
, 19, 22-25, 31; Owensboro
Inquirer,

13, 1934.
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conservation work.

Ickes' letter stated that some of

the advantages in turning the land over to
the government
were better patrolling and control of the
area, the
elimination of renters, and the restoration
of cultivated
areas to their former woodland growth.

The executive

order stressed the need for the lands in
order to
provide employment.32

Without wholehearted support

the Committee reported the bill with an amen
dment
suggested by Ickes, which stipulated no gene
ral development until the major portion of the remainde
r of land
had been accepted by the Secretary of the
Interior.33
On April 25, 1.934, Logan's So

618, the companion

bill to H. R. 4935, passed the Senate and
was substituted
in the House on May 7 for Gary's bill
.

It received 1.,.ttle

opposition on the floor, but Ropresentabi
ve Ralph R.
Eltse of California wanted to know if
PWA funds were
to be used for

he purchase of lands.

Explaining that

the lands had been bought with state fund
s and that the
state legislature had appropriated an
additional .?2.50,000
to make further purchases, Cary note
d that the caves
themselves were already producing abou
t ,75,C00 In revenue
annually and would becone self-sus
taining. Without
further question the bill passed and
was approved by
32Ho',1::e Feport,
(Serial 977),

73 Cong., 2 :loss., ro. 983

33Ib1d o, 1, 3; "Creation an6 Revision
of
i;ational
:w.tndaries," 19, P.
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the President on :!ay 15, 1934.34

On May 28, members of

the Kentucky Park Commission and the nammoth Cave Park
Association net with officials of the National Park
Association and made arrangements to carry that law
into effect; howe-;er, it was not until July 1, 1941,
when the minimum acreage was obtained, that I:ammoth
Cave gained national park status.Cary also enhanced his prestige and heightened
his local popularity by his efforts to obtain a bridge
across the Ohio Paver at Owensboro.

Although many

prominent residents of that community, as well as
Senator 3arkley and Governor Chandler, labored long
and wielded considerable pressure to secure the bridge,
Glover Cary was the undisputed prime mover of the briugebuilding effort.

From 1932 until his death in 1936, he

sought support and funds for the constructi on.As early as 1907 the Owensboro and Rockport
Bridge and Terninal Company was incorporated for the
purpose of building a bridge at Rockport, the originallyproposed site about eight miles east of Owensboro.

Fi-

nancial difficulties caused by the panic of 1907 halted
34-cong. Record, 73 Cong., 2 Sess., 7265 (April 25,
1934); ibid., 821)! (Yiay 7, 1934); ibid., 881.1 (May 15,
193'0.
35Bridwell, Stor,T of 1ammoth Cave,

52.

36Interview with Vincent, Jan. 9, 1()71; interview with Mier and Hager, July 3, 1,)70; interview
with 3rown, Au-. P7, 1970.
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4.?

the effort, and the First world War and the Great
Depression brought financial disaster to two later
efforts.

By 1931 a movement existed to locate the

bridge at Owensboro.

In that year the president of

the Owensboro Chamber of Commerce appointed

a comrittee

to work with the Kentucky Highway Commission to build
a bridge at that city.37

The following year on :larch

30,

1932, Cary introduced his bill to authorize the state
of Kentucky, in cooperation with Indiana, to build,
maintain, and operate a toll bridge across the Ohio
Eiver at or near Owensboro.-

The bill, which had the

approval of the War and Agriculture Departments, was
favorably reported on May 11, and was considered by the
whole House on June

6, when Senator Barkley's S. 4635,

a similar measure, was substituted for Cary's.39
The Senate substitution was more detailed than
the Cary bill.

It stated as reasons for building the

bridge the promotion of interstate camnerce, the Improvement of postal service, and more adeouate provision for
37Hugh O. Potter, Daviess County Sesquicentennial
Historical Factbook (Owensboro, Ky., 19 5); William Foster
Hayes, Sixty, Years of Owensboro, 1383-1943 (Owensboro,
Ky., (n. a.)), 211.0-77
2; Co. Reco7(17-71 Con;., 1 Sesm.,
5o54 (June 15, 1933).
Co-,r

36Louisville Courier-Journal, Feb. 11, 1932;
-ecord, 72 Cong., 1 Seas., 7159 (arch 30, 1
(
)32.).

39Conr. Record, 72 Cong., 1 Seas., 10042 (May 11,
1932); ibid., 12093 (June 6, 1932); Fouce Eenort, 72
Cong., I7Tess., Ho. 1275 (serial
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the military.

The bill, which gave the Kentucky Highway

Commission the right to acquire and condemn any prop
erty
necessary and provided for tolls and for a sinking fund
to pay the debt and free the bridge from tolls, pass
ed
the House and was approved by the President on June

9,

1932."
Because poor financial conditions had interfered
he undertaking, Glover Cary introduced a bill
on
May

9 of the next year to extend the times for commencing

and completing the construction of the brid
ge by one
hi
and three years respectively.-r—
The bill was favorably
reported by the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign
Conmeree, but received soAe opposition in the
general
debate from Representatives 'Sohn A. Cochran,
Ralph R.
Eltse, and Thomas A. Jenkins.

When questioned about

the number of times the same proposal had
been before
the House, Cary explained that the measure
was being
consiclered for the first time although an
earlier
attempt had been made to place the bridge
at Rockport.
Jacob L. Milligan, the chairman of the comm
ittee which
reviewed the bill, answered the query conc
erning the
reports from the War and Agriculture -:epar
tnents by
statin

1932);

ibid.,

tha, the7 were both favorable even though
the
LLO
• Conl. Pecord, 72 Cong., I Sens., 12093
(June

b

-1272-Tiuno 9, 1932)
.

6,

41PIid , 73 Cong., 1 Sess., 4575 (1.1ay 9, 1933
);
L93777u e 3, 1933)
.
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Agriculture Department was oppose
d to toll bridges.
"epresentative Cochran, who opp
osed all bills involving
the sale of bonds for bridges,
presented the strongest
arguments against the bill bec
ause he disliked the sale
of bonds in places other than
where bridges were built.42
On June 5, 1933, Barkley's S. 1S1
5, which had passed the
Senate two days previously, was
substituted in the House
for Cary's companion bill, passed
, and became law two
days later when Roosevelt si7ned
it.43
A delegation of approximatel
y thirty businessmen
and some members of the Ken
tucky Highway Department
visited Washington in 1936 to
impress federal author!ties with the significance
of the bridge-building
project. Accompanied by Cary,
the delegation urged
a PWA grant to help financ
e the bridge.14.4 With the
Congressman's assistance a ple
dge of favorable consideration was received in the
event that further PWA funds
became available for the propos
ed structure.45 ifter
-42Ibid., 4715 (May 31, 1933);
ibid., 5053-54
(June 15, 1933); house Rep
ort, 73 Cong., I Sess.,
ro. 1= 2 (serial 977

L), 7.-m----

43Cong. Record, 73 Cong., 1 Sess.,
4742 (June 1,
1933); ibid1197171771
-ine 3, 1933); ibid., 5o54 (Ju
ne 51
1933); ibid., 5981 (June
14, 1933). Despite the work of
Cary and others to obtain a
bridge at OwensLoro, as late
al 'ay 22, 1934, a represel
l!,ative from Indiana introduced
a bill to place the bridge
at Rockport. Cong. Record,
Cong., 2 Cess., 9310 (May
22, 1934).
44nayes, Sixty Years, 143; Tot
tor, Davies; County.
"ft

45Cuensboro Inauirer, J.
24, 1936.
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the necessary legislation had been enacted and the
request had been made for funds, Gary's biggest problem
in completing plans for construction became that of
finding a means whereby a road could be built in Indiana
from the bridge to the main highway eight miles away.
It was a problem the Congressman never solved because
of his untimely death, but his successor in office,
Beverly M. Vincent, pursued and completed the work
Cary had begun.46
Upon taking his seat in the House, Vincent
introduced another bill to build a bridge across the
Ohio River at Owensboro.

His bill asstlred the building

of the road in Indiana by establishing the Owensboro
Bridge Commission, which had the authority to acquire
and condemn land in Indiana.47

After the hill had

become law on August 14, 1937, a PWA grant of 45 per
cent of the cost of :the effort was made to the Commission
on June 24, 1938, and in September of that year bonds in
the amount of $1,400,000 were sold.

work was begun on

August 12, 1938, following an agreement by the Kentucky
Highway Department to pay for the maintenance and
operation of the bridge if the tolls were insufficient
N6
Interview with Vincent, Jan. 9, 1971.
47
-- Ibid.; Conr7. Record, 75 Cong., 1 Sosn.,
669 (July 6, 19.37)ribra., 6034-35 (Aug. 2,

1937).
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to cover those cests.

The formal dedication of the

bridge took place on July 30, 1940.

1dilbor K. biller

paid an "eloquent tribute" to his late law partner when
the bridge was dedicated to the meleory of Glover Cary.
Many of the Congressman's friends, however, wore disappointed.

They had hoped that the Owensboro Bridge

would be named for Cary because of his relentless
efforts to secure it.49
Cary's rapid rise to a position of prominence
and influence in the House of Representatives aucnented
his popularity in his home district.

Although he

served on only two committees while in office, his
work during his first assignment to the Committee on
the Post Office and Post Roads was so satisfactory
he was removed from that committee and elevated to
the powerful Committee on Appropriations on 'larch 14,

1933, at tie beginnin:; of his second term.
by January

Furthermore,

3, 1934, he had been named to the Subcommittee

on Naval Appropriations of which he later became chairman
4811ayes, Sixty Years, 1L3-4; rotter, DavLess
Count—; Con. Record, 75 Cong., 1 Sess., 9E57
[Aug. 20, 1937).
49Hayes, Sixty Years, 147; interview with
Kirk, July 12, 1977r;
le=0"75ro Innuirer, July 30,
1940.

by the rule of seniority and to the Subcommittee on
Permanent Appropr1ations.5°
Cary's service on the Cornittee on the Post
Office and Post Roads was short-lived and functioned
only as a means to a higher post.

In 1932 he reported

a bill for that cor,Laittee which required postmasters
to account for money collected on parcels delivered
at their offices.

The proposal to place upon the

postmasters some degree of financial responsibility
for funds collected on C. O. D. mail was urged by
the Post Office Department and was passed without
opposition on June 28, 1932, but was not considered
by the entire Senate.51

Cary sponsored only one

bill concerning postal affairs, which he introduced
on February 12, 1932.

The measure sought to increz)se

postal revenues r;14.,000,000 by prohibiting couruercial
concerns Iron putting mailable materials without postage
in a letter box.5

The committee amended the bill by

lowering the fine from $1,000 to $300 and by eliminating
50House Doc., 75 Cong., 1 Sess., No. 354 (Serial
10124); Con7.-Record, 72 Cong., 1 Sess., 552 (Dec. 15,
1931); ibid., 73 Cong., 1 Sess., 371 (narch 14, 1931);
ibid., 73 Cong., 2 Sess., 13 (Jan. 3, 1934); William A.
Stevens to author, July 3, 1970.
Record, 72 Cong., 1 Sess., 6494 (Narch 16,
1932);
13n(rn'une 15, 1932); ihc., 14091
((lune 27, 1932); ibid., 14132 (June 28, 1912); House
Report, 72 Cong., 1—ffess., To. 1635 (Serial 9497T, 1-2.
cp
}-Conir. Record, 72 Cong., 1 Sess.1 3645 (Feb. 12,
1912); Lou=lie C61-11;ier-Journal, 1:arch o, 1932.
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the three year prison sentence for violation of that
law.

James M. Mead, the chairman of the Committee on

the Post Office and Post Roads, defended the bill
by explaining that it was directed toward utility
companies rather than toward individuals.

Although

there remained some objection to the measure because
of the inclusion of a fine, it passed the House on
March 9, 1932, but was not reported out of committee
in the Senate.53
During his campaign for reelection in 1934,
Cary emphasized his role as a member of the Subcommittee
on Permanent Appropriations, a congressional group
assigned in

1933 to conduct an investigation into

continuing allotments of money.
'
4- The Subcommittee
studied the rarely-examined sums of money which were
automatically granted without specific congressional
consideration and occurred most noticeably in the
Department of Agriculture, the Department of interior,
the Treasury Derartment, and the War Department.
The plan was to eliminate, after the investigation

53Conr* Record, 72 Cong., 1 Sess., 5575-77
(March 9, 1932); ibid., 5629 (Ylarch 100 1932);
House Rerort, 72 Cong., 1 Sess., No. 742 (Serial

-) .-"Glover H. Cary: Owensboro Second District,"
The De7locrat1c Woman's Journal, VII (Oct. 1934), 7.
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was completed, some of the continuing appropriations
which amounted to about

1.40,000,000 per year.55

The Subcommittee barely began its work in
14

1933 when Congress adjourned, but met again in 1934
with several new members, including Cary, and presented
to the Seventy-third Congress hearings containing
nearly a thousand pages and including every permanent
appropriation since 1798.

The investigation revealed

253 appropriations previously undisc1osed.56

The

Subcommittee, therefore, introduced a bill to provide
that permanent appropriations be made subject to annual
consideration and appropriation.

Representative

Anthony J. Griffith, the chairman of the Subcommittee
on Permanent Appropriations, believed the appropriations
were unconstitutiona1.57

Cary thought the bill to rid

the standing appropriations was the most important
measure that Congress had considered although ha
acknow1edge(1 that all permanent appropriations would
4-41'

not be eliminated—especially those in the War and Navy
rr
'Con. Record, 72 Cong., 2 Sess., 142
(Dec. 28, 1932); House Report, 73 Cong., 2 Sess.,
No. 1414 (Serial 977T, 1.

56Con1..

Record, 73 Cong., 2 Sesa., 8241-42
(May 7, 1934); "Cenr
:Tessman Carey isle) Sees Soma
Changes," Danville Advocate, tn. d.)
clipping included
in scrapbook, Snyder ii-Tvate collection.
57Conq. Record, 73 Cong., 2 Sess., 7727
(April 30,-I)314.)i-115Id., 8241 (May 7, 193)4.).
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Departments.58

As he explained:

I believe it will do more to protect
the Treasury of the Unibed States against
raids that are constantly made upon it
than any piece of legislation that has
been presented here. In short, all this
le7islation means is to stop theK annual,
recurring appropriations
.
The bill passed the House on May 7, 1934, and
was sent to the Senate where it was amended.

The house,

which objected to two Senate amendments, one to allow
fees collected fron national banks to cover salaries
and expenses of national bank examiners and the other
to allow the existence of the Naval Hosrital fund,
appointed a conference committee of which Cary was a
member.60 -.
a.nally, the two Senate amendments were
deleted and the bill was approved by the President
on June 13, 19311.61
Through continuous efforts Congressman Cary
rained not only the confidence of his constituents, a
fact made evident by his popularity at the polls, but
also the admiration and respect of his colleagues.

By

attempting to inprove his district, the Representati
ve
enhanced his own prestige in Congress, and by willin
gly
58Ibid., 8246 (May 7, 193L).
59Ibid.
60Ibi.._
a ; ibid., 11397 (June 13, 1934).
61Tbid., 12110, 11980 (June 16,
1?34); ibid.,
12455 (Jun], 1934).
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acceptinf; the responsibilities of his offico, he gained
support from those whom he represented.

Cary was a

realistic officeholder who was ever mindful that he
was responsible to the public for his actions.

CHAPTFR V

THE NAVAL EXPERT

During the final three years of his life,
Glover Cary devoted more time and energy to a study of
the requirements for an adequate Navy than to any
other single undertaking of his career.

As a member

of the House Subcommittee cm Naval Appropriations,
the Representative handled the huge appropriation bills
for the Navy during the period of rapid rearmament
immediately preceding World War II.

His role became

increasingly sirnificant because of the magnitude of
the measures he presented to Congress and the worsening world situation which had prompted those bills.
President Roosevelt, who had served as an Assistant
Secretary of the Navy under Woodrow Wilson, furthered
Cary in his position by urging the development of a
big Navy and by making the Congressman a special
protege.'
Drastically affecting the Representative's work
on the Subcommittco were certain past polfcies of tho
'Cong. Record, 73 Cong., 2 Sess., 13 (Jan. 3,
1934); Winlim T:-Taevenc to author, July 30, 1970.
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United States, most particularly the participation in
the disarmament agreements which had been attempts to
eliminate rivalry among the naval powers following
World War I.

The Washington Treaty of 1922, the first

of those naval limitation a;rreements, disallowed
competition among signatories in capital ships and
aircraft carriers.

A ratio for the number of vessels

permitted each nation was set

at 5:5:3 for the United

States, Britain, and JapEut, respectively, and at 1.67
for both Prance and Italy.2

In acrerdance with the

treaty, the United States voluntarily relinquished
its naval supremacy by cancelling numerous contracts
for vessels, by consenting to scrap twenty completed
battleships, and by agreeing, with a few exceptions,
not to increase bases or fortifications in the Facific.3
Continuing its disarmament policy, the nation
signed the Treaty of London in 1930.4

The ratio of

2
William H. Stanley, "Should the U. S. Navy Be
Built Up to Treaty Strength?," The Congressional
Cuarterly, XIII (April 1934), 120.

3Cona, Record, 74 Cong., 1 Sess., 6389 (April
25,
1935); Carl Vinson, 'Provisions of the Vinson Navy Bill,"
The Congressional Digest, 13 (April 1934), 119; Robert
Greenhaigh Albion and Jennie Barnes Pope, Sea Lanes in
Wartime: The American Experience, 1775%-191 —(New York,
742), 332; Claude Swanson,-"Tepirtment
the Navy,"
The Democratic Book: 1916 (_n. p.), In.
), 111_5,
76ok—located inTliaiett="(5use Papers.
4
.George T. I,avis, A Navy Second to None: The
DeveloPment of Lodern AmerIcan Naval Policy CgEw York,
'211115T-7-547-;

lii
5:5:3 in capital ships and aircraft carriers
for the
United States, Britain, and Japan was retain
ed; however,
the United States agreed to an increased rati
o in
cruisers for both Japan and Britain and to
Japan's
receiving an increased ratio in destroye
rs and parity
in submarines.

In addition, the treaty established

20 years for aircraft carriers and cruisers
, 16 years
for destroyers, and 13 years for submarin
es as the ages
at which they became obsolete and
could be replaced.
It required that they be destroyed befo
re replacement-a provision which became especially
important to the
naval building program because of the larg
e number of
vessels which were becoming obsolete with
in the terms
of the treaty.5

Since the United States had built no

sips in 1922, 1923, 1924, and 1929, and
few during
the other years following the signing
of the naval
a7reenents, many vessels were becoming
"over age"
during. the 1930Is, and it became mand
atory that the
United States build replacements to
prevent the Navy's
growing weaker during the period of Cary
's service on
the Subcommittee.6
When France and Italy refused to sign
the London
Naval Treaty, the United States, Bri
tain, and Japan
-Stanley, "Should Navy Be Built Up?,"
120, 122;
Frederick Hale, "How the U. S. Navy Sta
nds Today," The
Congressional Digest, 13 (April
1934), 113.
6
Owensboro Messenger and inquirer, Jan.
27,
1935; Hale, "How Navy Stands,77—I1d.
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became its only signatories.

President Hoover and

Secretary of State Henry L. Stimson supported the
treaty, but many senators and naval experts disliked
the provisions concerning cruisers and the concessions
to Japan.7

In his evaluation of the attempts to limit

naval power, Cary thought that the United States,
initiation of the principle of limitation was worthwhile and laudable, but he realistically recognized
the expense involved in the destruction of eleven new
capital ships worth 8380,000,000 for which the United
States had gained no tangible benefits.

Realizing

also that the nation had not been as alert as it should
have been, Cary, as did Roosevelt, emphasized that the
United States' not building to treaty strength had
allowed the co-treaty powers to develop superior
naviea.'
In 1935 Glov:ar Gary voiced the sentiment of
most Americans when he said the nation could not depend
upon disarmament for protection in the future.

Refusing

to follow the example set by the United States, Japan
7Stanley, "Should Navy Be Built Up?," 120;
Davis, Navy Second to None, 347-49.
aCoag. Record, 74 Conrt.., 1 Sess., 6230-31
(April 23, 19357;-6i4ensboro Messeni7er and incuirer,
for lavy
Jan. 27, 1935; Henry J. Reilley,-77Fley,
Merely Fills Past Neglect," clippinr; included in
scrapbook, Snyder private collection; Henry
Roosevelt, "What Is an Adequate Navy?," Vital
Speeches of the :flay, II (Dec. 16, i93), 1T

°
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was already up to treaty strength
by 1934, and Great
Britain's program called for a treaty stre
ngth navy
by 1936.9

Cary, therefore, blamed Britain and Japa
n

fcr shaping the United States' naval poli
cy when he
presented the huge 1935 Naval Appropri
ation Bill to
Congress.o The problems of arm
s limitation were
further increased when Germany, France
, and Italy,
which had not signed the London Naval Tre
aty and had
no restfaints on their naval programs
, began building
vessels.

Indeed, with the failure of the Geneva

Disarmament Conference, which had begu
n in 1932, and
with Japan's formal notice in 1934 that
it would not
be bound by the existing naval agre
ements after
December 31, 1936, the world armament
race was a
reality by the mid-1930's.]1
9In 1922 when the United States laid dow
n no
ships, Japan laid down 34; and, furthe
rmore, between
the years 1922 and 1933, the total
tonnage laid down
by the three great naval powers war 175
,835 for the
United States, 302,429 for Britain,
and 362,91i4 for
Japan. Swanson, "Department of the
Navy," 146; Cong.
Record, 74 Cong., 1 Sess., 6229 (Ap
ril 23, 1535).
1000n
g. Record, 74 Cong., 1 Sess., 6229, 623
1
(April 23, 1935); "Progress I:ade by
Majer Legislation:
From January 20 to February 20, 1934
," The Congressional
Digest, 13 (March 1934), 90.
11
-Davis, Nava Second to None, 123, 130
, 181,
355, 362, 364-65; Conr-. Record, 74
Cong., 1 Sess.,
6369 (April 25, 1973). The Gene
va Conference failed
chierly because of nstional riva
lries. Davis, Navy
Second to Nene, 355.
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Besides the withdrawal of Japan from the
treaty obligations and the pending end
of the naval
limitations, the world situation war
ranted naval
buildup by the United States.

While the United States

depended upon treaties as a means
of preventing war,
Japan violated the Nine-Power Treaty
and the Pact of
Paris by invading Manchuria in
1931.12 Another cause
for alarm was Adolf Hitler's ris
e to power in 1933
with the subsequent reports of Naz
i plans for world
domination.

Although the United States stayed

on a non-entanglement course in for
eign affairs,
aggression in other parts of the
world was met in
the American Congress by the passag
e of measures to
strengthen the defenses, especiall
y the Navy.13
Tn contrast to President Hoover, who
had
favored the London Naval Treaty
, President Roosevelt,
having been influenced by Rear Adm
iral B. A. Fiske
who advocated a large i:avy, advanc
ed the "greatest
12
Collo. Record, 74 Cong., 1 Seas.,
6229
(April 23, 1935); Paul W. Schroe
der, The Axis Alliance
and Japanese-American Relations
: 191L1 (Ithaca, N. Y.,
776),
"Davis, Navy Second to None, 358
; Nevins, New
Deal and World Affa1rsT-77=78;
Sai,oeder, Axis Alliance,
1, -6; Charles A. Beard, American
Foreign Palcy in
the Making, 1932-19It0: A- Study
in EesponsibilitrJs
_
Tff::;w Raven, Conn., 1(;11.6), 17.
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naval expansion in histor-0 "14

While there was some

opposition to his naval program, the new Democratic
President received support from his naval advisors,
who had been selected because they favored a big
Navy, the Congress, which reflected more of an
isolationist spirit than Roosevelt, and the American
people, who had been informed of the need for the
increase in armaments partly thrJugh the efforts of
such organizations as the American Legion.15

Immedi-

ately after Roosevelt assumed office, Secretary of
the Navy Claude Swanson announced that the United
States fleet would be built to full treaty strength,
but the domestic program for recovery in 1933 took
precedence over naval expansion.

The National

Industrial Recovery Act of June 16, 1933, did, however,
authorize the President to allot money to equip and
14Davis, Navy Second to None, 1511, 36-57;
"What the Country Gets for Its Navy Dollar," Review
of Reviews, :XIV (Dec. 1936), 33. Hoover promoted
the-ITC-Troy of not building to treaty strength.
Davis, Navy Second to None, 354-55; "Outline of
President Hoover's Recommendation to the 72nd
Congress," The Coaaressional Dip-est, 11 (Jan. 1932),
6.
15Davis, Navy Second to None, 357, 390; "The
li.onth in Congress—Legislative Action," The Congressional
Digest, 11 (April 1932), 122; Schlesinger, New Deal
in Action, r;2; Nevins, New Deal and World Affairs,
815
.-71.-ry credited the American-LT-I-717:3'T-- Tirth -having
informed Americans of the natien's inadeouate defenses.
Cong. Lecord, 74 Cong.., 1 Sess., 6228 (April 23,
11;75).
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to build thirty-two naval vessels.

The building of

warships in that fashion could be defended as a mean
s
of producing jobs.16
During the second session of the Seventy-third
Congress, it soon became apparent that the nava
l building program would be further expanded.

Congress passed

the Vinson-Trammel Bill of 1934, which auth
orized the
replacement of obsolete ships and the building
to
treaty limits.

The new law provided for the construction

of 102 new vessels, but, as both Roosevelt
and Cary
stressed, the completion of the measure was
dependent
upon appropriations.17
Glover Cary's appointment to the Subcommi
ttee
on Naval Appropriations on January

3, 1934, occurred

at a time when interest in the developm
ent of an
adecuate Navy was at an all-tine high 18
.
Appropriaticn

The Naval

i11 for 1935, which he helped to draft,

callec for more enlisted personnel in the
Navy and
Marine Corps and for the commencement of
additional
ship construction.

Of the total $284,747,24it, the

16
Nevins, New Deal and World Affairs, 62-83;
Davis, Navy Seccnd to None,-148, 359.

17
Davis, Nay-v 3econd to None, 359, 361; "Progress

Made by Major LeHT71A-tion: From January
20 to February 20,
1934," 90; Swanson, "Departra:nt of the
Navy
," 14-5;
Reiller, "None for Navy," clipping incl
uded in scrapbeok, Snyder private collection.

18.LLE.
193h).

ecord, 73 Cong., 2 Sess., 13 (Jan. 3,

•••
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Subcommittee allotted an increase over the previous
year's measure of 3
- 2,294,215 for construction and
machinery.19

Having passed the House on January 24,

the bill was sent to the Senate where it was substantially increased and passed on February 10.20
Cary served as a member of the conference committee
which finally established the amount of the appropriation at $286,543,132.21
By March of 1934 Cary complained to his law
partner that he was becoming tired and that the work
was almost unbearable, but when the time arrived
for him to resume his duties as chairman of the
Subcommittee on naval Appropriations in 1935, the
Congressman was again eager to start work.22

During

the Subcommittee's six weeks' inquiry into the needs
of the Navy, Cary was thorough in his investigation
and worked with greA vior, but he was ever mindful
of the 1ari7e amount of work his job entailed.

Althouill

the nation's naval building policy had not changed
19House Re ort,
(Serial 9775)7-2„

73 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 335

20u

Pror7ress Made by !.:alor Legislation:
January 20 to February 20, 1934, 90.

From

21Con7..
Record, 73 Cong., 2 Sess., 2769 (Feb. 19,
1934); House Rerit771 Corn., 1 Sess., No. 746 (Serial
9887), gb•
22
Glover Cary to A. D. lark, March 16, 1934s
Jan. 11, 1935, Kirk private file.

1

since announced in 1933, Cary brought to the floor of
Congress the largest peacetime naval appropriation
bill in history.

It was, in fact, the biggest bill

of its t7pe in more than fifteen years and one that
was justified as a defensive measure.23
Glover Cary received praise for his courtesy
and diligence, but he and the Subcommittee were severely
criticized by Congressmen Fred J. Sisson of New York
and Charles W. Tobey of New Hampshire for selecting
hearings witnesses who favored a big Navy and for not
making the bill and the report available to the entire
House in time for study.

The Subcommittee members

were also questioned about the wording of their report,
which seemed to indicate that the amount of

the

appropriation was more than lias necessary for defense.
Indeed, the decreases made by the group reflected an
attempt to determine policy and were a manifestation
of latent isolationist sentiment.

Cary freely admitted

that the proposed measure was not as generous as the
Navy Department had desired; nevertheless, he feared
criticism because of the munificence of the bill.24
23
Conr. Record, 74 Cong., 1 Sess., 6323 (April 24,
1935); ibid., ()hal (April 25, 1935); Glover Cary to A. D.
Kirk, 1.:ar6F, 30, 1935; 3amuel I. Rosenmann, ed., The
rublic Papers and Addresses of
D. lioosevelt
III, 379;-Ownnsboro
TT) vols.
Inouirer, April 4, 1935.

24,_,, Record, VI conc., 1 sess., 6224 (April 23,
1935); ibid., 61,==i7—(April 25, 1935).
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The executive budget rece:Liaended an appropriation
of 8485,L43,847 for the 1936 fiscal year, but the Subcommittee on Naval Appropriations, reducing the amount
by ,27,657,586, presented a bill which provided a total
of 12467,786,261, a figure far below the estimated
annual amount of .555,000,000 needed to maintain a
treaty navy.

The most controversial reduction was

the Subcommittee's halving of the S29,380,000 allotted
for the construction of twenty-four replacement
25
vessels.

Despite administration pressure, the Sub-

committee tried to prevent the building of those ships
because of their possible impact upon another pending
naval conference.

The SubcuIluilittee members believed

the delay in building the ships would be an exprossio_
of faith in disarmament, and Cary pointed out that the
money could easily be appropriated at the beginning of
the Tlext session if the t7overnnent still desired to
undertake the new construction.26
The Subcommittee effected two major reductions
in the budget for naval aviation, one in the number of
25House Report, 74 Cong., 1 Sess., O. 746
(Serial 9887), 1-3, 17; "Naval Appropriations for
1936," House, Subcommittee on Naval Appropriations,
Hearings on H. R. 7672, 74 Cong., 1 Sess. (1935),
51-53; Cong. Record, 71! Con7., 1 Secs., 6234 (April 23,
1935).

26

House !eport, 74 Conc., 1 Sess., No. 746
9887), 3; Owensboro Inquirer, April 21!, 1935. Cary
received ra.;;CH crAfacTiia or the reduction in the amo...mt
of money allotted for new ship ccnstruction, and the
sum was soon replaced. See pp. 126, 133.
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spare engines and spare parts, and the other in the
amount provided for lighter-than-air activities.

The

Subcommittee beaieved many of the spares were unnecessary because they would become obsolete, and
Cary reiterated experts' opinions when he said the
lighter-than-air craft possessed commercial value but
were of no benefit to the Navy.

Otherwise, the con-

gressional group refused to recommend three items to
be financed through PWA funds, including a S2,750,000
project for dredging and for harbor and channel
improvement at Pearl Harbor, because of the question
of the availability of future funds to complete the
work.

A sum of .,;19,690,000 in mere postponements

accounted for a major part of the total decrease.27
Even with the ';ubcommitteels reductions, which
were certain to be viewed with dissatisfaction by the
ilaval Reserve Officer's Association, the amount of the
b1.1 far surpased the previous year's appropriation
of

26/Jr,747,21_01.

Eighty-five per cent of the budget

increase was responsive to legislation such as the
Vinson-Trammel Act or to the nation's policy of building within treaty proportions to replace overage
tonnage, and new ship construction accounted for more

27Conr. Record, 7) Cong., 1 Sess.,

(April 230-1:915)7--
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28
than one-half the increase in the bill.

Other

significant increases in the Naval Appropriation Bill
for 1936 included 11,000 more enlisted men, more money
for the naval reserve,

555

more airplanes, the pro-

vision for each congressman's appointing four cadets
to the Naval Academy instead of three, the added
expenses incurred by the re-opening of the training
station at Great Lakes, Illinois, a larger allotment
for more scientific and technical personnel at the
Naval Research Laboratory, and 0,500,000 to create a
reserve supply of domestically produced and processed
strategic materials.29
When he brought the 1936 Naval Appropriation
Bill to the floor of the House on April 24, 1935,
Glover Cary apologized for its great size, but he
declared it to be necessary for proper defense.3°

The

Congressman thought the amount required to maintain an
2 Ibid.; House Report, 74 Cong., 1 Sess.,
No. 746 (Serial 9887), 2-3.
20
'House Report, 7)4 Cong., 1 Sess., No. 746
(Serial 9887), 6-7, 9-10, 11, 13; Cong. Record, 74 Cong.
=,6474
1 Sess., 6231-32, 6234 (April 23, 1935);(April 26, 1935); "Naval Appropriations for 1936," 50;
Owensboro Invirer, April 24, 1935; Louisville CourierJournal, April L7, 1935; Owensboro Messenger, APril 27,
1935.
30Davis Na--\ ::;econd to :Tone, 365. Cary
accused anyone who thout the nation was entering the
naval race of being ignorant or of wanting the nation
to be defenseless. Beilley, "Money for Nav:," clipping
included in scrapbook, Snyder private collection.
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adeouate Navy was exorbitant, but he believed the
American people had no choice but to pay it.

Although

stating that the nation was in no imminent danger of
war, Cary quoted Geor,7e Washington's advice on the
need for sound military defenses, and he stressed
the United States, lack of preparedness at the onset
of World War I, which drew the nation into the conflict.31

Having defied anyone to declare the defense

measures to be an indication of United States' entry
into the naval race in 1934, Cary orobably surprised
few of his constituents to whom he had announced:
I believe that our greatest
assurance against war is to maintain the
greatest army that ever followed a flag,
to possess a navy that is mistress of
the seven seas and an air corps that is
unsurpassed by any • • • .32
Because House debate on the Naval Appropriation
-Bill, H. R. 7672, closely followed the passage of the
n00,000,000 Amy appropriation measure, a group of
inland members, led by a coastal Representative,
Fred J. Sisson, was prepared to object strenuously
to the large measure.33

Those opposing the bill,

including Representatives Gerald J. Soileau of Wisconsin,
31
Cong. Record, 74 Cong., 1 Sess., 6228 (April 23,
1935); Henderson Morninr, Gleaner, July 5, 19.14.

32

Henderson Morning Gleaner, July

1934.

330wensboro Incuirer, April 24, 1935; Owensboro

mesccmge7,7,751-a—L7,—IT35.
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Henry C. Luckey of Nebraska, Maury Maverick of Texas,
Fred Biermann of Iowa, and Theodore Christianson of
lannesota, criticized both the Assistant Secretary of
the Navy Henry Roosevelt because he favored naval
expansion and Congressman Cary because he advocated an
unequalled Army and Navy.

Their chief objections to

the bill itnelf were the enormous amounts of money to
be appropriated, the questionable need for such drastic
increases in defense, and the provision for an increase
in the number of midshipmen at the Naval AcE-,--my.314
Opponents of the measure offered other uses
for the money that was being spent on naval expansion.
Their suggestions included government spending for
more public works, pensions, public schools, and for
veterans' benefits.35

Disapproving the appointment

of one additional cadet per congressman, some members
asserted that more officers wore not needed and that
the inclusion of the proposal was an attempt to gain
support for administration measures.

Cary responded

by saying that more officers were needed to man the
increasing number of ships.36

34Davis, Navy Second to None, 390; Conj. Record,

74 Cong., 1 Sess., 6323, 6325-27 (4ril 24, 1)35); ipid.,
6417 (April 25, 1935); ibid., 6475 (April 26, 1935).
35Con. Reco):.d, 71CQ-11_,
,., 1 3ess..1 6327, 6334,
6337 (April 24, 193!.;); ibid., 6477-78 (April 26, 1935).
36Cuensora
.
:.
—La
* AorJ.27, 1935; Conf
,ic c ord, 74 Cong., 1 3ess., 6'473...74 (April 26, 1M).
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Several representatives argued that such a
generous appropriation for naval defenses was not
required because of existinr; world treaties to insure
peace and the improbability that any nation, even Japan,
would attempt to attack the United States.37

Adhering

to that view, Boileau offered an amendment to eliminate
the providing of funds for the construction of additional ships, cruisers, submarines, and other types
of naval vessels.

The amendment was, however, defeated

by a vote of 92 to 20 after Cary objected to it on the
basis it would interrupt the continuity of the naval
building program, would necessitate the scrapping of
many ships under construction, would add to the unemployment problem, and would increase problems of
defense ,a_ainst air attack.

Representative Herman P.

Kopplemann of Connecticut, with the support of Sisson,
proposed another amendment to weaken the appropriation
bill by withholding all funds for construction until
March 1, 1936.

That attempt also failed by a vote of

73 to 17.38
Oddly enough, there were few questions raised
about the type of equipment or trainin
the Pill.

designated by

Carl Vinson of Georvia offered an amendment

37Coe-. Lecord, Vt. Cong., 1 3esn • 6321-211,
1l935); ibid., 6475, 6479 (April 26,

6331, 6333 (7r
1935).

38ibid., 6461-S3 (April 2(, 1935).
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to change the bill's requirement for staff officers to
receive specialty training within two years after
graduation from the Naval Academy, but the amendment
was rejected 80 to 23 after Cary said the provision
in the bill would increase both efficiency and economy.39
Maverick wished an explanation of the types of ships,
and John D. Dingell of Michigan favored a continuation
of the experiments with the all-metal lighter-than-air
ships.11°

Few other suggestions emerged from the

opposition, and no attempt was made to restore the
amount sliced from the allowance for new ship construction.
Proponents of the bill, including Representatives Kent E.
Keller of Illinois, Benjamin K. Focht of Pennsylvania,
and Carl Vinson, spoke in its favor before the House
passed it on April 26, 1935.A1
In the Senate there were few serious objections
GO

the 1936 Naval Appropriation Bill, but some members

did try to weaken it by offering a number of ues ccessful
amendments.

Members of the Senate Munitions Committee

tried to modify the measure in order to control the
profits shipbuilders might make and to grant to the
State Department the decision of where future maneuvers

391bid., 6470-2 (April 26, 1935),
"ibid., 623.5(April 23, 1935); ibid., 6475
(April 26, 1935).
hl rbid.„ 6326, 6331 (April 2)j., 1935); ibid
.., 6388
(April 2, 193;); ibid., 6484-86, 6488 (April 26, P)35).
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would be Ield.

Senator Gerald P. Nye of North Dakota

opposed the construction of the twenty-four new ships
specified in the proposed legislation and offered an
amendment to prevent collusion among the shipyards.42
As was speculated, the Senate restored the ,11,690,000
for beginning the construction of new ships that the
House had deleted and passed the bill 55-18.43

Because

of the various Senate modifications which resulted in
a larger appropriation, a conference in which Cary
participated was held to compromise the differences.
In the final bill only :;6,000,000, instead of $11,690,000,
was made available for new ship construction, and the
direct appropriation agreed upon by the conferees was
only ,>2179,118 in excess of the total amount original:17
passed by the House.44

With both houses in agreement,

the President approved the 1936 Naval Appropriation
Bill on June 19, 1935.45
Although most congressmen ignored the demands
for economy and were willing to listen to men like
42Louisvi11e Courier-Journal, May 25, 1935;
Owensboro inauirer, May 21, 1935.
--Owensboro Messenger, April 27, 1935;
Louisville Courier-Journal, May 25, 1935.
4Loutsvi1le Courier-Journal, May 25, 1935;
(;on:. iiecord, 7Li. Cong., -fedi.,76-573-6 (June 3, 1935);
Conference Renort
t- Cong., 1 Sess., No. 1262 (Serial
45Cong. Record, 74 Conc., 1 Sess., 10291
(June 27, 1935); Owensboro ireuiner, June 25, 1935.
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himself who favored an expanded Navy, Cary was,
apparently, unsure of his constituents' attitudes
because he vigorously defended the large navy measure
both inside and outside Congress.46

He said spending

should be carbed, but he reminded the people that they
demanded a large Navy.

He justified the large ex-

penditure as a means of rectifying past negligence
while emphasizing that the cost of a treaty Navy was
greater for the United States because of the high
standard of living.

Ships were only a small part of

the expense of maintaining an adequate Navy, Cary
asserted.

Other costs involved naval stations and

weapons and pay and subsistence of personne1.47
Before Cary presented another naval appropriation measure to Congress in 1936, world problems had
increased and Cary's work load had grown correspondingly.
On December 7, 1935, the five leading naval powers
again met in London to forelulate an agreement, but
national demands doomed the conference to failur0,413

Davis, Navy Second to None, 354; Owensboro
Messen7er and Inquirer, Sept. 1, 1935.
k7c0. Pecord, 74 Cong., 1 2ess., 6231
(April 23, 1935); C-Wensboro resseneer and Ineuirer,
Jan. 27, 1935; Reilley, "Money for Nav77 clirping
included in scrapboolc, Snyder private collection.
118Th° Virnon-Tramme3 Act had discovraged
States'
United
participation in the 1935 naval
conference because of the fear the nation might have
to accept compromises unsatinfactory to i:avy interest. Davis, Na' SecoLd to None, 362.
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The United States urged the continuation of the
principles established by the Treaties of Washington
and Lcndon, but Britain rejected proportional reduction
and even requested an increase in the number of cruisers.
France and Italy opposed the idea of fixed ratios, and
Japan demanded naval power strong enough to challenge
an Anglo-American fleet.

The failure of the conference

was almost certain when Japan withdrew on January 15,
1936.

Obviously, no agreement based on existing

treaties was possible.49

Another treaty, which advanced

the world naval race, was, however, signed by Britain
and Germany on June 18, 1935.

Although Germany had

agreed to limit the total tonnage of its fleet to 35
per cent or less of the entire tonnage of the members
of the British Commonwealth of Nations, other powers
declared the arrangement a breach of the Versailles
Treaty and a means tereby (:ermany could quadruple its
fleet.

in response to the App-lo-German Treaty, France

announced plans to build up its navy without regard to
limitations.5Q
By signing the naval treaty with Germany,
Britain simply agreed with what the Reich intended to
do with or without sanction.

On Earch 16, 1935, Germany

had alread:, repudiated the disarmament claLees of tbe

49Tbid.
0

365-66; Schroeder, Axis Alliance, 6-7.
Navy Second to None, 363-64.
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Treaty of Versailles.
in other respects.

The world situa:Lion also worsened

The crisis continued in the Orient,

Mussolini waged aggression against Ethiopia, and tension
grew between Italy and Great Britain in the Mediterranean
and in North East Africa.51
The United States reacted to the worsening world
conditions not only by strengthening defenses but also
by placing restraints on commerce with belligerents,
by forbidding the granting of loans to warring nations,
and by preventing the drafting of nen in order to wage
a war of aggression.52 Roosevelt reluctantly
agreed
to the neutrality legislation, but Cary unquestionably
approved it.

The Neutrality Act of 1935 was, to the

Congressman, a moans of preventing United States'
interventicn in the conflict between Italy an0.
Ethiopia.53

War seemed unlikely because another

neutrality bill was passed in 1936 and the President
stated nothing which indicated pending AnerIcan
51Ibid., 362, 366; Nevins, New Deal and World
Affairs, 92; "The Month in Congress--Legislative
ration," (April 1932), 122.
52
Schlesinger, New Deal in Action, 62; Albion,
Sea Lanes, 212; Louisville Courier-Journal, April
7,
lo, 1,575T editorial, "The Neutrality 31117' Owensi)oro
Messenger and Ineuirer, Sept. 1, 1935.
lieu Peal and World Affairs, 93;
Beard, Anerican Fol=7T1-761171.
7
:, 165; nendTibl,o
;.lessono.er aWT-Ina-11767; Sept. 1, 1935. Cary actually
ofid not beiTiive tii6-2aerican people would support
an
overseas war. Owensboro Messenger_ and Inauiror,
2ept. 1, 1915.
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involvement in luropean entanglements.

Roosevelt,

however, told Congress there was no alternative to
naintaininr adequate defenses to keep out of war.%
It was not unexpected, therefore, when estimates
for the combined Army and Navy appropriations for 1937
reached a record .;)1,100,000,000.55

Glover Cary

conducted the hearings on the naval measure where
witnesses included Henry Roosevelt, the acting
Secretary of the Navy, and Captain H. F. Kimmel, the
budget officer of the Navy.

They emphasized the

obsolescence of many craft and asserted that the
reasons for increases over the 1936 appropriations
were due almost entirely to the construction, the
completion, and the manning of new vessels, rather
than to policy changes.56
The Subcommittee on Naval Appropriations
approved and presented to the House a bill allotLirrr,
531,066,707 for naval maintenance and development.
That amount, along with other available funds, provided
Washington Post, Feb. 16, 1936; Beard,
American Foreign Policy, 171; Davis, Navy Second to
None, 370.
55Washington ?ost, Feb. 16, 1936; Owensboro
Inouirer, Jan. 6, Feb. 16, 1916.
- Wa=inrton Post, l'eb. 16, 1916; Owensboro
! ez;cenger and lnouiror, Feb. 16, 1936; Washington
Irei,7a1a;—Feb":-17;197NT "Naval Appropriations for 1937,"
Subcommittee on Naval Appropriations, Hearinr73
on H. R. 12527, 7b. Cong., 2 Sess. (1936), 1-2.

miliTe,
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a total of (692,2379707, a fifrure somewhat
in excess of
Admiral William H. Stanley's estimated annu
al $555,000,000
needed to attain and maintain a treaty Navy.(

The bill

called for adding more officers and for incr
easing the
enlIsted strength of the Navy from 93,500
to 100,000,
with 3,000 of the 100,000 men to be adde
d the next
year.58 It further designated the
building of 333 new
airplanes, 12 new destroyers, and

6 new submarines.59

The allotment for continuing construction
on 84 vessels
of various types was E168,500,000, and the
total new
appropriation for ship construction amou
nted to
8182,500,000.60

The most important provision of the

proposed legislation, however, gave auth
ority to the
President to undertake the replacement
of two capital
ships in the event any foreign signator
y of a naval
treaty began capital ship replacement.
,

Of the

57Washington Evening Star, April 30,
1936;
Owensboro Inquirer, April 30, 1916; "Nav
al Appropriations
for 1937," fr,
Washington y_e_T4LIE Star, April 30, 1936
;
Owensboro Messenger ana—Iii-dlairer,
March 15, 1936.
5
-9
'Henderson Sunda2 Gleaner and Journal,
Feb. 16, 1936; Washirt7ton PCiFt77eb:16, 1936; Owencboro
Messer,7er and Inouirer, Fnb. 16, 1936
. For aviation
in—W3
-1,1i. 17. 2.527 granted a sum of :11.5,41
0,000, or
76,587,690 more than was granted
for the 1936 fiscal
year. House Retort, 74 Conc,.,
2 Secs., No. 2548
(Serial 9')93), II:—
6n— .
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ingt
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ngto
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reductions anounting to

23,605,119 which the Subcommittee

effected in the budget, $15,000,000 was merely a
deferment.61
After having devoted several months to a study
of the naval needs for 1937. Cary became ill with
pneumonia shortly after he concluded the hearings on
the appropriation bill, and he was unable to continue
his work on it.62

The introduction of the bill was

delayed in the belief that the Subcommittee chairman
might recuperate in time to defend it, but, realizing
that Caryls condition was serious, North Carolina
Representative William B. Umstead, of the SubcammIttee
on Naval Appropriations, reported H. R. 12527, on
April 30, 1936.63

Although he was unable to be preset

during the House debate, Cary gave approval to the bill
through his remarks at the hearings, through his statements to the newspapers, and through his prepared
Apolor;izing to

speech which was read te the House.

the members for the size of the measure, the Representative
'Davis, Navy Seccnd to None, 370; Washington
Evening Star, April 30, 1936; Owensboro Innuirer,
epril 30, 1936; House Report, 74 Cong., 2 Sess.,
No. 2548 (Serial 9993), 3, 150
62Short3y before he became ill in 1936, Cary
remarked to a friend that his position on the Subcommittee un DIval AppropriaLione was a "e.r.,r, killing
job." Interview with Downs, Aur. 10, 1970.
Al
,
- Oweneboro Neesenteer, April 30, 1936;
',:ashlarton gorald, April 4 15, 1916; Conp-,. Record,
74 ConrT,., 2 Lose., 6h6b (April 30, 1911.
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declared the huge appropriatio
n necessary for the
nation's security because of pas
t negligence.

Cary

contended that the United States
' not building to
treaty strength while other nat
ions enlarged their
navies had created the need for
rapid ship replacement.
Having lost faith in disarmame
nt conferences, Cary said
that no developments which wou
ld have any effect on the
1937 appropriation bill could
be expected at the London
Naval Con1erence.64
When he discussed the costs
of ship construction,
which accounted for more tha
n 80 per cent of the net
budget increase, Glover Cary
reminded other congressmen
that the Subccnmittee had attemp
ted reductions in the
1936 bill, an action which bro
ught considerable critieiam
and
s finally rejected by the Sen
ate.65 The '')11bcommittee chairman also defend
ed personnel increases
as being necessary to mee
t the reouiremerts for an
expanded Navy.66 Believ
ing, however, that proponent
s
64Conc7. Record, 74 Cong., 2 Ses
s., 6464-65, 6469
(April 30, 1936); Washiw
ton Post, Feb. 16, 1936. Cary
apparently still hoped disarm
ament would work because
he thought the United States
should consider attending
another naval meeting if one
were held. Cone:. Record,
74 Conr,., 2 Sess., 6469 (Ap
ril 30, 1936).
65"Yava1 Appropriations for
1937."
Record, 74 Conp„
. ,?
6469 (April 30,
1936.

45; ana19361.

660wensboro Me sren;-,er and
Inauirer, March 15,
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of a large Navy had "a touch of the easy-money mania,"67
Cary emphasized reductions in the original estimates of
the amounts for the Naval Reserve, and in the number
68
of appointments to Annapolis Naval Academy.
Few members of the House of Representatives
were present when H. R. 12527 was considered, and the
arguments used by those for and against the bill were
similar to those employed in 1935.

Opponents, including

Congressmen Ernest Lundeen of Minnesota, Vito Marcantonio
of New York, Verner W. Main of Michigan, Robert F. Rich
'

of Pennsylvania, and Fred Biermann of Iowa, stressed
the cost, their belief that the nation had entered the
world naval race, and the improbability of invasion
or attack.69

During Cary's absence Conzressman

Willian B. Tjmstead became the chief defender of the
measure.

He was joined by Representatives John W.

14cCormack of v.assachuses and John A. Martin of
Colurado, who noted the importance of preparedness,
and by Everett Dirkson of Illinois, who argued that
preper defense was vital to the nation's commerce.7°
Approved by President Roosevelt an June 3,

•

1936, the

67Con7. Record, 7.4. Cong., 2 Sess., 6466
nil 30, 19_16);-68Ibid., 6465, 6457 (April 30, 1936).
691oid., 6472-74, 6478-621 6466 (April
"Thid., 6470, (478,

30, 1936).

6)!.80, 6486 (April ;',), 1936).
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1937 Naval Appropriation Bill in its fin
al form eliminated the House proposal for

15,000,000 to establish

a reserve supply of strate,-;ic
materials but increased
a few other items through Sen
ate proposals.71
RECOISIENDED A PPROPR IAT IONS BY
THE SUBC OMITTEE
ON NAVAL APPROPRIATIONS

1935
Construction
and Machinery
Total

Sources:

1936

1937

'' 27,342,0°0

88,310,000

0115,300,000

c%28/4-s7)4-79 2)01

$14-57,786,261

531,O68,7O7

House Report, 73 Cong., 2
Sess., No. 335
TTeTTal 977.5), 23; ibid., 74 Con
g., 1 Sess.,
No. 746 (Serial 9887T-27-28; ibi
d., 2 SesJ.,
No. 2548 (Serial 9993),
25.
--

Besides the bills he helped to pre
pare, Cary's
other obligations as a 1-Ae:)ber
of the Subcommittee on
Naval Appropriations included
the inspection of naval
facilities and recommendations
for naval activities.
The Representative visited
the naval station at Key
West, Florida, the Naval Res
erve Armory at Jacksonville,
Ploricia, and the Pensacola
Naval Air Station in May of
1)35. The following year he
examined the west coast
Marine Corps posts, navy yards,
and flying fields
..•••••••••

7lIbid.,

9228 (June
74 Cong., 2 :Ms., No. 2773

3,

1936); Conference Report,

(serial 99 -4), 3.

151,

during a tour of ,he area.

Cary served also on a

board of visitors to the Naval Academy at Anna
polis.72
Having predicted diminishing expenditures for
the Navy after the 1937 fiscal year, Cary was wron
g in
his assunption that the world situation woul
d not alter
the United States' naval build-up prcgram.

He anticipated

an orderly expansion to treaty strength by
19)12, not
American involvement in another world war.
73

But the

Congressman was, in his own right, an expe
rt on the
needs of the Navy.
•

He believed in the importance of

an adequate Navy, and he endeavored to
obtain it.

Only

illness and an untimely death forestal
led his advancement as a statesman or a possible presiden
tial naval
advisor.

72Report of the Special Subconndttee
of the
Comnittee on Naval Affairs on the Naval
Air Station,
Pensacola, and on the Other Naval Acti
vities in the
State of Plorlda, 74 Cong., 2 Sess
., No. 3Y9, 16,71-23;
Ouensboro lnouirer, July 12, 1935; Cons
. Record, 74
Con7., 2 Ses1.1 -411 (Jan. 15,
1936).
73Ccnr. Record, 7/1. Gong,, 2 Soss., 614.68
(April 30, 193-6).

EPILOGUE
The final year of Glover Cary's life was
characterized by disappointment and political tension.
His illness, which lingered from April until his death
on December

5,

1936, thwarted his efforts to complete

several pressing governmental tasks and prevented his
campaigning actively in the 1936 election.

Political

foes Cary had acquired during the 1935 gubernatorial
contest further complicated his bid for reelection
and later even reappeared to block the selection of
the Com7ressman's widow as his successor.1
Ill and somewhat embittered by political
realities, Cary faced two adversaries in his quest
for renomination by the Democratic narty in 1936.2
Urged by no particular political faction, Rodney
Whitlow, a resident of Todd County, sought the
endorsement of the Democrats by promising to aid
'
Owensboro iesener, April 3, 1936; Henderson
Sunday Gleaner and Journal, Dec. 6, 1936; Louisville
Courier-Jeurnall Dec. 67-1936.

7.4

2
In the winter of 1915, Cr - complained of t^e
lack of appreciation for hi n service to hin distriet
and of the unfairness of being required to run for
reelection every two years. House Doc., 75 Con:;.,
sass., lie. 354 (serial 10124);777ig.
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the farmers and the miners and to ext
end electricity
to all rural homes.3

The opponent who frightened Cary,

however, was Lawrence Tanner, a Cal
houn lawyer and the
husband of Mrs. Glover Gary's cousin
.

Attempting to

defeat a relative and former fri
end and a man who had
assisted him professionally, Tan
ner first publicly
criticized Cary during the 1935 gub
ernatorial race.
Because he favored the election
of Chandler, Tanner
assailed Cary for his suppor
t of Tom Rhea and for his
attack on former-Governor J.
C. W. Beckham who backed
Chandler.4 In addition, Tanner
, whe siAd that the
Representative's "weasel words of
praif,e to those
who supported Roosevelt in 193
2" would deceive no
one,5 accused Cary of failure
to uphold the program
of the President. While advoca
ting the production of
inexpensive electricity through
government agencies,
the candidate charged Cary wit
h being a member of a
corporation and utilities law fir
m in Owensboro.
According to Tanner, the Congre
ssman had not been

3Elkton

Todd County Standard, April 30, 193
6;
Morgantown Green—RIVer Republica
n, July 16, 1936.
LI-Interview with Ross, Oct. 1, 197
0; interview
with Glover Cary, Jr., June
11, 1970; interview with
C. V. Watson, July 22, 1.970; let
ter to the editor by
Lawrence P. Tanner, Louisiill
e Courier-Journal,
July 13, 1935.

5Letter to the
editor by Lawrence P. Tan-lor,
Louisville Courier-Journal, Jul
y 16, 1935.
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just to his constituents, and
he was "doomed to retirement" unless he quickly cha
nged his policies.6
Although Tanner was running wit
hout strong

At*

political backing, Cary was com
pelled to find a way to
campaign despite his ilines
s.7 Owensboro supporters
of Cary, therefore, organized
a twenty-five automobile
motorcade which toured twelve
counties of the Second
Congressional District in two
days. Because Cary was
unable to participate himsel
f, friends of the Congressman gave speeches emphasizing
the candidate's experience,
nis sur)ort of President Roo
sevelt, his close personal
connection with the President
, and his efforts to aid
farmers and laborers; and ban
d concerts were provided
for entertainment.8 Cary
overwhelming victory prod
that his fears were unfoun
ded. Winning 77.3 per cent
of the votes cast in the
1936 Democratic primary, the
Representative received 4.1,05
7 ballots to Whitlow's
Ibid.; Hartford Ohio Countx New
s, July 24, 1936.
70ne possible reason for Car
y's concern was
that he would lose the sen
iority he had gained and the
chairmanship of the Subcommit
tee on Naval Appropriations
even if he were reelected
at a later date. Joseph P.
Chasberlain, Legislative Pro
cesses: National and State
(New York, 1936), 51i.
8
Owensboro ::essenger and inouir
er, July 26,
1936; Hartford Ohio—CroWntv
News, TiTy -)1, 1936;
Dixon Journal, July 31,
1937FT.organtoun Green River
Republican, July 30, 193
6.
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7,218,

and to Tanner's 4,944.9

Whitlow carried his

home county, but Tanner did not even receive half as
many votes as Cary in McLean County.10
In the general election in November, Cary was
opposed by the Republican candidate Claude E. Smith,
an Owensboro and Hartford attorney.11

Hospitalized

and still unable to campaign, Cary issued a statemen
t
urging the voters to support Roosevelt.12

Otherwise,

his campaign consisted of speeches made in his
behalf
by his son William, a member of the Cary, Miller, and
Kirk law firm, and by Congressman Brent Spen
ce.13

Cary,

who was undoubtedly assisted by a state-wide Demo
cratic
victory for Roosevelt, won reelection to the Seve
ntyfilth Congress by obtaining 64 per cent of the
votes.
9Jewell, 1,Lentucy Votes, III, 37; Hartford
Ohio Count News, Aug. 7, 1936; Dixon Journal,
Aur;. 7,
1956.
19Election returns, Todd County, Aug. 3 1936
;
election returns, McLean County, Aug.
1, 1936.
11
Hartford Ohio County News, June 26, 1936.
12
Louisville Courier-Journal, Dec. 3, 1936;
Owensboro Messenger, Oct. 2, 1936.
130wensboro Messenger, Oct. 29, 1936;
Dixon
Journal, Oct. 9, 1936,
12„.
Dixon Journal, Nov. 6, 1936; Shannon and
.7.cQ,u();111, Presidential Politics, 115; Harr
ison, "Kentucky
and the Presidentfal Ylesfr6Fig," 325; Jewe
ll, Kentucky
Votes, III, hi; House Doe., 65 C on., 2
Sess., No.
-fal 12108),

Glover Cary did not live to begin his
new term
in Congress.

Although he had strived to secure a post-

office in Greenville and had attempted
to complete work
on legislation while ill, the pneumoni
a which struck
Cary in April prevented his introduc
tion of the 1937
Naval Appropriation 3111 to Congress
and interrupted
his participation in the hearings on
the State, Justice,
Labor and Commerce Supply Bi1l.15

The Congressman never

fully recovered, but his condition impr
oved in May when
he was visited in the Naval Hospital
by the President
and later in July when he was able
to return home to
Owensboro to rest.16

However, in mid-August Cary was

again hospitalized in Bethesda Hosp
ital in Cincinnati,
Ohio, where he died at 9:25 p. m.
on December 5, 1936,
following two operations for an absc
ess on the lung
and the renewal of hemorrha
ges.17
Friends of Cary nourned the loss of
their stillyouthful Representative, and tributes
;uch as the
following one from the Owensboro Mess
enger appeared.
15Owen
sboro Inquirer,April 2, 1936; Owensbor
o
Messenrer,-Wi57.il 3, 4, 193
editorial, "The Fallen
6;
Leader,'-Owensboro I:essenger and
Incuirer, Dec. 6,
1936; Greenville Leader, Nay 8, 1936.
16Willinn A. Stevens to A. D. Kir
k,
y 1, 136,
Kirk private file; Owensboro Incuir
er, July 7, 1936.
1711enderson Sundrtz Cleaner and Jour
nel, Dec. 6,
1936; Louisville Cot,
:i7Thr-.do1rna1, Dec. 1, 6,7036; Hous
e
Dec., 75 Cenq., 3 :',enre, No.
354 (Serial 10121), 35;
17a;ce Dec., 85 Conr,., 2 es5., 1:o.
442 (Serial 12108),
t-69.
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The years hung lightly above his
shoulders, but he had llved more tha
n most
men who attain the allotted threes
core
years and ten, for his life was one
of
deeds, not years; thoughts, not bre
aths;
feelings, not figures on a dia
1.10
While flags on Capitol Hill in Was
hington flew
at half-staff, funeral servic
es for the Congressman
were conducted by the Reverend
Bedford Turner, pastor
of the Settle Memorial Nethodist
Church in Owensboro.
Many prominent governmental lea
ders, including the
Sergeant at Arms of the House,
Kenneth Ramney, Senator
Alben Barkley, and Representati
ve Fred Vinson, attended
what turned out to be one of the
largest funerals ever
held in that city. Interment,
however, was in the
cemetery in his place of birth,
Calhoun.19
'Recause of her financial need and
the desire
to fulfill Cary's plans, Mrs. Car
y decided to try for
the vacancy in Congress left by
her husband.2° Yany
"Editorial, "The Fallen Leader
," Owensboro
Messenger and Incuirer, Dec.
6, 1936.

A

""):.3 •

1.4
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19
Louisville Courier-Journal, Dec
. 8, 1936;
Owensboro Messenger, Dec. t3, 193
6; Scottsville Allen
County /lows, Dec. 0, 1936; int
erview with Miller and
Hager, =IV 3, 1970; House Doc
., 65 Cong., 2 Sess.,
No 11-42 (Serial 12108), 669
. Cary would Probably
have disapproved of such a large
funeral. He had
once said that all men wore
equal in death and that
the memory of all men should
be equally preserved.
Cary, speech given at Woodma
n of the :- .or]d meeting,
Sosh private collection.
20
Louisville Cour:ler-Journal, Dec
. 11, 19)
6;
Owensboro Incluirer, D-677-173
, 1936; Dixon Journal,
Dec. lo, 1936; interview wit
h Eontgomery, Jan. 3,
1971; interview with Rosn,
Oct. 1, 1970.

1ea0ing Democrats throurhout the Second Congressional
District and newspapers such as the Owensboro Messenger,
the Central City Times-Argus, the Henderson Gleaner
and Journal, the Dixon Jcurnal, and the Providence
Daily Enterprise supported Mrs. Cary.21

The party

nominee for the vacancy was to be chosen at a
Democratic di: Act committee meeting composed of
county chairmen.

Since Governor Chandler could

deternine the time for the meeting, it was speculated
that he might appoint a time when he believed control
by the administration was possible.22

Although the

leading contenders for the position were Beverly
M.
Vincent, Hubert Meredith, and Mrs. Cary, many supporters
of the Congressman's widow soon realized that enough
votes to obtain her noniation could not be gained,
and they switched support, to 7incent at the meeti
ng
held in Owensboro on February 11, 1937.23

In the

general election in March, Vincent was unopposed
-Owensboro Nessenger and Incuirer, Dec.
1
1936; Owensboro Inquirer, Dec. 18, 1936; Central 3s
City
Times-Arus, Dec. 11, 1936; Morgantown Green River
Republican, Dec. 10, 1936; editorial, "7--17Eic
-71—
Choice,TT Dixon Journal, Dec. 16, 1916.
22LouisvIlle Courier-Journal, T;ec. 6, 1936;
Scottsville Allen Count7 News, Dec. 9, 193.
21
--Owenscro Incuiror, Dec. 9, 1936; Ecw York
Timcs, Feb. 13, 1937; interview with Vincent,
Jan. 9,
interview with Haynes, Dec. 23, 1970.
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and victorious, but Mrs. Cary received a few scattered
write-in votes.24
Despite the untimely end of his life, Cary was,
perhaps, the most fascinating political figure ever
produced by his section of the state.

He was, without

doubt, a product of his times, and within that time
structure he played many roles.

Commencing his career

in politics around the beginning of the twentieth
century in a rural area of Kentucky, his attitudes
seemed relatively untouched by the growing problems
onnected with industrialism and urbanization, but
his manner of thought was in tune with the reform
movement and the idealism which characterized the
era.
While serving in various county offices and
proving his ability in the field of law, Cary progressed
steadily until he finally became a distinuished
congressman.

In that position he endeavored to improve

substantially the district he represented and to assist
the farmers and other victims of the Great Depression;
however, his work in Congress was influenced, not only
by practical approaches applied in the New Deal programs,
.!Jew York Times, i:arch 3, 1937; interview with
Vincent, Jan. 9, 1971; election returns, Daviess County,
March 2, 193Y; electiol returns, Allen Count, arcn 2,
1937; election returns, Preeeedina the ;;I---,nson
Count', Poard of Election Comr4ssioners, Larch 2,
1937.
Mrs. Cary supported Vin6ent while ho was in Congress,
and in 19h1 he sugrested that she he appointed acting
postmaster in Owensboro. Owensbore Inevirer, I:arch 2, 1941.

but also by the cynicism and the fear present in the
years immediately preceding World War II.

The existence

of dictatorships, totalitarianism, and aggression in
the world greatly increased his responsibilities as
chairman of the Subcommittee on Naval Appropriations,
and in that capacity his ability was most evident.
Although representing an inland area and having had
no prior training in naval affairs, Cary rapidly became
an expert on the requirements of an adequate Navy.
Throughout the state of Kentucky, though, the
name Glover Cary is synonymous with the prototype of
a politician from a bygone period t

one whose whole

life was governed by Politics, one who spoke what he
thought and what usually won him votes, one who
mingled with the people and identified with then and
with their problems, and, finally, one who created a
measure of excitement wherever he wont.

Renowned as

an orator, Cary traveled about the state speaking in
behalf of such people as President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Tom Rhea, and Ruby Laffoon, and opposing President
Herbert Hoover, the tariff, and Republicanism in
general.
Cary was always popular within Democratic
crcles and in the general elections.

Ho was seldom

unopposed, but he knew ne defeats, and his political
victories were impressive.

4

Although he continued to

be a towering figure within his party, Cary's opposition
to A. B. "Happy" Chandler in the 1935 Denocratic
gubernatorial primary was probably his greatest
political mistake and the source of much disappointment
and disillusionment which seemed to surround the last
year of his life.
Since death ended his career when he was only
fifty-one years old, there has been much speculation
about what he would have ultimately accomplished had
he but lived a few years longer.

Regardless, one

must view his life for what it was while taking into
account the immense energy and personal ambition
required to accomplish so much in so short a time.
He believed that the greatest achievement of anyone
was that of doing something to better humanity; and,
in contrast to his political aspirations, Glover Cary
spent his life trying to improve situa:;ions for people
he represented and with whom he came in contact.

CRITICAL ESSAY ON SOURCES
Government Documents
The outstanding portions of Cary's public
career are traceable through government documents.
A considerable amount of pertinent information is
available in the records of Daviess, McLean, h .00c'
Logan, Todd, Allen, and Sinpson counties.

The marriage

record of John E. Cary and Mary H. Griffith, Sept. 9,
1639, nook A, Daviess County Court Clerkts Office,
serves as an indicator of the time of arrival of Cary 7 3
gra,,dfather into western Kentucky; and the extent of
Gary's political popularity, along with the strengths
of his opponents, is revealed in election returns
found jr th: Proceedings of the County Board of Election
Commissioners of Daviess Co., 1927, 1932, 1934, 1937;
McLean Co., 1913, 1915, 1917, 1927, 1932, 1936; Hancock
Co., 1927; Logan Co., 1932, 1934; Todd Co., 1932, 1934,
1936; Allen Co., 1934, 1937; and Simpson Co., 1937.
Edmonson 1:ircuit Court Records of Juno 22, 1909,
provided confirnation of the &Ito Cary passed the
Kentucky

examination.

'The state documents of greatest value to thjs
study were the Journals of the Kentuck.
y House of
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Representatives, 19114.-191:i, which contaLn a record of
legislation proposed to the House by Cary.

The Kentucky

Acts of the General Assembly, 1906, 19, 1916, were
also referred to.

Loth sources were ex:lmined at

the Kentucky Library, Western Kentucky Thiversity,
and at the Kentucky State Archives, Frankfort.

Of

little significance was a publication bT the Kentucky
Department of Conservation, Division of Parks, entitled
Audubon State Park and Museum (Frankfort, Ky.,

n. d.J).

Extensive government documents dealing with
Cary's service in Congress are available.

The

Conc-ressional Record (1926, 1931-1937), vols. LXVII,
TXXV-L=I, was the most important source of information
on his interests and endeavors as Congressman.

Supplt-

menting the Congressional Record were several House
Report, subco=ii:,tee Hearinrs_, and Converence Reports
at the iarraret I. King Library, University
of Kentucky.

Useful in the study of Cary's connection

with the Mammoth Cave park movement were House Report,

73 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 983 (Serial 9775), and "Creation
and Revision of Nat.ional Park Boundaries," House,
Committee on Public Lands, Hearinrs on H. R. 4935,
73
Cong., 2 Sess. (1734).

House Report, 72 Cong., 1 Sess.,

Uo. 1275 (Serial 9,03), and House ',3eport, 73 Cong., 1
So., No. 132 (Sertal 977L)5 provi,led material on tic
bridge-building effort at Owensboro.

A wealth of

information about Cary's work on the Subcomnittee on

11;9
Naval Appropriations
was obtained from: Ho
use Report,
73 Cong., 2 Sess., No
. 335 (Serial 9775
); House Report,
74 Cong., 1 Sess., No. 746 (Ser
ial 9887); house Re
port,
74 Cong., 2 Sess., No. 25
48 (Serial 9993);
"Naval
Appropriations for
1936," House, Subcon
nittee on Naval
Appropriations, Hea
rinry,s on H. R. 7672
, 74 Cong., 1 Sess.
(1935); and "Naval Ap
propriations for
1937," House,
Subcommittee on Nata
l Appropriations, He
arinrs on H. R.
12527, 74 Cong., 2
Sess. (1936). Confer
ence Report,
74 Cong., 1 Sess., No
. 1262 (Serial 9368),
and Conference
Report, 74 Cong.,
2 Sess., No. 2778
(Serial 9994), were
also helpful in st
udying naval approp
riations for 1936
and 1937.
Of limited use were
the following docume
nts:
House Repprt, 72 Co
ng., 1 Sess., :To.
1635 (Serial
9L93), and House
Report, 72 Cong.,
1 Sess., No.
742
(Serial 9)4.92), co
nceraing Cary's work
on the Committee
on the Post Office an
d Post Roads; Hous
e Renort, 74
Cong., 1 Sess., No
. 4.57 (Serial 9686),
about a proposal
to establish a state
park; House Report
, 73 Cong., 2
Sess., No. 1414 (Serial
9776), which presented
views
of the members of th
e Subcommittee on
remanent
Appropriations; th
e Report of the Spec
ial Subcommittee
of the Commdttee on
Naval Affairs on
the Naval Alr
Station, Pensacol
a, and on Other Na,
,-al Activities in
the State of Florid
a, 74 Cont7., 2
Sess., No. 379; a
reprint of a speech
on H. R. 14.795 give
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April 11, 1933, by Cary and located in the private
collection of Mrs. Oswald H. Snyder, 1915 ricCreary
Ave.,
Owensboro, Ky.; and the U. S. Constitution.
Three other documents of the federal government
supplied information of a more personal nature abou
t
the subject.

The rolls of Daviess County and Clark

County of the Fifth and Sixth Censuses of the United
States (1330, 1840), which are on microfilm at the
Owensboro Public Library, were employed to asce
rtain
the place of residence of Cary's grandfather.

Excellent

general information about.
- the Congressman is found in
Biograpnical Directory of the American Cono-ress
, 17741961, House Doc., 85 Cong., 2 Sess., No. h42 (Ser
ial
12108); and several contemporaries reflected
upon the:I,:
relationships with Cary in House Doc., 75 Con.
, 1 Sess.,
Yo.

354 (

erial 10124), the memorial services held in

Congress for Cary.

Uewspapers
The most plentiful type of source material used
for this study was the newspaper.

The objectivity of

many of the western Kentucky pro-Democratic
newspapers
between 1927 and 1936, those most frequently
having
reference to Cary, is cuestionaele, but such
publications
were invaluable .tifis in determininrr secu
ences of events,
significant political episodes, and the degr
ee of
rapport existent between the Con7,ressn
an and his
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constituents.

A guide to the Louisville Courier-Journal

and the New York Times Index were quite helpful in
locating articles about the subject although other
papers used offered no research tools.
The Owensboro !essons
.er (morning edition), the
Owensboro lnauirer (evening edition), and the Owensboro
Nessenger and Inquirer (Sunday edition) came unaer
common editorship in 1929 but were entitled differently
until 1954 when the name of all three became the
Masseniger and Inauirer. Of the microfilmed files at
tne newsparer office which date back to 1877, those
between Jan. 9, 1929, and March 2,

19al,

supplied a

great deal of information on Cary as Commonwealth's
Attorney, his political career, and his work in CongrLzs.
Most articles tended to he favorable to the Representative.
Particularly hA.pful in studying the elections
of 1930, 1931, 1932, and 1)35, ana in understanding
Cary's stand on controversial issues was the Louisville
Courier-Journal.

Files between May 23, 1930, and April 10,

1937, were used at the Kentucky Library, although one
article of July 20, 1947, was acquired from Mrs. Oswald H.
Snyder.

Located at the Henderson l'ublic Library where

incomplete files on mic-2ofilm date from 1900 to 1971,
the Henderson Eorninc, Gleaner (daily (ition) and tlie
Henderson Sun
4Ft.

_Gleaner
and Journal,
_

Oct. 7. 1930—
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Dec. 6, 1936, emphasized Cary's attitudes toward the
tariff, taxation, and veterans' legislation.
Both the weekly Hartford Ohio County News,
March 11, 1927-Dec. 11, 1936, and the daily Madisonville
.lessenger, April 9, 1932-Nov. 8, 1934, examined in their
respective newspaper offices, contained news of Cary's
advocacy of New Deal measures and his participation
in elections.
were:

Also emphasizing political contests

the Dixon Journal, Jan. 29, 1932-Dec. 18, 1936;

the Elkton Todd County Standard, April 11, 1932-April 30,
1936; the Franklin Favorite, June 28, 1934-Nov. 28,
1935; the Greenville Leader, June it, 1935-May 8, 1936;
and the Scottsville Allen iountv News, Oct. 16, 1935Dec. 9, 1936.

All except the Dixon Journal, a weekly

newspaper no longer in existence which was found in
the office of the providence Journal-Enteurises were
used at their place of publication.
Fire destroyed the files of the Calhoun McLean
County News for the years covered by this study, but a
few people retain individual copies.

Issues of Aug. 12,

1921, Nov. 23, 1935, and Jan. 9, 1947, were acquired
from Arthur Critser and Karl Kerrick.

Also obtained

from private sources, these newspapers were of limited
value:
Hart
_

_

the Calhoun Star, April 25, June 6, 1910; th..!
Herald, :ov. 16, 1921; theF.dd7%'lio

County Herald, Oct. 12, 1932; the Leitchfield Ga?.et
te,
Oct. 30, 1931; to Central City Ties-?i's, Dec.
11,

1916; and the oanville Advocate, an undated clippiri
in a scrapbook belonging to Mrs. Oswald K. Snyder.
Another undated clipping, Henry J. Reilley, "Iloney
for Navy Merely Fills Past Neglect," was, in additic-.
obtained from the Snyder private collection.
used were the following:

Also

at the Kentucky Library,

the Bowling Green Park City Daily News, Oct. 30,
193h-May 5, 1936; at the Tc:argaret I. King Library,
the Lexington Herald, Oct. 16, 1932, Nov. 7, 193a,
and July

6,

1935; and at their respective newspaper

offices, the Morgantown Green River Pe.?ublican, 1936
issues; the Sturgis News, Sept. 12, 1935; and the
Hopkinsville Daily Kentucky New Era, Jan. 14, 1935.
Out of state newspapers were of some help.
The Evansville Courier, Aug. 9, 1932, provided an
election account.

supplying information about Carts

servi(c on the Subcommittee on :aval
1
P,ppronriations
and his fatal illness were:

the Washington Post,

Feb. 16, 1936; the Washingtcn Herald, ?eb. 18,
April 4, 15, 1936; and the Washington Eveninrr Star,
April 30, 1936.

Also of some value was the New York

Times, April 9, 1930, Jan. 5, 1933, 7eb. 13

March

3,

1037.

Members of the famil:/, friends, and aFsociates
of the Congressman were able to clarify nall

aspect,: of

his career, but, more importantly, they were able to
reveal personality traits and convictions indiscernible
from other sources.

All interviews discussed below

were conducted by the author.

Cary's cousin, Mrs. J

•

S.

Owens, interviewed on Oct. 14, 1970, and his daughter,
14rs. Oswald H. Snyder, interviewed on Jan. 4, 1971,
shed some light on the family background.

On Oct. 14,

1970, Mrs. James Epley, a childhood friend and classmate,
described the Congressman's early life, and on Oct. 11,
1970, Mrs. Willie luster, one of Cary's students, gave
an account of his role as a teacher.
Especially helpful in relating Cary's entry
into politics were:

Y.cLean County Court House employee,

Sam Montgomery, interviewed on Jan.
3, 1971; a lifelong political ally, Arthur Critser, interviewed on
July 1, 1970; and a member of the 1914 Kentucky General
Assembly, Ilmer Brown, interviewed on Aug. 27, 1970.
Carl Ross, who spoke with the author on Oct. 1, 1970,
was Cary's first law partner.

His recollections of the

Representative's earliest endeavors In the practice of
law and of Cary's promotion of the building of a bridge
between Calhoun and P.urlsey wore invaluable to this
sudy.
Interviewed on Sept. 21, 1971, John Rogers also contributed infornation about that bridge, which he had
helped to construct.
Several individuals provided sunmaries of
Cary's life and touched on his activities in
Congresa.
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Journalist and National Democratic Committeeman Lawrence
ger, Sr., and law partner Wilber Uiller supported
Cary throughout his career as Congressman.

Interviewed

together on July 3, 1970, they contributed much general
information about the subject.

Glover Cary, Jr.,

interviewed on June 11, 1970, also explained some
pertinent facts.

Adding sidelights of Cary's personality

were his law partner's wife, :irs. A. D. Kirk, who was
interviewed on July 12, 1970, and Ray Sanders, a postal
employee, who was interviewed on July 21, 1970.

Roscoe

Downs, who later became editor of the Hancock County
Clarion, worked in Washington, D. C. during Gary's
service in Congress.

On Aug. 10, 1970, he recounted

meetings with the Congressman in the nation's capital.
Elected to fill the vacancy in Congress left by Gary's
death, Beverly II. Vincent, who was interviewed on Jan. 9,
1.971, not only recalled his predecessor's function in
ie bridge-building effort at Owensboro an-1 the circumstances of the project's completion, but he also supplied
a few facts about his selection as Cary's successor.
Also furnishing some infornation about the choice of
Vincent for conressman were C. V. Watson, interviewed
on July 22, 1970, and nrs. Lucian Haynes, interviewe4
on 00c. 23, 1970.
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Manuscripts
The private file of Mrs. A. D. Kirk, 1729
ilcCreary Ave., Owensboro, Ky., contains invaluable
correspondence between Jan. 20, 1931, and Nay 1, 1936
,
either of, or about, Congressman Uar7.

Twenty-three

letters dealing with congressional appointments and
legislation were exchanged between Cary and his law
partner, A. D. Kirk.

Other letters used included:

Glover Cary to J. D. Craddock, Sept. 26, 1930; Wilb
er
Miller to Mary Hancock, July 12, 1915; Arch Coleman
to Glover Cary, April 14, 19311 and William A. Stev
4
ens
•4"

to A. D. Kirk, May 1, 1936.

Mrs. Kirk also possesses

a record book which Cary kept while teaching
at
Calhoun School, 1907-1908.
Next in imuortance to the Kirk private file
were the Barkley Papers (Margaret I. King
Library).
The political files contained a few letters
of sone
help:

Francis Douglas to Thomas A. Collbs, Aug. 3,

1932, enclosed in a letter from Thomas A. Comb
s to
Senator Alben Barkley, Aug. 10, 1932; L. E.
Whitlor
to officers and members of all Kentucky lodg
es of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engi
nemen,
Oct. 31, 1932; J. A. Franklin to officers
and members
of subordinate lodges of the Internationa
l Brotherhood
of Boiler Makers, iron Ship Builders, Alde
rs, and
Helpers,

e;:t. 7, 1932;

and Poy Horn to local unionm
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of the International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths, Drop
Forgers, and Helpers, Sept. 30, 1932.

A paper listing

the Kentucky delegates and alternates to the 1932
Democratic National Convention was also used.
The A. O. Stanley Papers (Margaret I. King
Library) contain one piece of correspondence from
Clover Cary to A. O. Stanley, July 2, 1930; and a
letter from D. H. Kincheloe to Thomas R. Underwood,
Dec. 15, 1926, which provides naterial on Cary's
predecessor in Congress, is in the Thomas Rust
Underwood Papers (Margaret I. King Library).

A

Rood summary of Cary's career was obtained from a
letter from William A. Stevens, Cary's secretary in
Washin.--,ton, to the author, July 30, 1970.

Essential

to understanding Cary's views on law enforcement was
an oriRinal paper written by the ConiTrossman entitled
"Crime and Tts Punishment."

Read to Owensboro's

Investigator's Club on February 17, 1928, the essay
is -preserved in the Investigator's Club file (Owensboro
Public Library).

An undated speech given by Cary at

a Woodman of the World meeting was found in the privat
e
collection of Bonnie Sosh, 539 Ewing Ct., Ownsboro,
but it was of liaLited use.
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7.inutes and Proceedings
Few records dea1in,7; with Cary's membership
in various organizations are available.

The Minutes

of the Meetings of Owensboro's Investigator's Club,
Sept. 17, 1926, Jan. 14, Dec. 16, 1927, Jan. 18,
Dec. 20, 1929, Aug. 15, 1930, June 17, 19321 and
Jan. 20, 1933, in the Investigator's Club file
(Owensboro Public Library), indicate the dates of
the Congressman's membership in that club and his
particular studies for presentation to the group.
Included with the minutes is a roster listing dates
of attendance.

The Memorial Services for Glover H.

Cary, Proceedings of the Owensboro Bar Association,
Jan.

4,

1937, contain a number of eulogies =7:iven by

other members; however, the comnents are favorable to
Cary because of the very nature of the statements.

Articles
Only one article in a periodical dealt specifically with Cary; however, magazines and journals served
as the major source of background information.
Cary:

"Glover H.

Owensboro Second District," The Democratic 1:omants

Journal, VII (Oct. 1931,), 7, was a chort biographical
sketch published during an election year for publicity
purposes.

Other articles touched on the politics of

the era and the work of Congress.

Helpful in the study of elections
were Lowell
Harrison, "Kentucky and the Pre
sidential Elections,
1912-1946," The Filson Club His
tory Quarterly, XXVI
(Oct. 1952), 320-32, and "Text
of the Party Platforms,"
Current Histou, 36 (Aug. 1932),
630-40. Turner
Catledge, "The National Conven
tions of 1932," ibid.,
521-26, 628-29, and E. Franci
s Brown "Congress Plays
Its Part," ibid. (July 193
2), 464-473, analyzed the
prohibition question in the
1932 presidential election.
P,eflecting the political atm
osphere in Congress during
the 1930's were: N. T. N.
Robinson, "Steps Taken To
Organize the 72nd Congress,"
The Congressional Digest,
11 (Jan. 1932), 1-5; Mark Sul
livan, "A Political
Analysis of the New Congress,
" ibid., 14 (Jan. 1935),

5,

31; "The New Congress Gets Und
er Way:

Politics to

the Fore," ibid. (Feb. 193
5), 60-63; and Ray Tucker,
"The Men Who Make Our La:;s,"
The Annals of the American
Acaderr- of Political neu Soc
ll Science, 169 (Sept.
1933), 47-54.
A number of articles con
sidered congressional
problems or measures in whi
ch Cary took considerable
interest. The tariff issue was
treated in "Tariff,
Politics and the 72d Congress,
" The Congressional Di7est,
11 (March 1932), 65-66. Art
icles whicll discussed farit
relief proposals were "Me TIon
te in Congresl: Political
Developrients," ibid., 12 (Jan.
1933), 25-27, and "Progress
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Made by Major Legislation:
]933,

From March 24 to April 22,

ibid. (May 1913), 1.:3-59.

N. T. 3.. Robinson,

"Congress Presses Toward Adjournment:

A Summing Up

of Major Action," ibid., 14 (June-July 1935), 161-6L,
and E. Pendleton Herring, "First Session of the Seventyfourth Congress, January 3, 1935, to August 26, 1935,"
The American Political Science Review, XXIX (Dec. 1935),
985-1005, supplied information on the passage of veterans'
legislation.
Other articles which provided informatien about
the workings of Congress during Cary's membership were:
N. T. N. Robinson, "Congress Finally Adjourns:

Major

Results of Session," The Congressional Digest, 14
(Sept. 1935), 193-95; Charles A. Beard, "The Labors
of Congress," Current History,k3 (Oct. 1935), 64-72;
irogress f_ade by Major Ler,islation:

Prom January 20

to February 20, 193E," TI- e Congressional Dimst, 13
(March 1934), 38-92, 96; "The Seventy-fourth Congress
Breaks Records," National Rpublic, XXIV (July 1936),
11; "The Month in Congress:

Political Develcpnents,"

The Congressional Dirrest, 12 (Feb. 1933), 57-58;
"Progress Made by liajor Legislation:

From February 21st

to March 24th, 19331" ibid. (April 1933), 122-25;
E. 2endleton Horri.17;, "irst Session of the Seventytbird Congress,

9, 1933, to June 16, 1933," The

l',,,lerican Political Science Review,

(Feb.1

193i1.),
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65-63; "The Collier Bewe Bill Passes the house," The
Congressional Digest, 12 (Jan. 1933), 9; RaYmond G.
Carroll, "The Spenders," The Saturday Eveninr Post,
209 (Aug. 22, 1936), 23, 64-65; E. Pendleton Herring,
"First Session of the Seventy-second Congress, December 7,
1931, to July 16, 1932," The American Political Science
Review, MI (Oct. 1932), 846-74; "The

onth in Congress--

Legislative Action," The Congressional Direst, 11
(April 1932), 119-25; "Outline of President Hoover's
Recommendation to the 72nd Congress," ibid. (Jan. 1932),
6-12; and N. T. N. Robinson, "Congress Pauses To Take
Stock of Spring Program:

Action to Date," ibid., 14

(April 1935), 97-100.
Several articles described naval needs and the
build-up prograA of the 19301 s.

H. Stanley,

"Should the U. S. Navy Be Built Up to Treaty Strength?,"
The Con7ressional Querterly, XIII (April 193k), 120,
122, presented arguments favoring a larger Navy; and
Carl Vinson, "Provisions of the Vinson Navy Bill," The
Congressional Direst, 13 (April 1934), 119, contended
that adequate defense was possible throufth a big Navy.
Other articles dealing with the condition of the Navy
were:

Frederick Hale, "Pow the U. S. Navy Stands

Today," ibid., 118; Henry Roosevelt, "What Is an
1,-,ecuatr, Yavy?," Vital Speeches

the Dai, Ii (1)::c. 16,
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1935), 179-62; and ":ha - the Country Gets for Its Navy
Dollar," Review of Reviews, XCIV (Dec. 1936), 32-35.

Books

Short biographical sketches of Cary are included
in:

William E. Connolley and L. M. Coulter, History of

Kentucky (ChicaRo, 1922), 5 vols.; Albert Nelson narquis,
ed., Who's Who in America:

A Biographical Dictionary

of Notable Living Men and Women of the United States,

1936-37 (Chicano, 1936); and GeorF7e Lee Willis, Sr.,
Kentuck-, Demeracy.:

A History of the Partj and Its

Representative Menbers-Past and Present (Louisville,

3935), 3 vols.

All three present background material

with which to begin research, but Willis' work tends
to be biased in favor of each individual discussed
at length.
While they do not specifically nentien Cary,
several books describe n)litical life in Kentucky during
Gary's lifetime.

An excellent genel,a1 history is

Thomas D. Clark, A History of Kentucig (Lexington,

1960), which discusses state elections of the period.
Orval W. Paylor, J. Dan Talbott:
,Thvernnent:

Champion of Good

A Sao. of Kentucky Politics from 1900 to

19/42 (T,ouIsville, 19/12), enr+asizes the political
influence of TP1':ott, but in the process reveals ntch
about the 1935 election of Cl-andler as Governor and

)}! ;
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about Kentucky politics in gen
eral.

The best description

of the 1935 gubernatorial rac
e, however, is found in
Malcolm E. Jewell and Everett W.
Cunningham, Kentucky
Politics (Lexington, 1968). Con
venient election
statistics are available in Jas
per B. Shannon and
Ruth McQuown, ?residential Pol
itics in Kentucky, 182t191: A Compilation of Election
Statistics and an
Analysis of Political Behavi
or (Lexington, 1950), and
in Malcolm E. Jeell, Kentuc
ky Votes (Lexington, 1963),

3 vols.
Several books presented usefv1
accounts of the
depression era. They includ
ed: Broadus Mitchell,
Depression Decade: From New
Era ThrouRh New Deal,
1929-19E1 (New York, 1947); :Li
llian E. Leuchtenburr,,
Franklin D. Roosevelt and the
New Deal, 1932-1940
(New York, 1963); Arthur Mei
er Schlesinger, The New
Daal in Action, 19
.
22-1938 (New York, 1939); and
Dexter Perkins, The Neu Ane
, of Franklin Roosevelt,
1932-4
.2 (Chicago, 1957).
While he was in Congress, Cary
advocated
certain projects and typ
es of legislation which are
treated in books. Hugh
O. Potter, Daviess County,
Seseuicentenn!al 1Iistor3cal Fac
tbook (Owensboro, Ky.,
)965), and William Foster
Hayes, SixtT Years of
Owensboro
.
, 1683-19h3 (Owensboro,
K7., 2-1. d.) both
explore Caryts .
,ole in the bridge-building
effort at
Owensbov,o. AltIlet, ,h it
does not specificelly mentio
n
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Cary, -iargaret M. Bridwell,
national Park:

A Brief His

e Story of Nammoth Cave
r- (Mammoth Cave, Ky.,

1952), helped to determine t1:-..e exte
nt of Caryls
contribution to the developme:nt
of that national park.
A thorough study of the tari..ff
to 1930 in which Cary
was vitally interested is F.
Taussig, The Tariff
History of the United States :8t
h ed., New York, 1931).
A detailed account of naval buil
dup prior to
liorld War II is George T.
A Navy Second to :Tone:
The Development of Modern Amrica
n Naval Policy (New
Iork, 1940). Other works of valu
e in understanding the
naval build-up program and fcreig
n affairs during the
decade of the 19301 s were: Aalan
Nevins, The New Deal
and World Affairs: A Chronicle
of International
Affairs, 1933-191,5 (New Have:,
Conn., 1950); Robert
Greenhalgh Albion and Jennie Bar
nes Pope, Sea Lanes in
Wartime: The American Emperionc
e, 1775-19h2 (Yew York,
1942); Paul W. Schroeder, The
Axis Alliance and JapaneseAmerican Relations: 1941 (It
haca, N. Yo, 1958);
Charles A. Beard, American For
eign Policy in the :laking,
1932-19LO: A Study. in Responsi
bilities (New Haven,
Conn., 1946); and Claude Swanso
n, "Department of the
Navy," The Democratic Book: 193
6 (tn. p., , fn. d.3),
located in the Joue;;'; Shouse rap
ers TEargaret I.
Library).
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Also used were Joseph P. Chamberlain, Legislative
Processes:

National and state (New York, 1936), and

Samuel I. Rosenmann, ed., The Public Papers and Addresses
of Franklin D. Roosevelt (New York, 1938-50), 13 vols.
Unpublished Works, Speeches and Pamphlets
A number of unpublished naterials, especially
of a political nature, were useful.
"Fred Vinson:

John Henry Hatcher,

Congressman from Kentucky" (doctoral

dissertation, University of Cincinnati, 1961), described
the political atmosphere during the time Cary served in
Cen7ress.

Valuable information concerninc; the election

of 1932 was found in Bill 'Jeaver, "The Campaign of 1932
and the New Deal Relief Program in Kentucky" (master's
thesis, Western Kentuck

College, 196 ,), and in the

Democratic National Committee Speeches, 1932, Jouett
Shouse ?arel's (larf7aret I. King Library).
Glover ::ary used

A sketch of

or imialwlicity purposes in the 19314

election was available in the Thomas Rust Underwood
Papers (Nargaret I. King Library); and a radio address,
given July, 1935, by Cary over WHAS during the gubernatorial election campaign and located in the Snyder
private collection expll'ned the Conc7ressmants views
on candidates.
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Of limited use were:

a copy of a radio 1')eech

riven July 30, 1932, by Franklin :ioosevelt, located in
the Barkley Papers; the attendance records of Centre
College, 1902-Oa; "A History of the Investigator's
Club," Investigator's Club file (Owensboro Public
Library); an annual annoLncement of Calhoon Co1ler7e,
C. H. Smith private collection, Calhoun,
Ky.; and a pr.mphlet located in the Kentucky Library
entitled Audubon Yemorial State Amok»

